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STATEMENTS 
SHOWING 
I. APPROPRIATIONS MADE DURING THE FIRST AND SECOND SESSIONS OF 
THE THIRTY-FOURTH CONGRESS. 
II. OFFICES CREATED AND THE SALARIES THEREOF. 
ITI. THE OFFICES THE SALARIES OF WHICH HAVE BEEN INCREASED, WITH. 
THE AMOUNT OF SUCH INCREASE, DURING THE SAME PERIOD. 
OCTOBER 16, 1856. 
f.' RRPARED UNDER THE DIRECTION OF THE SECRETARY OF THE SENATE AND THE OLERK: 
OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE SIXTH 
SECTION OF TilE "ACT TO AUTHORIZE THE APPOINTMENT OF 
ADDITIONAL PAYMASTERS, AND FOR OTHER 
PURPOSES," APPROVED JULY 4, 1836. 
WASHINGTON: 
A . 0. P. NICHOLSON, PRINTER, 
1856. 
STATEMENT. 
Object of appropriation. 
1.-.A.PPROPRI.ATIONS MADE DURING THE FIRST .A.ND SECOND SESSIONS OF THE THIRTY-THIRD 
CONGRESS. 
By the act making appropriations for re3toring and maintaining the peaceable disposition of the Inman tribes on the Pacific, tmd 
for other purpo8e3. 
For restoring and maintaining the peaceable disposition of the Indian tribes on the Pacific --------- ______ • 
For the purchase of gunpowder for the Pacific coast. _____________ __________________ ---------- --- _____ _ 
By the act making appropriations for the payment Bf invalid and other ptnsions of the United States fw the year ending the 
thirtieth of June, eighteen hundred and fifty-seven. 
For invalid pensions, under various acts. ___________________________________________ _ 
For pensions under acts of the eighteenth March, one thousand eight hundred and eighteen, fifteenth May, 
one thousand eight hundred and twenty-eight, and seventh June, one thousand eight hundred and 
thirty-two-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
For pensions to widows of those who served during the revolutionary war, under the third section of acts of 
fourth July, one thousand eight hundr~d and thirty-six, seventh July, one thousand eight hundred and 
thirty-eight, third March, one thousand eight hundred and forty-three, seventeenth June, one thousand 
eight hundred and forty-four, second February, one thousand eight hundred and forty-eight, and second 
section act of third February, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-three.------·----------------------
For pensions to widows and orphans, under act of twenty-first July, one thousand eight hundred and forty-
eight, first section act of third February, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-three.------ ____ • _______ _ 
For half-pay pensions, payable through the Second and Third Auditors of the Treasury--._- ______________ _ 
For navy invalid pensions. ________ ----------. ______________ - _--. __ --------------------------------
For navy pensions to widows and orphans, under act of ele~nth August, one thousand eight hundred and 
forty-eight. _______ • , ________ . ____ -- --------- . ____ • ___ •••• -- •••• -------------- ---------------.--
For paying pensions of invalids who were wounded on board of private armed vessels during the last war with 






































By the ad rruih:irtg appropriations /or the support of the Military Academy for the year ending the thirtieth of June, eighteen 
hundred and fifty-seven. 
For pay of officers, instructors, cadets, and musicians._. ___ . ___ . ___ . ___ • ___ . __ -.-- ... -_.-_ .. ___ . __ ••••. 
For commutation of subsistence __ .------.---- __ • __ ••• _ •••• _._ •••• __ •••••••• -_ ••• - •••••••• _. ___ •. ___ • 
For forage for officers' horses __ . - - • - -. -- .• -- •. __ . _ .... ___ • _ . ___ . ____ ..••••••. -- . - - •.• ~ • _ •.•••.•• _ • __ 
For current and ordinary expenses, as follows: repairs and improvements, fuel and apparatus, forage, post-
age, stationery, transportation, printing, clerks, miscellaneous and incidental expenses, and depart-
ments of instruction ..•.•. -.-.-- .• _ •.• __ .. _ ••• _ .•• _ •• _ •••• _ ••. _. ___ •••••. _- .••.•••• • __ . ___ • __ ~ __ 
For gmdual increase and expense of library ____ . _ .. _ ... _ .• __ .. _____ ..• _. _ ••••..• - ..• • _ .•• _ •• _ •••• __ .. 
For expenses of the board of visitors .. _. __ ._ ... ______ .. ___ . ______ • __ .••• __ . __ •.• __ •• __ ._._ .• _ ••• _._. 
For forage for artillery and cavalry horses--------------------------
For replacing dead and worn out cavalry and artillery horses------·-------------------------------------
For repairs and additions to professors' quarters. ____ •••• ___ ••• __ •••• ___ ._._._._-_-.-- •. -.-_-- .. __ .. _. 
For furniture for hospital' for cadets .• __ __ ••• _____ • __________________ • __ ._. ________ ••• ____ • ___ •• ____ _ 
For a gun pendulum--------------------------------------------------·-----------·--------···-··· For a public clock.- ______ ._. ___ • _________ ~ ________________ ••• _. _____ • _. _____ • ________ ••• ______ •• _ 
For additional stables for dragoons' and artillery horses.--------···-··--·-------··-··--- ··-······ --·· · 
By the act to supply deficiencie:J in the appropriations for the service of the fiscal year endi'TI{J the thirtieth of June, eighteen hun-
d1·ed and fifty-six. 
For the compensation of the officers, clerk~, messengers, and others receiving an annual salary in the 
senice of the Senate : 
For the chief clerk and clerk to the Committee on Finance ••• __ .--_._.- •• --_-.-.-···-------------·-.---
For contingent expenses of the Senate: 
For binding·-··----·-------------------·------------·----------------···----·-··--··-··--··------
For lithographing and engraving._ •• _ .• •••.• ________ .. _ . _ •••• __ ...•• _ . ____ .. _ . __ 
For miscellaneous items •... _ .. _. ________ • _ •. _ •. _. __ . __ . __ . __ •• ___ ••• _ •••. __ •••• __ •• - ___ •••• __ •••• -. 
For contingent expenses of the House of Representatives: 
For the completion of the binding of documents ordered to be printed for the use of the House ••••• -.-.- ••. 
For the completion of the engraving orde"red at the second session of the thirty-third Congress .••.. -_ •• _._. 
·- For the engraving of maps, charts, and other plates accompanying documents ordered to be printed at the 
first session of the thirty-fourth Congress_. _. _ ••. _. _ • ___ •. ___ ........ _ •• __ • _ •• __ M • • _ •• - ___ • __ -- _ • __ -
For furniture and repairs ___ ._ •.• ______ .• __ ._. __ • _________ •. __ ~ •.. _ ••• __ • _____ .~. ______ .. ~ ... __ ~ __ • __ 
For stationery for members ............... ...... ___ ........... _··--_ •• _ .... _. ____ ••• __ ..... ~---·------·.-














































Object of appropriation. 
Amount brought forwa1-d. __ • __ • __ ••• 
For the pay of clerks upon the land maps for the use of the Committee on Public Lands •• _____ ._. ____ • ___ _ 
For the pay of nine clerks to committees of the House, under resolutions of the present session.- _____ • ____ _ 
For miscellaneous items._------- _________________________________________________________________ _ 
To enable the Clerk to purchase the Statutes at Large for the use of members of the House of Representatives, 
per resolution of February twenty-first, eighteen hundred and fifty-six. ____________ -------- __________ _ 
To pay John C. Rives a balance due for reporting and publishing in the Daily Globe the proceedings of the 
House of Representatives for the second session of the thirty-third Congress. ____ ------------------ __ ---
To enable the Clerk of the House of Representatives to pay John C. Rives for reporting and publishing in the 
Daily Globe the proceedings of the House of Representatives for the first session of the thirty-fourth Con-
gress, prior to the first of July, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-six _________ -_-------------------
To enable the Clerk of the House of Representatives to pay for one hundred copies of the continuation of the 
Annals of Congress, for the library of the House of Representatives, during the present fiscal year ________ _ 
To enable the Clerk of the House of Representatives to pay for the continuation of the Annals of Congress, for 
the members of the thirty -second Congress. ________ • _ • ___ •• ___ • ____ •• _ • _ •• ___ - •••• --- -- - - ••••• - - • - -
n11blic Printing: 
To supply deficiencies in the appropriation for printing and paper ordered at the first session of the 
thirty-third Congress _________________ • _________________________________ - - - - - - - ___________ _ 
To supply deficiencies in the appropriation for printing of the second session of the thirty-third Con-
gress, which deficiencies were transferred to the account of the first session of the thirty-fourth Con-
gress, in virtue of the joint resolution approved February twenty-seventh, eighteen hundred and 
fifty-six.--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
To provide for the engraving of the maps and drawings accompanying the reports of explorations and 
surveys to determine a Pacific railroad route. ___________________ ••• -------------- ___________ _ 
For compensation of ten clerks of class one, employed temporarily in the office of the Third Auditor, on 
account of military bounty-lands-----_-_. ___ •• ______________________ •• -- •• ---- .-.- •• _- _. _______ • _ 
Contingent expenses of Post Office Department: For blank books, binding, and stationery, fuel for the General 
Post Office building, including the ,Auditor's office, oil, gas, and candles, printing, labor, day-watchman, 
and for miscellaneous i terns ____ . ___ •• - - •• - ••• _ •• ____ • __ • _ ••••••• _ •••• - •• - - - ••••• - •••••••••• _ •• _ • -
Assay> Office, New York: For wages of workmen ____________ -----------------------------------------
Fo< salary of the surveyor general of Utah- - - - • - - - - - _ - ___ . - ____ - - ____ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -
r salaries of the chief justice of the Supreme Court and eight associate judges ••••••••• ;.. •• -.-.--.-.- •••• 
~ 
.Amount. Total. 
$3()9!629 00 $2,039)198 07 
6,770 80 
5,500 00 >-
20,000 00 ~ 
~ 
5,285 00 0 
~ 
~ 
1,177 50 1-4 I> 
~ 
0 





3,000 00 ~ 
~ 
57,173 00 I ~ 1-4 
~ 
JQ 
244, 188 95 
I ~ 49,200 00 8 





For salary of the circuit judge of California._.~_ ••• _._._ ..... _. H 4 _ ~ ....... _ • .u __ •• ~ ... _ . _ ••• _ ....... __ .. _ 
For compensation of the district attorneys. _______________________________ ~ _________________________ _ 
For com pen sa tion of the marshals ___ - • - - - - - - -- _ - ______ •• __ • _ •• __________ . _____ .••• - •• _____________ _ 
For salaries of the assistant treasurers of the United States at Boston and St. Louis ••••• - •• _.-_ •••• ___ •• __ • 
To supply a deficiency in the fund for the relief of sick and disabled seamen._ .... - •••.• -.- •••• _ •• _ • • __ .... _ 
To supply a deficiency in the revenue of the Post Office Department ____________ .--------- ___ .. _ .. ____ ___ .• 
For arrearages, purchase of vessel and outfit, and for field service, provided in the first article of the re-
ciprocity treaty with Great Britain.- ..... -_ •• ___ ._ .. _ •.• __ . _ .... __ .. ____ ._. _____ -- .. _ ... _ .• .,~~ ___ ~ __ .~_. 
For the purchase of blank books, stationery, arms of the United States, presses, flags, and for the payment of 
postages, for the consuls of the United States--·----··------·--·---··----·-·-·----------------------
For the expenses of the consulates in Turkey, viz: interpreters, guards, and other expenses of the consulates 
at Constantinople, Smyrna, Candia, and Alexandria .. ____ •.• _ ... __ .. __ ... _ M __ •• _ .. ----- ... -.-.-- .. - •• - _- _- .. 
For interpreters, guards, and other expenses of the consulate at Beirut._. ___ ... ~. __ •• -- • .• --.------.-.- .. -
For expenses incurred by consuls of the United States in procuring information required by the circulars of 
eighth October, eighteen hundred and fifty-three, and fifteenth March, eighteen hundred and fifty-four, 
on queries propounded by the State and Treasury Departments, and far information called for by the reBO-
lution of the House of Representatives of the fourteenth December, eighteen hundred and fifty-three, and 
twenty-sixth December, eighteen hundred and fifty-four ............... ~------··--·----·-··-"'··----··-
For compensation for clerical services performed in the office of the United States legation at London, from 
December, eighteen hundred and fifty-two, to August, eighteen hundred and fifty-three, inclusive ...... -_- .. 
To compensate the clerk of the United States district court for the State of Connecticut for making certified 
copies of all copyrights recorded in his office between January, eighteen hundred and forty-six, and Febru-
ary, eighteen hundred and fifty-two. __ •• ___ .• ___ ._ ... ___ • __ •.• ___ •• _____ ...... __ .--~.--.- . -- ... ------
Contingent expenses of the Department of State: For miscellaneous items. _____ .•• _ •.• --.------·-------.-
For fitting up and furnishing the court-rooms and conference-room, and offices for the solicitor and clerk of 
the Court of Claims . •..• __ .• _. ________ • ____ • _. __ •• ___ • _. ____________ •• ___ •••• _. __ • ___________ _ ... 
For filling up and grading the grounds belonging to the custon-house building, Norfolk, Virginia .••• _ •• ---. 
For transportation of officers, and for fuel and quarters, the payment of which is no longer made by the 
quartermaster's department. ____ • __________ • __ ._. ___ ••• ___ . ____ ._. ___ • _______ ._ .. _ .~ __ ... __ • ____ ._. 
For contingencies of the army. ________ • ___ •. _. ____ ._ ... _. _____________________________ . ___ . ________ • 
For the regular supplies of the quartermaster's department, consisting of fuel, forage in kind for the horses, 
mules, and oxen of the quartermaster's depa.rtment, at the several military posts and stations, and with 
the armies in the field; for the horRes of the first and second regiments of dragoons, the companies of light 
artillery, the regiment of mounted riflemen, and such companies of infantry as may be mounted, and also 
for the authorized number of officers' horses, when serving in the field and at the outposts; of straw for 
soldiers' bedding, and of stationery, including company and other blank books for the army, certificate.-s 
Amount carried forward ........ ~ ... . . 
1,487 50 






































Object of appropriation. 
Amount brought forward ______ ~ •••• _ 
for discharged soldiers, blank forms for the pay and quartermaster's departments, and for the printing of 
division and department orders, army regulations, and reports__ • ___ • ______ •• _. ______________ • ___ • __ 
For the incidental expenses of the quartermaster's department, consisting of postage on letters and packets 
received and sent by officers of the army on public service; expenses of courts martial and courts of in-
quiry, including the additional compensation to judge advocates, recorders, members, and witnesses, while 
on that service, under the act of March sixteenth, eighteen hundred and two; e~tra pay to soldiers em-
ployed, under the direction of the quartermaster's department., in the erection of barracks, quarters, store-
houses, and hospitals; the construction of roads and other constant labor for periods of not less than ten 
days, under the acts of March second, eighteen hundred and nineteen, and August fourth, eighteen hun-
dred and fifty-four, including those employed as clerks at division and department headquarters; expenses 
of expresses to and from the frontier posts and armies in the field ; of escorts to paymasters, other disburs-
ing officers and trains, when military escorts cannot be furnished; expenses of the interment of non-com-
missioned officers and soldiers; authorized office furniture; hire of laborers in the quartermaster's depart-
ment, including hire of interpreters, spies, and guides for the army ; compensation of clerk to officers of 
the quartermaster's department; compensation of forage and wagon-masters, authorized by the act of July 
fifth, eighteen hundred and thirty-eight ; for the apprehension of deserters, and the expenses incident to 
their pursuit; the various expenditures required for the first and second regiments of dragoons, the com-
panies of light artillery, the regiment of mounted riflemen, and such companies of infantry as may be 
mounted, viz: for the purchase of horse equipments, as saddles, bridles, saddle blankets, nose-bags, iron 
combs, currycombs, and spurs and straps; of travelling forges, blacksmiths' and shoeing tools, horse anq 
mule shoes, iron and steel fur shoeing, hire of veterinary surgeons, purchase of medicines for horses and 
mules, shoeing horses of mounted corps, and repairing dragoon and rifle equipments---.- _. ____________ _ 
For transportation of the army, including the baggage of the troops when moving either by land or water; 
of clothing, camp and garrison equipage, and horse equipments, from the depot at Philadelphia to the 
several posts and army depots; of subsistence from the places of purchase, and from the places of delivery 
under contract to such places as the circumstances of the service may require it to ba sent; of ordnance, 
ordnance stores and small arms, from the foundries and armories to the arsenals, fortifications, frontier 
posts, and army depots; freights, wharfage, tolls, and ferriages; for the purchase and hire of horses, mules, 
and oxen, and the purchase and repair of wagons, carts, drays, ships, and other sea-going vessels and boats 
for the transportation of supplies, and for garrison purposes; for drayage and cartage at the several posts: 




























sailing public transports on the various rivers, the Gulf of Mexico, and the Atlantic, and Pacific ; and for pro-
curing water at such posts as from their situation require that it be brought from a distance, and for clear-
ing roads and removing obstructions from roads, harbors, and rivers, to the extent which may be required 
for the actual operations of the troops on the frontier __ •• __ •• _______ • ___ ••• _. __ ._ ••• _ ••••••• _____ ••• 
For defraying the expenses of the supreme, circuit, and district courts of the United States, including 
the District of Columbia; also for jurors and witnesses in aid of the funds arising from fines, penalties, and 
forfeitures incurred in the fiscal year ending the thirtieth of June, eighteen hundred and fifty-six, and pre-
vious years; and likewise for defraying the expenses of suits in which the United States are concerned, and 
of prosecutions for offences committed against the United States, and for the safe-keeping of prisoners .•.•• 
For the collection of agricultural statistics, investigations for promoting agriculture and rural economy, and 
the procurement and distribution of cuttings and seeds, to be expended under the direction of the Commis-
sioner of Patents _.-.------.- --.----. __ - .••• __ . _. __ . _ •• _ •.• ___________ • _ ••••. __ .••••.•••••• _. __ 
For compensation and mileage of the members of the legislative assembly, officers, clerks, and contingent 
expenses of the assembly for the Territory of Minnesota ••..••••.••...•••.•••...•.•••••••••••••..•••• 
For contingent expenses of the Territory of New Mexico, and to enable the governor to employ an interpre-
ter or translator_ . _ •••••. __ - _ . _ . _ ..•• _ ..•.•.•• _ •••• ____ • _____ ••• _ .•• ___ •••.•••.•.•••..•• _ ..•. __ _ 
For filling up and draining the grounds in the vicinity of the national green-houses, known as the Botanic 
Garden, and for walling the creek which passes through the same·-------------------.----------------
For continuing the grading and planting with trees the unimproved portions of the malL.- •••• - •••.•••. --
For construction of a sewer in Judiciary square-----------------····-------······--------------------
For placing the sewer openings along Pennsylvania avenue under the footway, and trapping the same -.----
For repairing old portion of the Patent Office Building, constructing water-closets therein, and casual repairs 
of the east wing of said building ___ .• ___ .. _ •. __ ..••• _. _ •.. ____ ..••••• _ ••. _ . __ ••.•••••..•••.•••... 
For an additional furnace erected for the Library of Congress ..••• _._ .. ____ .•.••.• __ .. _ ••• 
For finishing the portico and exterior of the west wing of the Patent Office Building, to pay the reservations 














By the act to remove obstructions to navigation in the mouth of the .Jfississippi river, at the Southwest Pass, and Pass a l' Outre. 
For the opening and keeping open ship channels of sufficient capacity to accommodate the wants of commerce 
through the Southwest Pass and Pass a l'Outre, leading from the Mississippi river into the Gulf of Mexico._,_ ••••••••••••••••. 
4,174,416 20 
33Q,OOO 00 
By the act making an appropriation for deepening the channel over the flats of the St. Mary's river, in the State of Michigan. 
For deepening the channel of the St. :Mary's river, in the State of Michigan, by the west channel through 
Lake George, according to the estimate of Captain Macomb, of the topographical corps, communicated to 
the Senate in the report of the Secretary of War, dated January eighteen, eighteen hundred and fifty-five.-~---············--·~ 100,000 00 























Object of appropriation. Amount. 
Amount brought forward •• __ • __ ••• _ ., ___ • __ •• _ ••• __ •• _ ~ 
By the act making an appropriation for deepening the channel ovqr the St. Clair fiats, in the State of Michigan. 
For the purpose of deepening the channel over the St. Clair flats, in the State of Michigan._._ •• _ •• _ •••• _., __ • ____ • ______ • __ _ 
By the act to establish two additional land districts in the Territory of Minnesota. 
For the survey, at augmented rates, of meridian, standard parallel, township, and section lines, in the dis 
tricts here by created. ______________________________________ • _____________ ••• ____ • - •• - - •• - ____ • __ , __ •••• __ • _ ••• _ •• __ 
By the act for the construction of a road f1·om Fm·t Ridgley, in the Territory of Jfinnesoto, to the South Pass of the Roclcy 
Mountains, in the Territory of Nebraska. 
For the construction of a road from Fort Ridgley, in the Territory of Minnesota, to the South Pass of the 
Rocky Mountains, in the Territory of Nebraska --P···--·-------------------------------------------~-----------------~ 
By the act making appropriations for the consular and diplmnatic expenses of the government for the year ending the thirtieth of 
June, eighteen hundred and fifty-stWen. 
For salaries of envoys extraordinary and ministers plenipotentiary of the United States at Great Brit.ain, 
1!\ance, Spain, Russia, Austria, Prussia, Switzerland, Rome, Naples, Sardinia, Belgium, Holland, Portugal, 
Denmark, Sweden, 'rurkey, China, Brazil, Peru, Chili, Argentine Republic, New Granada, Bolivia, Ecuador, 
Venezuela, Guatemala, Nicaragua, and Mexico __________________ •• ____ • _- _-.----- _________________ _ 
For salaries of the secretaries of legation of the United States at Great Britain, France, Spain, Russia, Aus-
tria, Prussia, Switzerland, Rome, Naples, Sardinia, Belgium, Holland, Portugal, Denmark, Sweden, Brazil, 
Peru, Chili, Argentine Republic, New Granada, Bolivia, Ecuador, Venezuela, Guatemala, Nicaragua, and 
Mexioo ..... ------------------------------------------------------------····-·- ·- -·------------For salary of the commissioner to the Sandwich Islands. ____________________ ------- ___________________ . 
For salary of an interpreter to the mission to China, at the rate of five thousand dollars per annum. _______ _ 
For salary of a dragoman to the mission to Turkey. __________ -----------------------------------------


































For oontingent expenses of foreign intercourse---------------------------------------------'----------
For expenses of intercourse with the Barbary Powers. ________________________________________________ _ 
For the relief and protection of American seamen in foreign countries. _______ -_-----_-- ______ - ________ _ 
For expenses which may be incurred in acknowledging the services of the masters and crews of foreign vessels 
in rescuing citizens and vessels of the United States from shipwreck. _________________ ---- ___________ _ 
For the purchase of blank books, stationary, arms of the United States, presses, and flags, and for the pay-
ment of postages for the <:onsuls of the United States. _____________________ ---------- ______________ _ 
For compensation of the commissioner provided in the first article of the reciprocity treaty with Great Britain._ 
For salaries of consuls and commercial agents of the United States at London, Liverpool, Glasgow, Dundee, 
Newcastle, Leeds, Belfast, Hong Kong, Calcutta, Halifax, Melbourne, Nassau, Kingston, (Jamaica,) Rot-
terdam, Amsterdam, Aix LaChapelle, Paris, Havre, Marseilles, Bordeaux, Lyons, La Rochelle, Nantes, 
Cadiz, Malaga, St. Jago de Cuba, Matanzas, St. Johns, (P.R.,) Trinidad de Cuba, Ponce, (P. R.,) Havana, 
Lisbon, Funchal, Antwerp, St. Petersburg, St. Thomas, Elsineur, Trieste, Vienna, Leipsic, Munich, Bre-
men, Hamburg, Frankfort-on-the-Maine, including the Grand Duchy of Hesse Darmstadt, the electorate 
of Hesse Cassel, the Duchy of Nassau, and the Langravate of Hesse Homburg, Stuttgardt, Carlsrue, Basle, 
Zurich, Geneva, Genoa, Leghorn, Naples, Palermo, Messina, Constantinople, Smyrna, Beirut, J·erusalem, 
Alexandria, Tangiers, Tripoli, Tunis, Canton, Shanghai, Amoy, Fouchow, Ningpo, Honolulu, Port au Prince, 
City of St. Domingo, Vera Cruz, Acapulco, St. Juan del Norte, St. Juan del Rur, Panama, Aspinwall, Laguayra, 
Rio de Janeiro, Pernambuco, Buenos Ayres, Callao, Valparaiso, Southampton, Bristol, Leith, Dublin, Cork, 
Galway, Bombay, Singapore, Gibraltar, Island of Malta, Cape Town, Port Louis, St. John's, (N. B ,) Pictou, 
Demarara, Sidney, Falkland Islands, Hobarttown, Bermuda, Turk's Island, Barbadoes, Island of Trinidad, 
St. Helena, St. Christopher, Antigua, Ceylon, Odessa, Galatza, Martinique, Miquelon, Barcelona, Manilla, 
Macao, Mozambique, Fayal, St. Jago, Cape Verde, Hanover, Schwerin, Oldenburg, Santa Cruz, Gotten-
burg, Venice, Spezzia, Athens, Candia, Cyprus, Zante, Monrovia, Zanzibar, Bay Islands, Cape Haytien, Aux 
Cayes, Mexico, Paso del Norte, Tampico, Matamoras, Tabasco, Mazatlan, Tehuantepec, Minatitlan, Omoa 
and Truxillo, San Jose, Carthagena, Sabanillo, Ciudad Bolivar, Puerto Cabello, Maracaibo, Guyaquil, Ma-
ranham Island, Rio Grande, Bahia, Para, Montevideo, Talcahuano, Paita, Tumbcz, Lahaino Hilo, Apia, 
Tahiti, Lanthala, Batavia, Paramaribo, Pandang, St. Martin, and Curacoa ____________________________ _ 
For the salary of the consul-general at Simoda, in Japan----------------------------------------·-----
For the salary of the consul-general to the British North American provinces. ______________ • _______ ._. __ 
For estimated loss by exchange on drafts of consuls and commercial agents for salary ____________________ _ 
For the prosecution of the work, including pay of commissioner and all other expenses provided in the first 
article of the reciprocity treaty with Great Britain. ________________________________________________ _ 
For expenses of the consulates in the Turkish Dominions, viz: interpreters, guards, and other expenses of 
the consulates at Constantinople, Smyrna, Candia, and Alexandria.. ____________________ • ___________ • __ 












































Object of appropriation. Amount. 
Amount brought forward. ___________ , _________________ _ 
By the act for the relief of the widows and orphans of the officers, seamen, and marines of the Uaited States sloop-of-war Al-
bany, andfor other purposes. 
To pay the widow, or child, or children, and in case there be no widow, or child, or children, (as aforesaid,) 
then the parent or parents, and if there are no parents, the brothers and Histers, of the officers, seamen, 
marines, and others in service, who were lost in said sloop-of-war Albany and brig Porpoise, including cap-
tain's clerk and assistant draughtsman, a sum equal to twelve months' pay of their respective deceased 
relations aforesaid, in addition to the pay due to the said deceased at the date of the loss of said vessels respectively. ________________________________________ • ___________ . __ . ____________________________ ,. ________________ _ 
By the act to provide for carrying into effect the first article of the treaty between the United States and her Ma}esty the Queen of 
the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, of the fifteenth day of June, eighteen hundred and forty-si:x. 
For i. he salary of the commissioner for one year __________ • ______________________ • 
For the salary of the secretary for one year ________________________________ ._ 
For the salary of the chief astronomer and surveyor for one year _________ -------------------- ----------
For the salary of the assistant astronomer and surveyor __ . ______________ ------------------------------
For the salary of the clerk for one year ___ • ___________________________________ ------ ------- ______ • __ 
For provisions, transportation, and contingencies ________ •• ____ ._. ____ . ___ •• ---. ---------------- _____ -
By the act to authorize and direct the settlement of the account of the Bank of the State of Mi~sourifor moneys advanced for the 
subsistence and tmnsportation af volunteers. 
For moneys advanced in the year eighteen hundnd and forty-six, for subsistence and transportation of cer-
tain companies of volunteers which, by order of General E. P. Gaines, assembled at St. Louis, Missouri, 
in the months of May and June of that year, with the view of being mustered into the service of the 






































By the act to reimburse the State of Vermont the e:r:penses incurred by her in paying her militia, called out in eighteen hundred 
ancl thirty-eight and eighteen hundred and thirty-nine, to preserve the neutralitg of the country. 
For the amount expended by said State in paying and subsisting her militia called out to preserve the neu-
trality of the United States, then involved in the troubles on the Canada frontier--------.- ____________ _ 
By the act for the improvement of the navigation of the Patapsco river, and to render the port of Baltimore accessible to war 
steamers of the United States. 
For deepening the channel of the Patapsco river, and in rendering the port of Baltimore accessible to the 
steam frigates and other war vessels of the United States. _______________ - ______ ---------------------_ ,_-----------------
By the act making appropriattons f01· the naval service for the year ending the thirtieth of June, eighteen hundred and fifty-seven. 
For pay of commission, warrant, and petty officers, and seamen, including the engineer corps of the navy ___ _ 
For provisions for commission, warrant, and petty officers, and seamen, including engineers and marines at-
tached to vessels for sea service ____________ . _____________________________________________________ _ 
For increase, repair, armament, and equipment of the navy, including the wear and tear of vessels in com-
mission, fuel for steamers, and purchase of hemp for the naVY----------------------------------------
For ordnance and ordnance stores and small arms, including incidental expenses. ____ ---------------------
For contingent expenses that may accrue for the following purposes, viz: freight and transportation, printing 
and stationery, advertising in newspapers, books, maps, models, and drawings, purchase and repair of fire-
engines and machinery, repairs of and attending to steam-engines in navy yards, purchase and mainte-
nance of horses and oxen, and drawing teams, carts, timber-wheels, and the purchase and repairs of work-
men's tools, postage of public letters, fuel, oil, and candles, for navy yards and shore stations, pay of 
watchmen and incidental labor, not chargeable to any other appropriation, transportation to and labor 
attending the delivery of provisions and stores on foreign stations, wharfage, dockage, and rP.nt, travelling 
expenses of officers and others under orders, funeral expenses, store and office rent, stationery, fuel, com-
missions and pay of clerks to navy agents and storekeepers, flags, awnings, and packing-boxes, premiums 
and other expenses of recruiting, apprehending deserters, per diem pay to persons attending courts-
matial and courts of inquiry, and other services authorized by law, pay to judges advocate, pilotage and 
towage of vessels and assistance to vessels in distress, bills of health, and quarantine expenses of vessels of 
the United States navy in foreign ports. __________________________________________________ . ________ _ 
To enable the Secretary of the Navy to publish the charts of the explorations of La Plata river, and the charts 
of the surveys of the Behring's Straits Expedition.·-----------------------------------



































Object of appropriation. 
Amount brought forward .••••. . ---·-
MARINE CORPS. 
For pay of the officers, non-commissioned officers, musicians, and privates, clerke, messengers, stewards, and 
..._servants, for rations and clothing for servants, subsistence and additional rations for five years' service of 
officers, for undrawn clothing and rations, bounties for re-enlistments, and pay for unexpired terms of pre-
vious service -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
For provisions for marines serving on shore _________________________ - _ • ____ • _____ - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - • - -
For clothing------------------------------------------------------------·------------
Forfucl---------------------------------------------------~-------------------------------------
For military stores, repairs of arms, pay of armorer, for accoutrements, ordnanc~ stores, flags, drums, fifes, 
and musical instruments. ______________________________________________________ - _ . ----. _________ _ 
For transportation of officers and troops, and expenses ofrecruiting·-----------------------~-------------
For the erection and completion of marine barracks at Brooklyn, New York __________ -----------------_--
For the erection and completion of marine barracks at Pensacola, Florida--------- ---------- -------------
For repairs of barracks, and rent of temporary barracks and offices--------------------------------------
For contingencies, viz : freight, ferriage, cartage, and wharfage, compensation to judges-advocates, per diem 
for attending courts-martial and courts of inquiry, for constant labor, house rent in lieu of quarters, burial 
of deceased marines, printing, stationery, postage, apprehension of deserters, oil, candles, gas, forage, 
straw, furniture, bed sacks, spades, shovels, axes, picks, carpenter's tools, keep of a horse for the mes-
senger, pay of matron, washerwoman, and porte1· at the hospital headquarters, and for the building of two 
cisterns at headquarters-- - - - - - - - - - -. ____________________________ . _______ - - -- - - - - -- - - ____________ _ 
NAVY YARDS. 
For the construction and completion of works, and for the current repairs at the several navy yards, viz: 
Portsmouth, New Hampshire. 
For completing launching ways of ship-house number four; pitch-house; tools for machinh;ts and smiths; 
timber slip; dredging; fences; completing the extension of ship-house number four; repairs of all 









































For stone wall and filling around machine· shop, battery, and ordnance quay; paving; pile wharf; gas-pipes 
and burners for yard and officers' quarters; cleaning out timber dock; braiding machine; fittings for hide 
cutter; bobbins for ropewalk; and strop guaging machine for block-shop; dry dock engines (deficiency); 
completing shear wharf; engine for gun-carriage shop; steam-pump for watering ships; and for repairs of 
all kinds--------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------- -
New York. 
For building and completing storehouse ; huilding and completing coal-house ; extending quay wall ; launch-
ing ways in ship-houses D and E; dredging channels; repairs of cob wharf; dry dock paving and flag-
ging; permanent fixtures for heating saw-mill; improvement of new purchase for site of marine barracks, 
and piling for the same; if necessary, filling low places; completing water-pipes; lightning conductors; ex-
tending sewers ; completing steaming-house and machinery ; completing oakum picking machine, and 
engine for the same ; stable for commandant's horse ; and for repairs of all kinds----.------------------
For deficiency for castings for engine-house _________________________________________________________ _ 
Philadelphia. 
For steam-house and stoves; dredging channels; repairs of dock, basin, and railway; building and com-
pleting guard houses ; building and completing offices ; and repairs of all kinds. ____ -------- - __ -_- ____ _ 
Washington. 
For completing extension of boiler shop ; completing conversion of old ordnance to machine-shop ; timber 
shed ; pavements, drains, and gutters ; grading and filling ; dredging; extension of iron foundry; ma-
chinery and tools; and for repairs of all kinds----·-------------------------------------------------
For completing repairs of brass foundry, destroyed by fire----------------------------------------------
Norfolk. 
For grading and draining ; iron railway and cars ; dredging ; continuing quay wall ; timber landing and slip 
at saw-mill ; roasting shears; engines, tools, cranes, and lighters; completing and extending saw-mill; 
and for rt-pairs of all kinds __________________________________ . ___________________________________ _ 



































Object of appropriation. 
Amount brought forward. __________ _ 
Pensacola. 
For completing, permanent wharf, deep basin, and dredging; completing rail tracks; completing removal of 
sunken caisson; completing extension of granite wharf; dredging and piers in front of basin; mast shea1·s; 
kitchen to ordinary quarters; repairs of dock, basin, and railway; completing wharves, paint-shop, light-
ning conductors ; and for repairs of all kinds _______________ · _______________________________________ _ 
San Francisco. 
For four houses for officers; steam-box; pitch kettles; wharf, with stone wall; saw-mill; artesian well; 
grading; completing smithery, joiners' shop and timber shed, storehouse, and wharL----·--------------
HOSPITALS. 
For the construction and completion of works, and {or current repairs of the several naval hospitals: 
• Boston. 
For building and completing surgeon's house, and for repairs of all kinds. ___ ----------------------------
New York. 
For brick building; machinery, and~ fixtures for warming and ventilating hospital; for filling and grading 
cemetery; repairs oflaboratory buildings; repairs of all k.inds-------------:---------------------------
NavaZ Asylum, Philadelphia. 
For painting and repairing main building, governor's, and surgeon's houses; iron railing for southwest 
wall ; repairs of furnaces, grates, furniture ; cleaning and white"lvashing ; gas ; water-rent ; and miscel-





































For repairs of all kinds. ___________ . __________ . ________________________________ . ___________________ _ 
Pmsacola. 
For wall around burial-ground; steam-boiler; pump and reservoir; draining and filling ponds; and for 
generalreparrs ____________ ------------- - ---------------------------------------
MAGAZINES. 
For the construction and completion of works, and for the current repairs at the several naval magazines: 
Pcmsmouth, New Hampshire. 
For ordnance building, shell-house for loaded shells, gun-skids, and shot beds----------------------------
Bostrm. 
For repairs of all kinds __________________________________________________ • _---- ------ ------ ----- - - ~ 
New York. 
For altering gunner's to storehouse, shot beds, skids, powder-boat, dredging, and repairs of all kinds ______ _ 
W ashingtrm. 
For building and completing iron shed for ordnance purposes----------------·--------------------------
Norfolk. 
For repairs of wall at Fort Norfolk, shot beds, gun-skidf:, and crane, new machinery and tool10 
Pmsacola. 
For brick wall aro~nd shell-house, and for current repairs----· 





































Object of appropriation. 
Amount brought forward. __________ _ 
For pay for superintendents, naval constructors, and all the civil establishments at the several navy yards 
andstations------------------·-----------------------------------------------------------------
For purchase of nautical instruments required for the use of the navy, for repairs of the same, and also of 
astronomical instruments ; and for the purchase of nautical books, maps, and charts, and for backing and 
binding the same.- •.••••..•• __________________________________________________________________ _ 
For printing and publishing sailing directions, hydrographical surveys, and astronomical observations. _____ _ 
For continuing the publication of the series of wind and current charts, and for defraying all the expenses 
connected therewith----------------------------------------------------------------------------
For models, drawings, and copying, postage, freight, and transportation ; for working lithographic press, 
including chemicals; for keeping grounds in order; for fuel and lights, and for all other contingent ex-
penses of the United States Naval Observatory and hydrographical office ___________ .••.... ___________ _ 
For the wages of persons employed at the United States Naval Observatory and hydrographical office, viz: 
one lithographer, one instrument maker, two. watchmen, and one porter ________ ._ ... __ .... __ • _______ _ 
For erection, improvement, and repairs of buildings and grounds, and support of the Naval Academy at An-
napolis, Mary land_ .. _ ..•..... _______________________ . _________________________________________ _ 
For peparing the American Nautical Almanac. ___________________________________ . __ .• ______________ _ 
For Stevens's war steamer------- __________ .. __________________________________ •• __ - _. __ . __ • _______ _ 
For completing basin and railway at the navy yard at San FrancisCO------------------------------------
For completing coal depot at Key West, Florida ____________ . __________ • _______ . __ -- . -- _. ____________ _ 
B; the act for continuing the improvement of the Des Jfoines rapids, in the Jllississippi river. 
For continuing the improvement of the Des Moines rapids in the Mississippi river .. ----·------------------ ~ ­
By the act making appropriations for the current and contingent expenses of the Indian depm·tment, and for fulfilling treaty 
stipulations with various Indian tribes, for the year ending June thirtieth, one thousand eight hundmi and fifty-seven. 
For the current and contingent expenses of the Indian department, viz: 
For the pay of superintendents of Indian affairs, and of the several Indian agents, per acts of fifth June, 
eighteen hundred and fifty, twenty-eighth September, eighteen hundred and fifty, twenty-seventh 
February, eighteen hundred and fifty-one, third March, eighteen hundred and fifty-two, third March, 
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eighteen hundred and fifty-th1·ee, thirty-first July, eighteen hundred and fifty-four, and third March, 
ei ()" h teen hundred and fifty-five __ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - __________ - - - _____________________________________ _ 
For the pay of the several Indian E<Ub-agents, per act of thirty-first July, eighteen hundred and fifty-four ___ _ 
For the pay of clerk to superintendent at St. Louis, Missouri, per act of twenty-seventh June, eighteen hun-
~ dred and forty-siX------------------------------------------------------------------------------
s:;· For the pay of clerk to superintendent in Ualifornia, per act of third March, eighteen hundred and fifty-two._ 
~~~~~;~!~~i~n!0f~~d~~~~~~~~===~~~~~==:::::::::::::~~:=========::::==~==~==:::::::::::::::::::::::: g For buildings at agencies and repairs thereof_ _______________________________________________________ _ 
• For contingencies of the Indian department ________________________________________________________ _ 
T 
h:) 
For fulfilling treaty stipulations with the varions Indian tribes: 
BLACKFOOT NATION. 
For first of ten instalments as annuity, to be expended in the purchase of such goods, provisions, and other 
useful articles, as the President, at his discretion, may from time to time determine, per ninth article of 
the treaty of seventeenth October, eighteen hundred and fifty-five------------------------------------
For expenses of transportation and delivery of annuities in goods and provisions_- ____ --------- -----------
For first of ten instalments, as annuity, to be expended in establishing and instructing them in agricultural 
and mechanical pursnits, and in educating their children, and promoting civilization and christianity, at 
the discretion of the President, per tenth article of the treaty of seventeenth October, eighteen hundred 
and fifty-five·----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CAJtiANCHES, KIOWAS, AND APACHES OF ARKANSAS RIVER. 
For thhd of ten instalments for the purchase of goods, provisions, and agricultural implements, per sixth 
article treaty twenty-seventh July, eighteen hundred and fift.y-three_--------- _--- _-------------------
For expenses of transportation of the third of ten instalments of goods, provisions, and agricultural imple-
ments, per sixth article treaty twenty-seventh July, eighteen hundred and fifty-three __________________ _ 
CIIIPPEWAS OF LAKE SUPERIOR.-FULFlLLING THE TREATY OF TIIIRTIETII SEPTEMBER, EIGITTEEN IIUNDRED AND FIFTY-FOUR. 
For two-thirds of the last of twenty instalments in money, per second article treaty twenty-ninth July, 
eighteen hundred and thirty-seven, and eighth article treaty thirtieth September, eighteen hundred and 
fifty-four--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
For two-thirds of the last of twenty instalments in goods, per second article treaty twenty-ninth July, eighteen 
hundred and thirty-seven, and eighth wrticle treaty thirtieth September, eighteen hundred and fifty-four_-
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Object of appropriation. 
Amount brought forward. _______ •.. _ 
For two-thirds of the last of twenty instalments for the purchase of provisions, per second article treaty 
twenty-ninth July, eighteen hundred and thirty-seven, and eighth article treaty thirtieth September, 
eighteen hundred and fifty-four ____ • ______ . ___ . ______ .• _ .• _ ••• __ .• ____ • ______ .. ______ • _______ •. __ 
For two-thirds of the last of twenty instalments for the purchase of tobacco, per second article treaty twenty-
ninth July, eighteen hundred and thirty-seven, and eighth article treaty thirtieth September, eighteen 
hundred and fifty-four. _ ..• _____ • __ . _______ ••• _ •••• _ • ___ ______ .• __ • _________ • ________ . __ • _____ • __ 
For two-thirds of fifteenth of twenty-five instalments in money, per fourth article treaty uf fourth October, 
eighteen hundred and forty-two, and eighth article treaty thirtieth September, eighteen hundred and 
fifty-four---------- -- --------------------------------------------------------------------------
For two-thirds of fifteenth of twenty-five instalments in goods, per fourth article treaty of fourth October, 
eighteen hundred and forty-two, and eighth article treaty thirtieth September, eighteen hundred and 
fifty-four ___________________ --------------------------------····---- ------------------- -------
For two-thirds of fifteenth of twenty-five instalments, for the support of schools, per fourth article treaty 
fourth October, eighteen hundred and forty-two, and eighth article treaty thirtieth September, eighteen 
hundred and fifty-four _. ____ • ______ .. __ .. __ . _. __ . __ • _ •• __ . __ . _. _______ • _______ --.- _. ______ . ___ . _ 
For two-thirds of fifteenth of twenty-five instalments for the purchase of provisions and tobacco, per fourth 
article treaty fourth October, eighteen hundred and forty-two, and eighth article treaty thirtieth Sep-
tember, eighteen hundred and fifty-four ___ • _ . • __ •• ___ • __ . __ . __________ .• _______ _ - - - - - - . - _____ . _ . __ 
For second of twenty instalments in coin, goods, household furniture, and cooking utensils, agricultural 
implements and cattle, carpenter's and other tools and building materials, and fo1· moral and educational 
pmposes, per fourth article treaty thirtieth September, eighteen hundred and fifty-four-- •• -.-_.- ____ • __ _ 
For second of five instalments in blankets, cloths, nets, guns, ammunition, and such other articles of neces-
sity as they may require, to the Bois Forte band, per twelfth article treaty thirtieth September, eighteen 
hundred and fifty-four-------··------ --·---- ----------------------------------------------·····-
For second of twenty instalments for six smiths and assistants, per fifth and second articles treaty thirtieth 
September, eighteen hundred and fifty-four_. ___ . ______________________ ._-----.----- ______ . ____ . __ _ 
For second of twenty instalments for the support of six smiths' shops, per fifth and second articles treaty 
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CIIIPPEWAS OF ~J.'IIE 1\!ISSISSIPPl.-FULFILLING THE TREATY OF TWENTY-SBC"OND J!':B1lRll'AltY, EIG'H'I:'E~ m1N1JREl> A~h :FIF'i'Y"-
FIV'E. 
For one-third of the last of twenty instalments in money, per second article treaty tweniy-nlnth July, 
eighteen hundred and thirty-seven, and ei·ghtb article treaty thirtieth September, eighteen hundred and 
fifty-four .. ---------------------------------~~~--~--------------------------~~------------------
For one-third of the Iast of twenty instalments in goods, per second article treaty twenty-nfnth July, eighteen 
hundred and thirty-seven, and eighth article treaty thirtieth September, eighteen hundred and fifty-four_ J. 
For one-third of the last of twenty instalments for the purchase of provision3, per second article treaty 
iwenty-ninth July, eighteen hundred and thirt.y-seV'en, and eighth article treaty thirtieth September, 
eighteen hundred and fifty-four ~----- -~- __ ~- _____________ ~- ___________ - _ ------------. __ --------- __ 
For one-third of the last of twenty instalments for the purchase of tobacco, per second articlt:l treaty twenty-
ninth July, eighteen hnndred and thirty-seven, and eighth article treaty thirtieth September, eighteen 
hundred and fifty-four ---- ~--------- _____________________ ~ ______________ ~ ~ __ - ~--- ~------ _- _____ _ 
For one-third of fifteenth of twenty-five instalments in money, per fourth article treaty fourth October, 
eighteen hundred and forty-two, and eighth article treaty thirtieth September, eighteen hundred and 
fifty-four--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
For one-third of fifteenth of twenty-five instatments in goods, per fourth al'ticle treaty fourth October, 
eighteen hundred and forty-two, and eighth article treaty thirtieth September, eighteen hundred and 
fifty -four_--_ ----------- ________________ ~ ____ ~ ~ _ ~ _____ ~ ________ -. _- _________ ------------- --- _ - _ 
For one-third of fifteenth of twenty-five instalments for the support of schools, per fourth article treaty fourth 
October, eighteen h1mdred and forty-two, and' eighth al'ticle treaty thirtieth September, eighteen hundred 
and fifty-four----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
For one-third of fifteenth of twenty-five instalments for the purchase of pro"isrong and tobacco, pel' fourth 
article treaty fourth October, eigh1een hundn~d and forty-two, and eighth article treaty thhtieth Septem- ~ 
ber, eighteen hundred and fifty-four __________________________ ------·--- __________ - __ ~- -_._. __ -- __ _ 
For one-third of the last of twenty instalments for the establishment of three smiths' shops, supporting the 
smiths, and furnishing iron and steel, per second articie treaty twenty-ninth July, eighteen hundred al!ld 
thirty-seven, and eighth article treaty thirtieth September, eighteen hundred and :fifty-four ______ --------
For one-third offi.fteenth of twenty-five instalments for the support of two smiths' shops, including the pay of 
two smiths and assistants, and furnishing iron and steel, per fourth article treaty fourth October, eighteen 
hundred and forty-two, and eighth article treaty thirtieth September, eighteen hundred and fifty-four _____ _ 
For one-third of fifteenth of twenty-fi-ve i-ns-talments fo:r pay of two farmers, per fDurth article treaty fou:rth 
October, eighteen hundred and forty-two, and eighth article treaty thirtieth September, eighteen hundred 
and fifty-four __ --- ____________ · ____ ----- _______________________ --_~-- ____ ~- ____________________ _ 
i'o1· second of twenty instalments of annuity in money, per third article t:r;eaty twenty-second February, 
®ighteen hundred and fifty-five _______ _______________ ~ _________________________________ • _________ _ 
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Object of appropriation. 
Amount brought forward ___________ _ 
PILLAGER AND LAKE WlNNIBIGOSHISH BANDS. 
For second of thirty instalments of annuity in money, per third article treaty twenty-second February, eigh-
teen hundred and fifty-five .• ___ •• __ • __ •• ___ ._._ •. __________ • _______ • _______ ..•• ____ ._ •• __ . ______ _ 
For second of thirty instalments of annuity in goods, per third article treaty twenty-second February, eigh-
teen hundred and fifty-five .• ____ .•• _. ___________ ._. _____ • ___ • ____ • _____ ._ •• __ • __ •• __ ••• __________ _ 
For second of thirty instalments for purposes of utility, per third article treaty twenty-second February, 
eighteen hundred and fifty-five ••. _ •• ___ .• _._ .• ________ • __ •• ___ •• ___ ••••• - •• --.--- ••• -- -·--.----.--
For second of twenty instalments for purposes of education, per third article treaty twenty-second Febmary, eighteen hundred and fifty-five ___________________________________________ ______________ ________ _ _ 
For second of five annual instalments for the purchase of powder, shot, lead, twine, and tobacco, per third 
article treaty twenty-second February, eighteen hundred and fifty-five .• _- ••. -_ •• -- ••• --------.--- .• _._ 
For second of five annual instalments for the hire of six laborers, per third article treaty twenty-second Feb-
ruary, eighteen hundred and fifty-five .• ___ • ___ •• ___________ . __________________ • ________________ •. _ 
For second of fifteen annual instalments for support of two smiths and smiths' shops, per third article treaty 
twenty-second February, eighteen hundred and fifty -five .• ___ •••. _._. ___ •• _ •.••••. --.----- ••••••••••• 
CHIPPEWAS OF SAGINAW, SWAN CREEK, AND BLACK RIVER. 
For first of five equal annual instalments for educational purposes, under the direction of the President, per 
second article of the treaty of second August, eighteen hundred and fifty-five .••• -------- .•• ____ • ______ _ 
For first of five equal annual instalments for agricultmal implements and carpenter's tools, household furni-
ture, and building mate1·ials, cattle, labor, and necessary useful articles, per 5econd article of the treaty of 
second August, eighteen hundred and fifty-five. _________ ••• __ •• _. ________ •• ------ •. - ___ ______ ._ •• __ 
For first of ten equal annual in:;talments in coin, to be distributed per capita, in the usual manner of paying 
annuities, per second article of the treaty of second August, eighteen hundred and fifty-five. ____ ._ •.•• __ _ 
For first instalment for the support of one blacksmith-shop, for ten years, per second article of the treaty of 
second August, eighteen hundred and fifty-five-- _____________ ._ •• ______ .--- •• -- ••. - •. ___ •.•••. _._ •• 
For building a grist and saw-mill, purchase of necessary fixtures and machinery, construction of dam, race, 








































For purchasing a saw-mill, and repairs and fixtures, to be erected and located, in pursuance of the first amend-
ment of the Senate to the second article of the treaty of second August, eighteen hundred and fifty-five. __ 
For the payment of the present just indebtedness of said Indians, in pursuance of the second amendment of 
the Senate to the second article of the treaty of second August, eighteen hundred and fifty-five. _________ _ 
CHICKASAWS. 
For permanent annuity in goods, per act of twenty-fifth February, seventeen hundred and ninety-nine. ____ _ 
For payment to the Chickasaws, in full consideration for their interest in the lease provided for in the ninth 
article of the treaty of twenty-second June, eighteen hundred and fifty-five, in conformity with the provis-
ions of the tenth article of said treatY------------------------------------------------------------
For expenses of commissioners who signed the treaty on the part of the Chickasaws,· in coming to, returning 
from, and while remaining in Washington city, per twenty-second article of the treaty of twenty-second 
June, eighteen hundred and fifty-five. _________ ._. ________________________________________________ _ 
CHIPPEWAS, ~fENOMONIES, WINNEBAGOES, A...~D NEW YORK INDIANS. 
For education, during the pleasure of Congress, per fifth article treaty eleventh August, eighteen hundred 
and twenty-seven------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CHOCTAWS. 
Fox permanent annuity, per second article treaty sixteenth November, eighteen hundred and five, _________ _ 
For permanent annuity for support of light-horsemen, per thirteenth article treaty eighteenth October, eigh-
teen hundred and t\venty __ . ____________ • _____________________________________ ... ___________ . ____ _ 
For permanent provision for education, per second article treaty twentieth January, eighteen hundred and 
twenty-five--------------------- ··--------------------------------------------------------------
For permanent provision for blacksmith, per sixth article treaty eighteenth October, eighteen hundred and 
twenty---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
For permanent provision for iron and steel, per ninth article treaty twentieth January, eighteen hundred and 
twenty-five-----------------------------------------------------------------------
For reappropriation of unexpended balance, per act of fourth June, eigteen hundred and thirty-two, on ac-
count of cattle delivered up to the agents of the government, carried to surplus fund per warrant number 
twelve, dated thirtieth June, eighteen hundred and forty-eight, per sixteenth article treaty twenty-seventh 
September, eighteen hundred and thirty ____ • _. ____ . _ .... ________ .•. _. ___ ..• _________ . ___ . ______ . _. 




































Object of appropriation. 
Amount brought forward.~~_.~_._~ __ 
For payment to the Choctaws for their relinquishment and lease of lands, in conformity with the provisions 
contained in the tenth and thirteenth articles of the treaty of twenty-second June, eighteen hundred and 
fifty-five ________________ -----------------------------------------------~----------------------
For interest on five hundred thousand dollars, at five per centum, for education and other beneficial purposes, 
to be applied under the direction of the general council of the Choctaws, in conformity with the provi-
sions contained in the tenth and thirteenth articles of the treaty of twenty-second June, eighteen hundred 
and fifty-five------------------------------------------·--------------- - -----------------------
For interest, from the twenty-second June, eighteen hundred and fifty-five, to the thirteenth June, eighteen 
hundred and fifty-six, on five hundred thousand dollars, at five per centum, for education and other bene-
ficial purposes, to be applied under the direction of the general council of the Choctaws, in conformity 
with the provisions contained in the tenth and thirteenth articles of the treaty of twenty-second June, 
eighteen hundred and fifty-five. ___________ •. ___ ._ ••• __ ... ____ ._. ___ . ___ •• __ ._._. _____ •• ______ • __ ._ 
For expenses of commissioners who signed the treaty on the part of the Choctaws, in coming to, returning 
from, and while remaini..tg in Washington city, per twenty-second article of the treaty of twenty-second 
June, eighteen hundred and fifty-five·-----------------····-· · · · ·····-·························---
CHRISTIAN INDIANS. 
For permanent annuity in money, per acts twenty-sixth May, eighteen hundred and twenty-four, and twen-
tieth May, eighteen hundred and twenty-six •• __ ._. __ .• _. __ .. __ ._ •• _. __ • __ •.• _ ••• -_ •• __ •• __ •• _. __ ._ 
CREEKS. 
For permanent annuity in money, per fourth article treaty seventh August, seventeen hundred and ninety ___ _ 
For permanent annuity in money, per second article treaty sixteenth June, eighteen hundred and two._~ ___ . 
For permanent annuity in money, per fourth article treaty twenty-fourth January, eighteen hundred and 
twenty-six------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
For permanent provision for blacksmith and assistant, and for shop and tools, per eighth article treaty twenty-






































For permanent provision for iron and steel for shop, per eighth article treaty twenty-fourth January, eighteen 
hundred and twenty-six. _____ . __ ~ __ -_._-. ________________________________ J'. ____________________ _ 
For the last of twenty instalments for two blacksmiths and assistants, and shops and tools, per thirteenth 
article treaty twenty-fourth March, eighteen hundred and thirty-two. ___ • ___ -.-------- ______ • ________ _ 
For the last of twenty instalments for iron and steel for shops, per thirteenth article treaty twenty-fourth 
March: eighteen hundred and thirty-two.--_. _____________________ • ___ • __________________ • ________ _ 
For permanent provision for the_ pay of a wheelwright, per eighth article treaty twenty-fourth January1 eighteen hundted and twenty-siX .. ------- .. ___________ -~-- _____________ .• __________ _____________ _ 
For twenty-sixth of thirty-three instalments for education, per thirteenth article treaty twenty-fourth March, 
eighteen hundred and thity-two, and fourth article treaty fourth January, eighteen hunched and forty-
five .... --------------------------------------·------------------------------------------------
For thirteenth of twenty instalments for education, per fourth article treaty fourth January, eighteen hun-
red and forty-five .. ------------------------·------------------------·----------~---------- · -----
For blacksmith and assistant, and shop and tools, during the pleasure of the President, per fifth article treaty 
fourteenth February, eighteen hundred and thirty-three. ___________ . _________ ---- .• -- •• ________ • ___ _ 
For iron and steel for shop, during the pleasure of the President, per fifth article treaty fourteenth February, 
eighteen hundred and thirty-three. ______________________________________________ ...... ______________ _ 
For wagon-maker, during the pleasure of the President. per fifth article treaty fourteenth February, eighteen 
hundred and thirty-three. ____________ . ________________________________ .. ________ ~ _______________ _ 
For assistance in agricultural operations, during the pleasure of the President, per eighth article treaty twenty-
fourth January, eighteen hundred and twenty-six ____ • ___ . __________ • __________ ------- ••• ______ • __ ._ 
For education, during the pleasure of the President, per fifth article treaty fourteenth February, eighteen 
hundred and thirty-three. ___ . ___ • ___________________________________________ •• _ •• __ .•• _ ••• ____ · __ 
DELAWARES. 
For life annuity to chief, per private article to supplemental treaty twenty-fourth September, eighteen hun-
dred and twenty-nine, to treaty of third October, eighteen hundred and eighteen----------------------
For life annuity to chief, per supplemental article to treaty twenty-sixth October, eighteen hundred and 
thirty-twO------------------------·-------------------------------·---·--·---------------------
For interest on forty-six thousand and eighty dollars, at five per centum, being the value of thirty-six sections 
of land set apart by treaty of eighteen hundred and twenty-nine for education, per resolution of Senate 
nineteenth January, eighteen hundred and thirty-eight. _________________________ .- ______ . ____ . ___ . __ 
For third of eight equal instalments for payment of five chief:;, per sixth article treaty sixth May, eighteen 
hundred and fifty four ••• _ •• -- .• --- ••••••• ___ •• -- •••.••••••••• __ ••.• ____ •• _ •• __ •• _____ ._ •• _____ _ 











































Object of appropriation. 
Am0\1nt brought forward ... .,.- ~ H n w 
FI.ORIDA INDIANS, OR SEM!l\'OLES. 
For thirteenth of fifteen instalments in goods, per sbdh article treaty fourth January, eighteen hundred and 
forty-five ...• ----------·--------- ·· --·--------- ·· ·-·· · ··-~ - ------- ·· ---------------- ··· ----· ~·· 
For thirteenth of fifteen instalments in money, per sixth article treaty fourth January, eighteen hundred and 
forty-five, and fourth article treaty ninth May, eighteen hundred ~nd thirty-two . . ......... .. .. .. .. .. . . . H --
lOW AS. 
For interest in lieu of investment on fifty-seven thousand five hundred dollars, to the first July, eighteen 
hundred and fifty-seven, at five per centum, for education or other beneficial purposes, under the direction 
of the President, per second article treaty nineteenth Octob6r, eighteen hundred and thirty-eight, and ninth 
article treaty seventeenth May, eighteen hundred and ftfty-four . • H . ....... . . .. .... . .. ....... .. . . . . , .. . ...... . 
Iri\NSAS, 
For interest in lieu of investment on two hundred thousand dollars, at five per centum, per second article 
treaty fourteenth January, eighteen hundred and forty-six . __ ... _ •••• __ . . .. _ H .. - •• - .. ......... . _-.- _ ... .. __ 
KASKABKIAS, P EORIA II, WEAS, AND PIA.l"\"KE!lHA WB. 
For payment of the last of thi·ee instalments in money, of thirteen thousand dollars each, for purchase of 
former permanent annuities, and relinquishment of claims and damages, per sixth article treaty thirtieth 
May, eighteen hundred and fifty-four- ...... --._ . ••• ___ . • · - - . ... ____ ... .. ... --- •• - ··. - · - . ••• •• • •• __ • ., •• 
For the third of five instalments for support of blacksmith and assistant, per sixth article treaty thirtieth 
May, eighteen hundred and fifty-.four .. -- --- .•• ----- · - · •• •• .•••••• • . • --··--· · ---- ··· ·· • . • ••• _ . . . ... . 
For the third of five instalments for purchase of iron and steel, per sixth article treaty thirtieth May, eigh-



























For third instalment of interest, at five per centum, on one hundred thousand dollars, for education, per sec-
ond article treaty eighteenth May, eighteen hundred and fifty-four. __________ -------_- _______________ _ 
For the payment of this sum as the third instalment upon two hundred thousand dollars, per second article 
treaty eighteenth May, eighteen hundred and fifty-four·---------------------------------------------
:&!EJ.~OMO:NIF.S. 
For first of twelve instalments for continuing and keeping up blacksmith shop, and providing the usual 
quantity of iron and steel, ,per fourth article treaty eighteenth October, eighteen hundred and forty-eight, 
and third article treaty twelfth May, eighteen hundred and fifty-four ______ ----------------------------
For first of ten instalments of annuity upon two hundred thousand dollars, balance of three hundred and 
fifty thousand dollars, for cession of lands, per fourth article treaty eighteenth October, eighteen hundred 
and forty-eight, and third article treaty twelfth May, eighteen hundred and fifty-four.----------- _______ _ 
:&ITA)IIES. 
For permanent provision for blacksmith and assistant, and iron and steel for shop, per fifth article treaty 
sixth October, eighteen hundred and eighteen, and fourth article treaty fifth June, eighteen hundred and 
fifty-four-------------------------·------------------------------------------------------------
For permanent provision for miller, in lieu of gunsmith, per fifth article treaty sixth October, eighteen hun-
dred and eighteen, fifth article treaty twenty-third October, eighteen hundred and thirty-four, and fourth 
article treaty fifth June, eighteen hundred fifty-four ____ . ______________________ ----------------------
For Eixteenth of twenty instalments in money, per second article treaty twenty-eighth November, eighteen 
hundred and forty, and fourth and sixth articles treaty fifth June, eighteen hundred fifty-four------------
For interest on investment of two hundred and twenty-one thousand two hundred and fifty-seven dollars 
and eighty-six cents, at five per centum, for Miami Indians of Indiana, per Senate's amendment to•fourth 
article treaty fifth June, eighteen hundred and fifty-four_ ____________________ ------------
For interest on fifty thousand dollars, at five per centum, for educational purposes, per third article treaty 
fifth June, eighteen hundred and fifty-four ____________________________________________________ - __ _ 
For third of six equal annual insta,lments to Miamies residing on ceded lands, for purchase of former perpetual 
and other annuities, and relinquishment of claims, per fourth article treaty fifth June, eighteen hundred 
andfifty-four----------------------------------------------------------------·----------------






































Object of appropriation. 
Amount brought forward_------- _________ _ 
MIAMIES, EEL RIVER. 
For permanent annuity in goods or otherwise, per fourth article treaty third August, seventeen hundred and 
ninety-five - ---- - -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
For permanent annuity in goods or otherwise, per third article treaty twenty-first August, eighteen hundred 
and five------------ ·---------------------------------------------------- - - - -- - ----------------
For permanent annuity in goods or otherwise, per third and separate article to treaty thirtieth September, 
eighteen hundred and nine·-----·---------------------------------·---------- - -------------------
NAVAJOES. 
For fulfilling treaty stipulations with the Navajoes, pursuant to the requirements of the tenth article treaty 
ninth September, eighteen hundred and forty-nine-----·--------------------------------------------
NISQUALLY, PUYALLUP, AND OTHER TRIBES A..~D BANDS OF INDIANS. 
For fulfilling the articles negotiated twenty-sixth December, eighteen hundred and fifty-four, with certain 
bands of Indians of Puget' s Sound, Washington 'ferritory : 
For second instalment in part payment for relinquishment of title to lands to be applied to beneficial objects, 
per fourth article treaty twenty-sixth December, eighteen hundred and fifty-four-----.------. _____ _____ • 
For second of twenty instalments for pay of instructor, smith, physician, carpenter, farmer, and assistant, if 
necessary, per tenth article treaty twenty-sixth December, eighteen hundred and fifty-four·-- - ·--- - ------
Ol\lAHAS. 
For second of three instalments, in money or otherwise, of forty thousand dollars each per annum, per fourth 
article treaty sixteenth March, eighteen hundred and fifty-four _______ . _.------------- ___ - _-.---------
For second of ten instalments for support of a miller, per eighth article treaty sixteenth March, eighteen 





































For second of ten instalments for support of blacksmith and assistant, and hon and steel for shop, per eighth 
article treaty sixteenth March, eighteen hundred and fifty-four ... - ... _._-·---------------- __________ ._ 
For second of ten instalments for support of farmer, per eighth article treaty sixteenth March, eighteen hun-
dred and fifty-four------------------------------------------------------------------------------
OSAGES. 
For nineteenth of twenty instalments, as annuity, in money or otherwise, per second article treaty eleventh 
January, eighteen hundred and thirty-nine ______ . _______________________ .• _._--_- _______________ •. 
For nineteenth of twenty instalments for two smith's establishments, per second article treaty eleventh Jan-
uary, eighteen hundred and thirty-nine. ____ • ________________________ .• _____ •• ____________ • _______ _ 
For interest on sixty-nine thousand one hundred and twenty dollars, at five per centum, being the value of 
fifty-four sections of land set apart second January, eighteen hundred and twenty-five, for educational pur-
poses, per Senate resolution nineteenth January, eighteen hundred and thirty-eight.--------------------
OTTOES AND MISSOURIAS. 
For second of three instalments, as annuity, in money or otherwise, per fourth article treaty fifteenth March, 
eighteen hundred and fifty-four _____________________ • ______ . __ ~- ____ • _. ________ . ____ . ______ • ____ _ 
For second of ten instalments for pay of miller, per seventh article treaty fifteenth March, eighteen hundred 
and fifty-four----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
For second of ten instalments for blacksmith and assistant, and iron and steel for shop, per seventh article 
treaty fifteenth March, eighteen hundred and fifty -four_ ... ___ . ____ .. ___ . __ .• _ ..• - .. ---------------.-
For second of ten instalments for farmer, per seventh article treaty fifteenth March, eighteen hundred and 
fifty-four--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
OTTOW AS A.J.~D CHIPPEWAS OF ~IICHIGAN. 
For payment of the present just indebtedness of said Indians, in accordance with the last amendment of the 
Senate, to the first article of the treaty of thirty-first July, eighteen hundred and fifty-five •........ ---._-
For first of ten equal annual instalments, for educational purposes, to be expended under the direction of the 
President, according to the wishes of the Indians, so far as may be reasonable and just, per second article 
of the treaty of thirty-first July, eighteen hundred and fifty-five-------------------------------------
For first of five equal annual instaJments in agricultural implements and carpenters' tools, household furni-
ture, and building materials, cattle, labor, and necessary useful articles, per second article of the treaty of 
thirty-first July, eighteen hundred and fifty-five •.. _ ... _ ......•... ____ . _____ ._._ .. _______ ... ____ . __ _ 
For first instalment for the support of four blacksmith shops for ten years, per second article of the treaty of 
thirty-first July, eighteen hundred and fifty-five·-----------------------------------------·--------









































Object of appropriation. 
Amount brought forward. __________ _ 
For first instalment of principal, payable annually for ten years, to be distributed per capita, in the usual 
manner of paying annuities, per second article of the treaty of thirty-first Jul), eighteen hundred and 
fifty-five·----------------------- - --------------------------------------------------------------
For interest on two hundred and ninety-six thousand dollars, unpaid part of the principal sum of three hun-
dred and six thousand dollars, for one year, at five per centum per annum, to be distributed per capita, in 
the usual mnner of paying annuities, per second article of the treaty of thirty-fin;t July, eighteen hun-
dredandfifty-five------------------------------------------------------------------------------
For first of ten equal annual instalments, in lieu of former treaty stipulations, to be paid per capita, to the 
Grand River Ottowas, per second article of the treaty of thirty-first July, eighteen hundred and fifty-five. __ 
Ol'TOW AS OF KANSAS. 
For their proportion of the permanent annuities in money, goods, or otherwise, payable under the fourth 
article of the tr€aty of third August, seventeen hundred and ninety-five, second article of the treaty of 
seventeenth November, eighteen hundred and seven, fourth article of the treaty of the seventeenth Sep-
tember, eighteen hundred and eighteen, and fourth article of the treaty of twenty-ninth August, eighteen 
hundred and twenty-one-----------------------------------------------~------------------------
PAWNEES. 
For agricultural implements, during the pleasure of the President, per fourth article treaty ninth October, 
eighteen hundred and thirty-three. _____________________________________________________ -.- _______ _ 
POTTA W ATOMIES. 
For permanent annuity in silver, per fourth article tre:~.ty third August, seventeen hundred and ninety-five._ 
For permanent annuity in silver, per third article treaty thhtieth September, eighteen hundred and nine. __ _ 
For permanent annuity in silver, per third article treaty second October, eighteen hundred and eighteen ___ _ 
For permanent annuity in money, per second article treaty twentieth September, eighteen hundred and 
twenty-eight ______________ --------------------------------------------------------------------





































For life annuity to chief, per third article treaty twentieth October, eighteen hundred and thirty-two ______ _ 
For life annuity to chiefs, per third article treaty twenty-sixth September, eighteen hundred and thirty-three_ 
For education during the pleasure of Congress, per third article treaty sixteenth October, eighteen hundred 
and twenty-six, second article treaty twentieth September, eighteen hundred and twenty-eight, and 
fourth article treaty twenty-seventh October, eighteen hundred and thirty-twO-------------------------
For permanent provision for tlle payment of money, in lieu of tobacco, iron and steel, per second article 
treaty twentieth September, eighteen hundred and twenty-eight, and tenth article of the treaty of the 
fifth and seventeenth of June, eighteen hundred and forty-siX----------------------------------------
For permanent provision for fifty barrels of salt, per second article treaty twenty-ninth July, eighteen hundred 
and twenty-nine-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
For interest on six hundred and forty-three thousand dollars, at five per centum, per seventh article of the 
treaty of the fifth and seventeenth June, eighteen hundred and forty-six ____ -_-_----------------------
POTTA W ATOlUES OF HURON. 
For permanent annuity, in money or otherwise, per second article treaty seventeenth November, eighteen 
hundredand seven-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
QUAPAWS. 
For education during the pleasure of the President, per third article treaty thirteenth May, eighteen 
llundred and thirty-three __________ . _____________________________ - __ -----------------------------
For blacksmith and assistant, shop and tools, and iron and steel for shop, during tlle pleasure of the President, 
per third article treaty thirteenth May, eighteen hundred and thirty-three ________ -----------------_---
For farm~r, during the pleasure of the President, per third article treaty thirteenth May, eighteen hundred 
and thirty-three-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
For fulfilling treaties negotiated eighteenth November, eighteen hundred and fifty-four, with certain 
bands of-
CUASTA, SCOTON A...'i'D UMPQUA INDIANS. 
For second of fifteen instalments of annuity, to be expended as directed by the President, per third article 
treaty eighteenth November, eighteen hundred and fifty-four----------------------------------------
For second of fifteen instalments for the pay of a ftnmer, per fifth article treaty eighteenth November, 
eighteen hundred and fifty-four ___________________ ----- ________ --- _____________________________ -_ 
For second of five imtalments for support of two smiths' shops, per fifth article treaty eighteenth November, 
eighteen hundred and fifty-four ______________________________________________________ - _- _- ______ _ 





































Object of appropriation. 
Amount brought forward. __________ _ 
For second of ten instalments for the pay of physician, medicines, and expense of care of the sick, per fifth 
article treaty eighteenth November, eighteen hundred and fifty-four ______ . ____ •. __ . ________ • _______ .. 
For second of fifteen instalments for pay of teachers and purchase of books and stationery, per fifth article 
treaty eighteenth Novembe1·, eighteen hundred and fifty-fouL----------------------------------------
ROGUE RIVERS. 
Jl,or third of sixteen instalments in blankets, clothing, farming utensils, and stock, per thi:rd article treaty 
tenth Sep tern ber, eighteen hundred and fift.y- three __________________________ -- - - ---- - - - - - -- - - - - -- - - -
SACS AND FOXES OJ,' liiiSSISSIPl"l. 
For permanent annuity, in goods or otherwise, per third a1·ticle treaty third November, e-ighteen hundred 
and four--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
For twenty-fifth of thirty instalments, as annuity, in specie, per third article treaty twenty-first September, 
eighteen hundred and thirty-two ____________________________________________ • ___________________ _ 
For twenty-fifth of thirty instalments for gunsmith, per fourth article treaty twenty-first September, eighteen 
hundredand thirty-twO-------------------------------------------------------------------------
:For twenty-fifth of thirty instalments, for iron and steel for shop, per fourth article treaty twenty-first Sep-
tember, eighteen hundred and thirty-two ____________________________ ---- __ -----------------. _____ _ 
For twenty-fifth of thirty instalments, for blacksmith and assistant, shop and tools, per fourth article treaty 
twenty-first September, eighteen hundred and thirty-twO-------------------- -------- --------------- -
For twenty-fifth of thirty instalments, for iron and steel for ~hop, per fourth article treaty twenty-first Sep-
tember, eighteen hundred and thirty-two_-- ____________________________ -------- ------- ___________ _ 
For twenty-fifth of thirty instalments, for forty barrels of salt, and forty kegs of powder, per fourth article 
treaty twenty-first September, eighteen hundred and thirty-two. __________ -------------- ________ - ___ _ 
For interest on two hundred thousand dollars, at :five per centum, per second article treaty twenty-first Octo-
ber, eighteen hundred and thirty-seven.-------- _____________________ -----------------------------
For interest on eight hundred thousand dollars, at five per centum, per second article treaty eleventh Octo-








































SACS AND FOXES OF MISSO"L'ltl. 
For interest on one hundred and fifty-seven thousand four hundred dollars, at five per centum, under the 
direction of the President, per second article treaty twenty-first October, eighteen hundred and thirty-seven 
For the third instalment upon forty-eight thousand dollars, per second article treaty eighteenth May, eighteen 
hundred and fifty-four. ___________________________________________________________ _ 
SEJ."\'ECAS. 
For permanent annuity, in specie, per fourth article treaty twenty-ninth September, eighteen hundred and 
seventeen-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
For permanent annuity, in specie, per fourth article treaty seventeenth September, eighteen hundred and 
eighteen--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
For blacksmith and assista~t, shop and tools, and iron and steel, during the pleasu:re of the President, per 
fourth article treaty twenty-eighth .L?ebruary, eighteen hundred and thirty-one._-----------------------
For miller, during the pleasure of the President, per fourth article treaty twenty-eighth February, eighteeil 
hundred and thirty -one ______________________________________________ . ___ _ 
SENECAS OF NEW YORK. 
For permanent annuity, in lieu of interest on stocl.:, pe1· act uf nineteenth February, eighteen hundred and 
thirty-one·--------------------------------------------------------------------#---------------
For interest, in lieu of investment, on seventy-five thousand dollars, at five per centum, pe1· act of twenty-
seventh June, eighteen hundred and forty-siX------------------------------------------------------
FOI· interest, at five per centum, on forty-th1·ee thousand and fifty dollars, transfened from Ontaiio Bank to 
the United States tieasury, per act of twenty-seventh June, eighteen hundred and fo1·ty-six-------------
SENECAS AND SIIA WNEES. 
For permanent annuity, in specie, per fourth article treaty seventeenth September, eighteen hundred and 
eighteen ... ----------------·------------------------------------------------------------------
For blacksmith and assistant, shop and tools, and iron and steel for shop, during the pleasure of the President, 
per fomth article treaty twentieth July, eighteen hundred and thirty-one-----------------------------




































Object of appropriation. 
Amount brought forward ___________ _ 
SIIAWNEES. 
For permanent annuity for educational purposes, per fourth article of treaty third August, seventeen hundred 
and ninety-five, and third article treaty tenth May, eighteen hundred and fifty-four_ _____ - ____________ _ 
For third instalment of interest, at five per centum, on forty thousand dollars, fm education, per third article 
treaty tenth May, eighteen hundred and fifty·four ________________________________ -------- ___ --- ___ _ 
For third of eight annual instalments of money, in payment for lands, per third article treaty tenth May, 
eighteen hundred andfifty-four---------------------------------------------------·--------------
For permanent annuity for educational purposes, per fourth article treaty twenty-ninth September, eighteen 
hundred and seventeen, and third article treaty tenth May, eighteen hundred and fifty-four ____________ _ 
SIX NATIONS OF NEW YORK. 
For permanent annuity in clothing and other useful articles, per sixth article treaty eleventh November, 
seventeen hundred and ninety-four ______________________________________________________________ _ 
SIOUX OF MISSISSIPPI. 
For interest on three hundred thousand dollars, at five per centum, per second article treaty twenty-ninth 
September, eighteen hundred and thirty- seven ______________________________ - _ - - - - - - ______________ _ 
For the last of twenty instalments in goods, per second article treaty twenty-ninth September, eighteen 
hundred and thirty-seven-----------------------------------------------------------------------
For the last of twenty instalments for the purchase of medicines, agricultural implements, and for the sup-
port of farmer, physician, and blacksmith, per second m·ticle treaty twenty-ninth September, eighteen 
hundred and thirty-seven _______ -------------- ___________________ -_----------------------- _____ -
For the last of twenty instalments for provisions, per second article treaty twenty-ninth September, eighteen 
hundred and thirty-seven-----------------------------------------------------------------------
For sixth of fifty instalments of interest, at five per centum, on one million three hundred and sixty thousand 












































For sixth of fifty instalments of interest, at five per centum, on one hundred and twelve thousand dollars, be-
ing the amount in lieu of the reservations set apart in the third article of Senate's amenrlment of twenty-
third June, eighteen hundred and fifty-two, to treaty twenty-third July, eighteen hundred and fifty one._ 
For sixth of fifty instalments of interest, at five per centum, on one million one hundred and sixty thousand 
ddla.rs, per fourth article treaty fifth Augu.;t, eighteen hnndred and fifty-one.------- •• __ •••. _____ • ___ • 
For sixth of fifty instalments of interest, at five per centum, on sixty- nine thousand dollars, being the amount 
allowed in lieu of the resenration of lanO.s set apart by the third article of Senate's amendment of twenty-
third June, eighteen hundred and fifty-two, to treaty fifth August, eighteen hundred and fifty-one ••••••• 
STOCKBRIDGES AND MU~SEES. 
g li'or expenses of improvements, per second and fourth articles of the b·eaty of fifth February, eighteen hun-
• d red and fifty -six_ • - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - __ • ______ • _____________ . _____ - • - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - -,-- - - - - -
~ For expenses of their removal to the lands gran ted them by the provisions of the second and fifth articles of 
I 
the treaty of fifth February, eighteen hundred and fifty-siX------------------------------------------
For payment for ~mp~·ovements on lands_ ceded b~ the first article of the treaty of fifth February, eighteen 
~ hundred and fifty-s1x, per fifteenth article of sa1d treaty __________ • ___________ ._---------------------
For purchase of stock and necessaries, anrl to settle their aff,drs, to be expended under the direction of the 
Secretary of the Interior, in conformity with the amendment of the Senate to the second article of the 
treaty of fifth February, eighteen hundred and fifty -six __________ . __ ••. -- •. ----.----- -- -- ---- ------- -
l!,or the expenses of the survey and allotment of lands, per third article of the treaty of fifth February, eigh-
teen hundred and fifty-tSix _ ----- ____________________________ . ____ --- ___ . -- __ . --------------------
For expenses of the examination and adjustment, by direction of the Secretary of the Interior, of lots allot-
ted to the Stockbridges, under the act of third March, eighteen hundred and forty-three, per thirtieth 
article of the treaty of fifth February, eighteen hundred and fifty-six _____________ . ___ ._. __________ "._ 
TREATY OF FORT LARAMIE. 
For sixth of ten instalments, in provisions and merchandise, for payment of annuities and transportation of 
the same to certain tribes of Indians, per seventh article treaty seventeenth September, eighteen hundred 
and fifty-one, and Senate's amendment thereto---- ___________________ ----- ___________ ------- ______ _ 
miPQUAS, (COW CREEK BAND.) 
For thii-d of twenty instalments in blankets, clothing, provisions, and stock, per third article treaty nine-
teenth September, eighteen hundred and fifty-three __________ ·--------------------------------------













































Object of appropriation. 
Amount brought forward. __________ _ 
Fulfilling the articles of twenty-ninth November, eighteen hundred and fifty.four, with the-
"L.liiPQUAB AND CALAPOOIAS, OF Ul\IPQUA VALI.EY, OREGON. 
);_,or second of fiye instalments of annuity for beneficial objects, to be expended as directed by the President, 
per third article treaty twenty-ninth Novembei·, eighteen hundred and fifty-four------------------------
For second of ten instalments for the pay of a blacksmith, and furnishing shop, per sixth article treaty 
twenty-ninth November, eighteen hundred and fifty-four _________________________ - - - - - - - - - - - _______ _ 
For second of fifteen instalments for the pay of a physician and purchase of medicines, per sixth article 
treaty twenty-nfnth November, eighteen hundred and fifty-four _______ - ___ ----- .. ---------------------
For second of ten instalments for the pay of a farmer, per 8ixth article treaty twenty ninth November, eigh. 
teen hundred and fifty -foul' _______________________ __ . _________________________ - - - - - - - - - - --- - -- - - _ 
For second of twenty instalments for the pay of a teacher and purchase of books and stationery, per sixth 
article treaty twenty·ninth November, eighteen hundred and fifty-four ____ ___________ ________________ _ 
Fulfilling the articles negotiated tenth January, eighteen hundred and fifty-five, with certain bands of-
CALAPOOIAS, JIIOLALA, A.--;D CLACKAJIIAS L.--;DIANS, OF WILLAMETTE VALLEY. 
For second of five instalments of annuity for beneficial objects, per second article treaty tenth January, 
eighteen hundred and fifty five.-- ___________________________________________ ---------------- ____ _ 
For second of five instalments for pay of physician, teacher, blacksmith, and farmer, per third article treaty 
tenth January, eighteen hundred and fifty-five ______________________________ --------------.-- .-- __ --
UTA TIS. 
For fulfilling treaty stipulations with the Utahs, pursuant to the requirements of eighth al'ticle treaty 
thirtieth Decembe1·, eighteen hundred and forty-nine. ____________________ ---------------------------
WlN:!o.'EBAGOES. 







































Fo1· twenty-fifth of twenty seven instalments as annuity, in specie, per third article treaty fifteenth Septem-
ber, eighteen hundred and thirty-two.- ______ . ________________________________________________ • __ _ 
For twenty-eighth of thhty instalments for fifty barrels of salt, per second article treaty first .AuglY!t, eighteen 
hundred and t\venty-nine. __________ ------ ______________________________________________________ _ 
For twenty· eighth of thirty instalments for three thousand pounds of tobacco, per second article treaty first 
August, eighteen hundred and t~enty-nine ____ • _____ •. _____________ . ___________________ ------ ____ _ 
For twenty-fifth of twenty-seven mstalments for one thousand five hundred pounds of tobacco, per iifth 
article treaty fifteenth September, eighteen hundred and thirty-two._ .. ___ . ___ -------_-- ____ ._._._. __ _ 
For twenty-eighth of thirty instalments for three smiths and assistants, per thhd article treaty first Augut, 
eighteen hundred and twenty-nine ..• _. __________________________________________________________ _ 
For twenty-eighth of thirty instalments for iron and steel for shop, per third article treaty first August, eigh-
teen hundred and twenty-nine ----- __________ • _. ___ • _ __ _ _ _______ •••• ________ • __ • _. _____________ _ 
For twenty-eighth of thirty instalments for laborer and oxen, pe1· third article treaty fir&t August, eighte€n 
hundredandtwenty-nine-------------------------------------------------------·----------------
Foi twenty-fifth of twenty-seven instalments for education, per fourth article treaty fifteenth September, 
eighteen hundred and thirty-two ____ ••• __________________ . ______ •• ___________ •• ________ ----- _____ _ 
For twenty-fifth of twenty-seven instalments for six agY)cuUur~is, purchase of oxen, ploughs, and other 
implements, per fifth article treaty fifteenth September, eighteen hundred and thirty-two _______________ _ 
J.i'or twenty-fifth of twenty-seven instalments for the pay of two physicians, per fifth article treaty fifteenth 
September, eighteen hundred and thirty-two ______________ •. __________________ ·--- •• ________ • _. __ _ 
li'of i;b}te-Yest on one mjolli:on and one hundred thousand dollars, at five per centum, p~r fourth article tieaty 
first November, eighteen hundl'ed rund thirty-seven-------------------------------------------------
For tenth of thirty instalments of interest on eighty-five thousand dollars, at :five per centum, per fourth 
article treaty thirteenth October, eighteen hundred and forty-six-------------------------------------
WY ANDOT'IS. 
For seco:o.d of three equal instalment& upon three hundred a:nd eighty thousand doiiars, in lieu of' former an-
nuities and claims, 11er sixth ariide treaty thirty-first January, eighteen huoo1ed awl fifty-five •••••• ___ ._ 
li!ISCEI,LANEOUS'. 
li~or carrying into effect the object of the act of March third, eighteen hundred and nineteen, making pro-
visions for the civilization of the Indian tribes, m addition. to. the· sum specified in said act, to be expended 
in.. the_ IDJk:O.D1lL .~rQviged_jn said act. ___________ . ___ . ____ . ____ . __ .• _________________ __ :- _________ :-. _ -. _ 












4: , 250 <JO 
J26r6'6-6 67 
5,000 00 

























Object of appropriation. 
Amount brought forward •• _. __ • ___ ._ 
For surveying and marking the boundaries of the Choctaw and Chiekasaw countries, in pursuance of the pro-
visions of the ninetee.nth article of the treaty of twenty·second June, anno Domini eighteen hundred and 
fifty-five, and for com;pleting the survey of the Creek boundary •• _ .•• _ .•• _. _ •• _. _ .• _ ••••.•• _________ _ 
To enable the Secretat)" 'Of the Interior to prevent trespasses and depredations by Indians, separated from 
their respective tribes, within the States and Territories, and to remove and settle them within the Indian 
countrr---------------- ------------------------ ----------------------------------------------
For the completion and construction of a map of the Indian territories within the United States, for the use 
of the Committee on Indian Affairs of the Senate and House of Representatives, and of the office of Indian 
Affairs----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
For payment to Ann Hyatt for balance of unadjudicated claim for an improvement under the Cherokee treaty 
of eighteen hundred and twenty-eight, as ascertained by the report of the Second Auditor .•. ___________ _ 
For compensation of three special agents and three interpreters for the Indian tribes of Texas, and for pur-
chase of presents •• __ ... _________________ . ____________________________________ ••• _ • _ • __________ _ 
For the expenses of colonizing, supporting, and furnishing agricultural implements and stock for the Indians 
in Texas--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
For insurance, transportation, and necessary expenses of delivery of annuities, goods, and provisions, to the 
Indian tribes in Minnesota and Wisconsin __________________________ • _______ •• _ ••. ---- ••• __________ _ 
For the employment of temporary clerks by superintendents of Indian affairs, on such occasions and for such 
periods of time as the Secretary of the Interior may deem necessary to the public service.- •• --. ________ _ 
For fitting up and furnishing _.the rooms occupied by the office of Indian Affairs __ ••• -.---.- ••••••. ______ _ 
To repay to a Choctaw Indian this amount, stolen from him by a soldier in the service of the United States •• 
For salary of person in charge of collection of statistics, and his copyist. ______ .• -.---------- ___________ _ 
For the general incidental expense~a of the Indian service in the Territory of Utah, and presents to Indians 
in said Terri tory __________ • _ •• - - - - - - - - - • - - - ••• - - •. __ • _ ••• - •. - • - . - • - • - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - • - • - ••. - • - . -
For the general incidental expenses of the Indian service in the Territory of New Mexico, and in making to 
the Indians in said Territory presents of goods, agricultural implements, and other useful articles, and in 
assisting them to locate in permanent abodes, and Rustain themselves by the pursuits of civilized life, to ue 
expended u11der the direction of the Secretary of ~be Inte1·ior ______ • ____ __ .----- •• -. _. ______________ _ 
For the general incidental expenses of the Indian service in California, embracing expenses of travel of the 
ruperintendent and agents and necessa1y subsistence of employes ••... --------------------------------
For the pay of physicians, smiths, carpenters,_and laborers on the reEervations in California •• _ ••••. _. __ ~. _. 
.Amount. 







































For defraying the expenses of the removal and subsistence of Indians of California to the reservations in that 
State .• -----------------------------------------------------·----------------------------------For the general incidental expenses of the Indian service in the Territory of Washington _________________ _ 
For the expenses of adjusting difficulties and preventing outbreaks in the Territory of Washington _________ _ 
For the general incidental expenses of the Indian service in the Territory of Oregon, including insurance and 
transportation of annuities. ___ --.-------- _____________ • ______ • ____________ ------- _____________ •• _ 
For adjusting difficulties and preventing outbreaks among the Indians in the Territory of Oregon_ •••• __ ••• _ 
To enable the Secretary of the Interior to settle and pay the awards of commissioners for reservations, pre-
emptions, and for rents and improvements, under the twelfth, thirteenth, and sixteenth articles of the 
Cherokee treaty of twenty-ninth December, eighteen hundred and thirty-five ...•. ------------ __ ._---- __ 
For purchase of stock and agricultural implements for the Great and Little Osages, per fourth clause of the 
second article of the treaty of eleventh January, eighteen hundred and thirty-nine.----------- ________ --
For liquidated balance found due the Creek Indians for losses sustained during the last war with Great 
Britain, by that portion of the tribe that was friendly to and co-operated with the United States, to be paid 
to those individuals now living, and the legal representatives of those deceased, who are entitled to receive 
the same, the amount to be refunded to the United States when recovered from the late Creek agent, 
Philip H. Raiford, or his sureties. ____________________________ . __________________________ . __ •. ____ . 
For the expenses of revising, preparing, and printing a uew code of regulations for the Indian Department, 
in connexion with all laws and portions of laws in foree in relation to Indian affairs, duties, and responsi-
bilities of superintendents, and agents, and disbursing and accounting for public moneys _____________ • __ 
For payment of interest to the children of John Connolly, deceased, on the sum of two hundred dollars, 
secured to said John Connolly, deceased, by the fifth article of the treaty of twenty-eighth September, 
eighteen hundred and thirty-six, with the Sacs and Foxes of Mississippi.. _______________ --------.---.--
For expenses of surveying the boundaries of Indian reservations, and of surveying, allotting, and defining 
Indian reserves and half-breed lands, and for other incidental expenses. of carrying into effect the treaties 
with the Indian tribes in Michigan, and with the Chippewa Indians of the Mississippi and of Lake Superior, 
so far as any of the said tre~tties provide for the survey or allotment of lands, or set apart reservations for 
the tribes or bands ____________________ • _ • ____________ . ____________ • ____________________________ _ 
To pay to Spunk or Bald Frog, alias Joseph Henson, for his valuation of an improvement under the Cherokee 
treaty of eighteen hundred and thirty-five, in pursuance of the provision of the twenty-fourth section of 
the act of March three, eighteen hundred and fifty-five, making appropriations for the civil and diplomatic 








































Object of appropriation. 
Amount brought forward ..••..........•••. 
By the act making appropriations for certain civil expenses of the government for the year ending the thirtieth of June, 
eighteen hundred and fifty-seven. 
S URVEY OF THE COAST. 
For survey of the Atlantic and Gulf coast of the United States, (including compensation to superintendent and as-
sistants, and excluding pay and emoluments of officers of the army and navy and petty officers, and men of the 
navy employed on the work) ........•.........••.................•...••••..•.••..•••••• ----:-- .. ....•.•. 
For continuing the survey of the western coast of the United States ........................................... . 
For continuing the survey of the Florida reefs and keys, (excluding pay and emoluments of officers of the army and 
navy and petty officers, and men of the navy employed on the work) .......................... ............... . 
For running a line to connect the triangulation on the Atlantic coast, with that on the Gulf of Mexico, across the 
Florida peninsula ..••••.•••••.........••••....•.•...............•••.••..•••••.•••••••••••••.. . ......•.. 
For publishing the observations made in the progress of the survey of the coast of the United States ..... . ........ . 
For repairs and alterations of steamers " Hetzel" and ·• Vixen," and of sailing vessels employed in the coast survey. 
For fuel and quarters, and for mileage and transportation for officers and enlisted soldiers of the army serving in the 
coast survey, in cases no longer provided by the quartermaster's department .•....................••......•••. 
For the discharge of such miscellaneous claims not otherwise provided for, as shall be admitted in due course of 
settlement at the treasury ..........•• . ........•... . .............••.......•..•••••..•• -- .•.••.••••••••••. 
To supply the deficiency in the fund for the relief of sick and disabled seamen .•••••..••••.••••.•••••.•••....•••. 
LIGHT-HOUSE ESTABLISHMENT. 
For supplying five hundred and eleven light-houses and beacon-lights with oil, glass chimneys, wicks, chamois-skins, 
polishing powder, whiting, and cleaning materials. transportation and other necessary expenses of the same, 
repairing and keeping in repair the lighting apparatus .................................................... .. 
For repairs and incidental expenses, reJitting and improvements of all the light·houses, and .buildings connected 
therewith.... . . . . . . . . .....•....... -.. ----- .. -........................... · · · · · · · · · · .• - •... -- ..... ---- · 
For salades of five hundred and forty-three keepers of light-houses and light-beacons and their assistants, and in-








































}'or salaries of fifty-one keepers of light-vessels ........................ _ ••••.•••••••••••••.••••••••••.•••••••• 
For seamen's wa~es, repairs, supplifls, and incidental expenses of fifty-one light· vessels .. _ •••.. __ • _ ...•••.•.. _ .... 
For expenses of raising, cleaning, painting, repai l'ing, remooring, and supplying losses of buoys and day beacons, and 
for chains and sinkers for the same, and for coloring and numbering all the buoys._ .••••. _. __ . ___ .• _ •• _____ . __ _ 
For expenses of viRiting and inspecting lights, and other aids to navigation ____ . ____ ..... -- ____ . __ . ____ • _ . __ . _. __ · 
For commissions, at two and a half per centum, to such superintendents as are entitled to the same under the proviso 
to the act of third March, eighteen hundred and fifr,y-one, entitled "An act Ul6king appropriations for the civil and 
diplomatic expenses of government for the year ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and fifty-two, and for other 
purposes," on the amount that may be disbursed by them ...•••..••.•..•••....••.. --·-···--- •••••.....•••••• 
For the coasU; of California, Oregon, and T'Vashington. 
For oil and other sup?lies for twenty-three lights, cleaning materials of all kinds, and transportation of the same, ex-
penses of keeping lamps and machinery in repair, publhhing notices to mariners of changes of aids to navigation .. 
For repairs and incidental expenses of twenty-three lights, and buildings connected therewith ..... --- .• -.-- ---- ---. 
For salaries of forty-six keepers and assistant keepers of light-houses, at an average not exceeding eight hundred 
dollars per annum .... - .....••.. ____ .. _____ . ____ ... _ .. ____ .. ____ •. __ . __ ... ____ ......••• _ ... ___ .... _ .••• 
For expenses of rll.ising, cleaning, repairing, remooring, and supplying losses of floating beacons and buoys, and chains 
and sinkers for the same, and for coloring and numbering all the buoys ....••...... -.- . - ...•••.•..••.... -- •••• 
For commissions, at two and a half per centum, to such superintendents as are entitled to the same under the pro-
viso to the act of third March. eighteen hundrPd and fifty-one, entitled "An act making appropriations for the 
civil and diplomatic expenses of goverument for the year ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and fifty-two, 
and for other purposes," on the amount that may be disbursed by them.---- ... -.- .. ---- ....... -- .•. - ...... -. 
For completing the light-house near Coffin's Patches, off Dry Bank, on the Florida reef, between Carysfort Reef 
and Sand J{ey light-houses ..... __ • _ .. ____ ..• __ ... _. _ . ____ .. ___ •. _ .... _ •••... _ .. ____ . _ •. _ •.. ____ •....•••. 
For completing the light-house on Ship ~>hoal, Louisiana, to take the place of the light· vessel at that point .....••••. 
For continuing the construction of the light-house on the rocks called the "Sow and Pigs," near the entrance to 
Buzzard's bay, in Massachusetts .......•.....•.. : .....••••......... ··---· .....•••.. ·----···--·· •....••••. 
For continuing the construction of the light-bouse on Minot's Ledge, one of the Cohasset Rocks, Boston bay, Mas-
sachusetts . _ •. _. _. _ .. ____ . ____ ... __ •.... _ .. _ ... _ . _ ... _. _ .. _ ... _____ . ____ . _ ••... _ •• _ ..• _ .. _ ....• __ ..... 
For restoring the bracing, and repairing injuries to the iron screw-pile light·house on Brandywine shoal, by the 
breaking up of the ice in the Delaware river and bay ............ ·--- .... ·-·--· .••••. ·----· •.............•. 
For restoring and repairing beacons, buoys, and spindles, destroyed or injured by the breaking up of the }ce on the 
coasts of Maine and Massachusetts, in Long Island sound, and in Newark, New York, Delaware. and Chesapeake 
bays ... ___ .. ____ .. _. _ ... __ • _ ..•. __ ... _. _ ... ___ .......... _. _ •..• _ .......... __ ... ___ . _. _ .. _. _ ••...• _ ••. 
For restoring lost moorings, and repairing injuries to li~ht-vessel~, by the breaking up of the ice in Vineyard sound, 
Boston and Chesapeake bays .••••.•....•••..•••••.•••••..•••••••••.••••••••..••••.••••••.•••••••..•.•••• 












































Object of appropriation. 
Amount brought forward ...•.••••••. 
For the erection of a "boarding station" at Pass a l'Outre, in Louisiana ...................................... . 
For fuel and quarters fi1r officers of tlle army serving on light-bouse duty, the payment of which is no longer pro-
vided for by the quartermaster's department ...••.....••...•••..••••..••••••••••......••..........••...... 
For enlarging the mint at San Francisco, California ......................................................... . 
For the purchase-money agreed by the Secretary of the Interior to be paid, on the part of th.e United States, for 
the purchase of a lot and building for the use of the United States courts at Philadelphia, in the State of Penn-
sylvania .......•........•.•..•••.•.........•..••.•..•....••••..•.••..•.......••••..•••..••....•..••••. 
For the purchase of the lot or parcel of land, with the appurtenances and buildings thereon, belonging to the Bank 
of Pennsylvania, and particularly referred to and described in articles of agreement bearing date the twelfth day 
of July, one thousand eight hundred and fift.y-8ix, for the purposes of a post office in the city of Philadelphia .••••. 
For the purpm~e of making alterations required in the building hereby authorized to be purch~sed of the Bank 
of Pennsylvania, to adapt it to the uses of a post office in the city of Philadelphia, and to furnish the necessary 
cases and boxes for the satne .........................•.....•.. ...••..•.....••....•...•......•••......•.. 
To enable the President to procure and pay for a site for a building for the accommodation of the United States 
courts in the city of Baltimore, and to erect thereon a fire-proof building for such purpose, on such plan as the 
President may approve ...•....•••.••..•••••..•....••..••.••.••••...•..••... ,. •••.• ~ •••.••••...••.• ~ ••••.. 
For a post office in the said city .............................................. --~--· •••••.•••••. ·•·· •••••••. 
For raising the roof of the marine hospital at Natchez, Mississippi.. ........................................... . 
To enable the Secretary of the Treasury to purchase for the United States the lot in the real' of marine hospital 
at Mobile, Alabama ..••••..•••..••.•........•••.•••.•...•••••.•••••••.••••..•...•••.•..•••.••••••.••••. 
For the completion of the marine hospitals at St. Mark's, Florida., and Galena, Illinois: 
For St. Mark's ....••••••••.....••••.....................•••..••••.•.•..•••••.••••...•..••••••••••••••••• 
For Galena ....•..•••...•..•..•••....•..•..•..••••....................•...•• ••..•....•• •..•.••..•• •••.••. 
For completing the custom-house and post office building at Cincianati, Ohio, with all necessary additions, append· 
ages, and accommodations ..... ..... -.-- ...........••••...••• _ ..•......•..••. -.-- .. -- ....•.........•..•. 
For fencing and grading tbe gnounds of the marine hospital at St. Louis, Missouri. ....••• - •••••••••.. - •••..••••. 
For completing the marine hospital at E"mnaville, Indiana .................................................. .. 
For annual repairs of marine hospitals ..................................................................... . 
For the continuaLion of tbe custom-house at New Orleans, Louisiana, ........................................ .. 
To enable the ~ecretary uf the Interior to procUl·e a lease from the Board of Supervisors of Ontario county, 
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For enclosing and grading the lot, constructing pavements and cisterns, and introducing gas for the custom-house 
at Oswego, New York ..•••...••••..•...••••.•• -.. . • - ..••• -. ----- •.•••••.•• - ••.••••.••••••••••..••.••. 
For fenr·ing and grading the grounds, completing and furnishin~ the custom-bouse at Barnstable, Massachusetts ...• 
For bridgin~ the Kenduskead river on each side of the custom-house at Bangor, Maine, from the middle bridge to 
the lower bridge ..••••.•••••........ . -- . -••••........•....• -••.......•••.•..•..••••..•.•••.••• _ ....••• 
For compP.nsation of the members of the Board of Revisors appointed in pursuance of the act of Congress approved 
Mat·ch thit·d, eighteen hundred and fifGy-five, entitled "An act to improve the laws of the District of Columbia, 
and to codify the same" .•.••..••••• ------------ .••... ---------------------------------------------- •••• 
To pay the officers of the late surveying and exploring expedition to the China seas and Bheeriog's Straits, who, 
under the orders of the Secretary of the Navy, performed the duties of grades higher than their ow.n, respectively, 
shall be entitled to receive, in lieu of the pay of their own grades, the pay of the grades whose duties they per-
formed, re!>pectively, fi11· and during tho time they performed the same ..••••....•••.•..••... ---- •••.....••••. 
To pay to Henry Woods, and to the legal representatives of Samuel Roseburg, rleceased, the sum of three dollars a 
day, each, for the services of the said Woods and the said RosebUI'g in superintending the construction of the 
building for a custom-house, post office, and court-house at Pittllburg-, Pennsylvania .•••.•••.•• - ••••••••.••••••• 
For completing custom-house at Pem~acola, Florida, in addition to the sum already appropriated .•••••••••••.••••. 
For the completion of the marine hospital at New Orleans, in addition to the appropriation heretofore made by an 
act approved August fourth, eighteen hundred and fifty-four ............ ------ ........ ------·----- •.••.••••. 
l!~or enlarging the building provided by law to be constructed at Chicago, in the State of Illinui~. fln· a custom-house, 
post-office, and court-house, over the plan heretofore adopted for that purpose, and so modifying said plan as in 
theopi~ion of_ the Secretary of the Treasury the public convenience shall require .....••••• -----·------ ••••.••. 
For contingencies .•..•.•.•.•••..••.....•••... _ ...••.•••••.•••••..••••.•••••••••••.••••••.••••.••• _ •••••. 
l!'or completing the custom-house at Norfi,lk, Virginia .......•..•.....••......•...•••••..••.•••....•..••••••• 
For enlarging the building provided by law to be constructed at Bristol, Rhode Island, for a post office and court-
house, over the plan adopted under the appropriation heretofore made, and so modifying said plan as in the 
opinio~ ofth~ Secretary ofthe Treasury the public convenience shall require ..•...••••..•••.•.••••••••• ------
For contingencies ..•....•••..••••..........•..•••...•••••....•••..•.........•••.••.•.••••...•.•...••••••. 
To complete the rooms in the City Hall, Utica, New York, necessary for the proper accommodation of the United 
States district and circuit courts held in sttid city and their offices, which was directed by the act of Congress 
approved thirtieth of September, eighteen hundred and fifty ............................................... . 
For the alteration and improvement of the court-room in the City Hall of the city of Washington, in the District of 
Colurr1bia .. ~---- ..................................................................................... . 
l!~or the continuation of the custom-bouse at Charleston, South Carolina ..•.....•..•..•••...••••. _ ...•••••.••••. 
For annu~l repairs of custom-houses ...................................................................... . 
For building vaults as additional security to the public funds in sixty-six depositories .••••..•••••.•••••.••.•••••. 
For vemilatiog basement-rooms of the Treasury Building, in addition to surplus funds for ventilating and lighting 
upper rooms of the same building .••••.•••.••••.•••.•••••••.••••..••••..••••••••••..••••••...••••••..•••. 














































Object of appropriation. 
Amount; brought forward ...••..••••. 
For continuing the Treasury Extension ...•••.• .•. •...••..•••••.•••••.••••..••••..•....•••..•••.•.•••.••..• 
For continuing the Capitol Extension ....•••..••••..••••...•...•••..••••..••••...••••..•••..•••••.••....••. 
For continuing the grading and plantin,g with trees the unimpmved portions of the mall ..•••••..••••..••••.•.••. 
For paying existing liabilities for the Washington aqueduct, and preserving the work already done from injury .••••• 
For continuing the construction of the new dome of the CapitoL ....••••.............•.•..•.........•... . .•••. 
To cause the building provided by law to be constructed at Detroit, in the State of Michigan, fur a custom-house, 
post-office, and court-house, to be increased in length over the plan heretofore adopted for that purpose, not to 
exceed twenty-five feet, and to modify and enlarge said plan so as to adapt th.., same to such increased length, if 
in the opinion of the Secretary the public convenience shall require such modification .••.•..•••..••..••••.••.. 
For superintendence and contingencies ..••.••....•••......••••..••••...•••...•••..•...•••••.••••.•••••..... 
For payment of messengers of the respective States for conveying to the saat of government the votes of the elec-
tors of the said States for President and Vice President of the United States ...•..••••.••.. - •.•.•...•...••••.. 
SURVEY OF THE PuBLIC LANDS. 
For surveying the public lands, (exclusive of California, Oregon, Washington, New Mexico, Kansas, Nebraska, and 
Utah,) including incidental expenses and island surveys jn the interior, and all other special and difficult surveys 
demanding augmented rates, to be appordoned and applied to the several surveying districts according to the 
exigencies of the public service, including the expenses of selecting swamp-lands, and compensation and expenses 
to survey or to locate private land claims in Louisiana, in addition to the unexpended balances of all former ap-
propriations ..............•.....................•...........•......•.•........... - .•......••....••••.. 
For resurveying and correcting erroneous surveys in the lower peninsula of Michigan, at a rate not exceeding six 
dollars per mile ..•••............... ......... .........•...•.....••••............ - ... - .•........•..••••. 
For correcting erroneous and defective lines of public and private surveys in Illinois and Missouri, at a rate not 
exceeding six dollars per mile ......•. - ...........••.....••.•..............•... -- .....••••..........••••. 
For completing the survey of towns and villages in Missouri ......•.......••..... - •... --- ..••••..••••••.••.••. 
For the resurvey and correction of old erroneous surveys in Arkansas, discovered since the last report by the 
surveyor-general, at a rate not exceeding six dollars per mile .....••••...•...... ---- ....•....••...••.•..... 
For the renewal and correction of old erroneous and defective surveys in Arkansas, discovered since the last 
estimate by the surveyor-general, where the marks have become obliterated by time, accident, and other causes, 












































For surveying in Louisiana at augmented rates now authorized by law .••••.••••••••••••.• -- ••. - •••..• w ••••••••• 
For preparing the unfinished records of the public and private surveys to be transferred to the State 1\Uthorities 
under the provisions of the act of twelfth June, eighteen hundred . and forty, in those districts where the surveys 
are about being completed ...•......•...•. - ..•• _ •.. _.- ..... -- .. - •. - ...•••..• -- •... --- .. --- ... - - -- ..••••. 
For re-survey and examination of the survey of the pub lie Ian ls in those States where the offices of the surveyors-
general have been or shall be closed under the acts of the twelfth June, eighteen hundred and forty, and twenty-
second January, eighteen hundred and fifty-three, including two thousand dollars for the salary of the clerk de-
tailed to this special service in the General Land Office .........•..••••...•.••..••••. ······.----·· .••••..•.. 
For continuing the survey of the keys off the coast of Florida by the officers of the coast survey ......••••.••••.... 
For continuing the survey of the islands off the coast of California by the officers of the coast survey .••••.......•.. 
For surveying the public lands and private land claims in California, including office expenses incident to the survey 
of claims, and to be disbursed at the rates prescribed by law fi•r the different kinds of work.-.-- .......•••.•••. 
For continuing the survey of the base, meridian, correction parallels, township and section lines in the Territory 
of Utah ..••.................••••....•..................•••...•••••..•••.......•••...•...••.....••.•••• 
For continuing the survey of base, meridian, standard parallels, township and section lines in New Mexico .••...•.. 
l!.,or defrayin~ the expenses of running the boundry line between the State of Texas and the Territory of New 
Mexico . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . • • . . • • • • . . . • • • . . • . • • . . . . . . • • . • . . . . • • . . ...••••..•••......••..••••..••••.•••. 
For the support, clothing, and medical treatmenL of the insane of the District of Columbia, and of the army and 
navy at the asylum in said District, including five hundred dollars for books and incidental expenses ...•• -- ...... 
For the erection of a barn and carpenter's shop at the Insane Asylum of the District of Columbia .. -.- .• -- •..••••. 
For enclosing the ~rounds ofthe Insane Asylnm of the District ofColumbia ..••.. -----· ....................... . 
For the completion of the centre building and three other sections of the Insane Asylum of the District of Columbia. 
To enable the Secretary of the Interior to purchase five hundred burial lots in the Congressional burying-ground .•.. 
To enable the Secretary of the Treasury to pay for or allow for the engraving of the" Ingraham medal," in pursu-
ance of a contract made by direction of the Secretary of the Navy under authority of law ........... -- ........ . 
For replacing the works of the exploring expedition destroyed by the fire at Philadelphia on the eleventh April last. 
To authorize the Secretary of the Treasury to enlarge the building now in progress of erection to be used as a cus-
tom-house and post office at Toledo, in the State of Ohio, by the addition of another story, and otherwise, as he 
Fo~~!~~g~~~f:;~~~ ~ -- ~ ~ ~ ·. :~: ~ ~~: ~~:: --~~: ~: ~ ~ :: ·. ~--·_-_-_·_·::. -.~: ::~: ~:: :·.::: ::~::: ~:~ ~:: ~ ::: ~ ~::: ::: ~~~:: ~::: 
For arranging and binding fot· preservation the original returns of the seventh census. and those prior thereto ..•••. 
For surveying the necessary base, meridian, standard parallels, township, and section lines in Kansas and Nebraska, 
also outlines of Indian reservations ............................................................ . ........ . 
For support, care, and medical treatment of transient paupers, medical and surgical patients in Washington Infirmary. 
FM purchase of manure for the public grounds .••••....•.•.••.•.•••••.•••..•••. ,~ .•.....•.......••....••••.. 
For hire of carts on the public grounds .•••.••...••••...••..................••••.....•••••• _ ••....••••.••••. 
For purchase and repait· of tools used in the public grounds .................................................. . 
5,055 66 




















































Object of appropriation. 
Amount brought fot·ward .• ~ ........ . 
For purchase of trees and tree-boxes, to replace where necessary such as have been planted by the United States, 
and the repair of pavements in front of the public grounds- ................................................ . 
For furni8hing and ornamenting the Capitol with sueh works of art as may be ordered and approved by the J uint 
Committee on the Library, to be placed in either wing of the extension, whPn ready for their reception ......••.. 
For enlarging and shelving the .law-library room, and a new carpet and other furniture for the same ..•.•.......... 
For annual repairs of the Capitol, water-closets, public stables, water-pipes, pavements, and other walks within the 
Capitol square, broken glass and locks ............................. _ ................................... .. 
For annual repairs of the President's house and furniture, improvement of grounds, purchasing trees and plants for 
garden, and making hot-beds therein, and contingent expenses incident thereto .............................. .. 
}~or fuel in part for the President's house ................................................... -- ---- ........ .. 
For lighting the President's house and Capitol, the public grounds around them, and around the executive offices, 
Pennsylvania avenue, and East Capitol street to Second street ........................... --- .. ---- ........ .. 
For grading, gravelling, and completing the culvert across Tiber creek, on Indiana avenue ..•.•.•..•..••••....•••. 
For the payment of laborers employed in shovelling snow from the walks to and around the Capitol, the President's 
house, and other public buildings ......... _ ........................... _. _ .....•...••••........ ___ •• _ ...•. 
For the purchase of books for library at the Executive mansion, to be expended under the direction of the Presi-
dent of the United States .•.... -•......•...•.••......••••.•...•......••••..••••..•••..••••••.•••••...... 
For repairs of the Potomac navy yard and upper bridges ................................................... .. 
}~or repairs of Pennsylvania avenue ....................................................................... . 
For filling up ravine in J udidary square ................................... __ ............................. .. 
For the purchase of one dozen settees for Lafdyette square .................................................. . 
For repairs of water-pipes ............................................................................... . 
}'or 1·epairing heating apparatus, raising, repairing passages, painting, re-glazing, and extending seed-room and 
green-house accot ding tu plan ....... - ........•••...•.....•••••...•....••••..•.•....•.••.....•....•...... 
For public rest'rvation number two, and Lafayette square...... .. . .. .............. -- ...................... .. 
For rebuilding Franklin engine-house, including the purchase of a suitable lot, &c., &c .••••...•..............•.. 
For taking care of the grounds south of the President's house, continuing the improy~ments of the same, and keeping 
them in order ........................................•....••...........•.............................. 
For the collection of a.gricultural statistics, investigations for promoting agriculture and rural economy, and the 
procurement and distribution of cuttings and seeds ........................................................ . 
Amount. 















































Tot~!rf:t:.:i~r~~~~~i~~ _ ~~ -t~~-~~~t~ ~~~~t- ~~ -~~e- ~a-t~-n~ -~~~~ -~~i~~i~-g- ~~~ ~~~- ~~~~~-~~~~~~o~ ~: _ ~h_e_ ~~~~~t~~~~ ~-~ I 
To complete the bridge ncross t.he Potomnc at Little FHlls, agreeably to the plan already adopted.--- ..• ••..••••. 
To meet necessary expen ,..f's artendnnt upon the execution of the neutrality act of the twelfth (twentieth) April, 
one thou~and f'igbt huudrerltmrl eighret"n • . .... • . . ...••..•.....•..... . .......••........... .. ••..••••• . .••. 
To enable the Pre~idenr ~tf rhe Unittd States to cany into effect the act of Congress of the third Man·h. one thou-
sand eight hundred and uiuereen, and auy o;>ubsequent acts now in force fi•r the suppression of r.he slave-trarle .••.• 
To enable the Secretury of State t•• purchase one- hundred copies, each, of Audubon's •· Birds of America," and 
"Quadrupeds of North America.'' for presentation to foreign governmen tt~, in return fur valuable works sent by 
them to the government uf the United States .•••••.......••.•.•..••••..••.•...••.....• ---- .•••..•.....•.• 
For filling up the dock between Central and L ong wharves in Boston, the widening of the street on the east front of 
the custom-house, and the exten•ion and maintenance of the drains .....••...............•... -·--·- .•.••.•... 
For arrearages on account of legislative expemes of the Territory of Minnesota, being for printing, binding. nnd 
miscellaneous items, fiH the sessions of t-i~hteen hund' ed and fifty-one, eighteen hundred and fifr y-two, eighteen hun-
dred and fifty-three, tighteen hundred and fifty-fuur, eighteen hundred and fifty-five, and eighteen hundred and fifty-six 
For the c·onstruction of a powder magazine for the naval service at l\1an island, California.- .• - ... --- .•.•........• 
For the continuation of extra clerk hire in the office of Indian affairs, authorized by an act making appropriations 
fur the support of the army, approved August fifrh, eighteen hundrrd and fifty-four, and the act makiog appropri-
ations for the current and contingent expenses uf the Indian department, approved March third, eighteen hundred 
and fifry-five .•••...••••.....••••......•.•..•.••. ·--·-· ..•. ··---· .•.••.•••. ·----· .••••.•••••.••.••. ---· 
For addilional compensation and mileage of ~enators for the present Congress ..•.•••.• - •• - .•. - •.•••. --- •.. ----. 
}'or additional compematiun and mileage of members of the House of Representatives and delegates from Territo-
. ries for the present Cougt·ess .......••.•••....••.....• ·-·--· ••••••.. . .•..•••••.•••.. ··----· .••..... -----· 
To enable the clerk ofthe House of Repre~>entatives to pay the additional compensation to its employes and others, 
authorized by the resolution of the House of Represent1.1tives of August fifteenth, eighteen hundred and fifry-six ... 
To enable the Sec·retary of the Treasury to cause to be sold at public auction the revenue-cutter "Ingham," now 
stationed at Detroit, and the "Harrison," now stationed at Oswego, and in lieu thereof, tn mmse to be built six 
cutters for the protPction of the revenue on the lakes, of the bmden • f about fifty tons each ..•.. ---- ..•...••••. 
To enable the Pustuwster GenerHl to employ fi·•ur clet ks of cla.~s one, and to pay such increased compensation and 
the clerk11 thus authorized, including arrears now due to temporary clerks tO lhe thirtieth of June, eightet:n hun-
dred and fifty-l!even .•.......•....•.....•..•..••...........•...•.... ---· ..•.......•.•..••...••.......•.. 
To enable the Secretary of the Treasmy to purc-ha~e fitr the United St11tes the thrt>e stores at The Atlantic dock, at 
the port of New York, now held by the Uuited States under a lease for a term of years ..•...••.••...••.•.•.••. 







22 122 04 
119:300 00 
7,000 00 






At Port11mouth, New Hampshire for the accommodation of the custom-house, post office, and United States courts, 
a building of stone, with fire-proof floors, of iron beams and brickwork, iron roof, shutters, sills, &c., eighty-five 
feet long by sixty wide and sixty feet high, to cost ••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••• -~ •.. - .•••••.•.••••••• ·1-- 88, 00~ ----. ----




























Object .of appropriation. 
Amount brought forward ........... . 
At Na~hville, Tennessee, for the accommf dation of the custom-bou~e, post office, United States courts, and steam-
boat inspectors, a building of like materia}E>, eighty-:five feet long by sixty deep and sixty feet high .............. . 
At Ogdensburg, New York, for the accommodation of the custom-house aud post dfice, a building of like materials, 
sixty feet long by forty-five deep and thirty-two f~et high ................................................... . 
At Georgetown, in the District of Columbia, for the accommodation of the custom-house and post office, a building 
of like materials, sixty feet long by forty-five deep and thirty two feet high ...................... ---- - ..••••. 
At Dubuque, Iowa, for the accommodation of the custom-house, post office, and United States courts, a building of 
like materials, eighty-five feet long by sixty deep and sixty feet high .................... -...••....•........•. 
At Knoxville, Tennessee, for the accommodation of the custom-house, post office, and United States courts, a build-
ing of like materials, eighty-five feet long by sixty deep and sixty feet high .... -- · · ........................... . 
At Galena, Illinois, fur the accommodation of the custom-house and post office, a building of like materials, sixty feet 
long by forty-five deep and thirty-two feet high .......... ------ .......... -----· .................... ---- ... . 
At Springfield, Illinois, for the accommodation of the United States courts and poet office, a building of like mate-
rials, sixty feet long by forty-five deep and thirty-two feet high ............................................. . 
At Rutland and at Windsor, Vermont, suitable buildings for the accommodation of the circuit and district courts of 
the United States, and the several offices connected therewith, and the post offices at said Rutland and Windstn· .. 
To cover the compens-ttion of architects, superintendence, advertising, and ot£er contingent expenses_ ......... _ .. 
To purchase suitable sites for said buildings ............................................................... . 
To enlarge tbe buildings now in progress of construction to be med as a custom-house and post office, at Sandusky, 
Ohio, "i?Y the !'lddition of another story, and otherwise, as said Secretary may deem expedient .•...•• _ •......• __ •. 
For contrngenCies ............... -. -.- .. - .......•..............••...•..... --- -.---- ---- ---. -- .. --.- •... - .. 
For constructing at Key \Vest, Florida, a suitable building for the accommodation of the district court of the United 
States for the Southern district of .Florida ............................................................... . 
By the act making appropriations jm· tlu. strvice of the Post Office Department dw·ing the fiscal year endir~g the thirtieth of June, 
eighteen hundred and flfty-sevm. 
For transportation of the mails, inland ........ ------ ......••••..•......••. -----------·-----·--··----··-----· 
For compensation to postmasters ............................................. --·····--·---- ............. .. 
]<'or ship, steamboat, and way letters ....... --- ...............•...•....•. -- --- · ·-- ·- · --- .......•..••. ----- · 




$1:l,344,004 23 $~1,837,404 10 
95,000 00 ~ 
1-d 
50,000 00 1-d ~ 
0 
50,000 00 '"d ~ 
H 
sa,ooo oo ~ 8 
H 
0 
88, 000 00 z 
!fl 
50,000 00 z 
tt_j 
50,000 t>O ~ 
50,000 00 0 ~ 
60,900 00 ::l 
(Indefinite.) a tt_j 
19,500 00 
~00 









For office furniture in the post office .•...•••••.•.•......•••..••••..•••••.•••..••.•••.•.•...••••••••..••••. 
For advertising .......•••..............••.......••••••........••••.•••••... _ ••...• __ .•••..•..••..•••.••.. 
For mail-bags ............•........•.•..••••.......•....•.......•..•...•••...•••....................••... 
For blanks and paper for the same ...••...... •••••..•......•.••..••••.•..• ..•••...•••.....•......•...•••.. 
For mail-locks, keys, and stamps .......•............................••.••......••••..•....•..•...••..••••. 
For mail depredations and special agents~ ...•.....•.••....•...••••..•••...••••......••••...•••..•••• •.••••. 
For clerks in the offices of postmasters ... - •••.....•.••..••••••••••.••••••..•••..•••••.••• • •....•........•••• 
For postage stamps and stamped envelopes ........•...•........••••••••••.•••••.•••••.....••••..•••••...... 
For miscellaneous items ...........•• - •..........•............•••......•....••.•.....•••.....•••.••••..... 
To supply deficiencies in the revenue of the Post Office Department for the yeaL· endiag the thh-tieth of June, one 
thousand eight hundred and fifty-seven ..• ••••.•••................•....•..•.....•............•••••.....••. 
For purchasing a site, and the eL·ection or preparation of the necessary building for the post office in the city of 
~ew York.-- ................••...••........•••...•.......... _ ••••.•.•.....•....•. - ....•.........••••• 
To adjust the damages due to EdwaL·d H. Carmick and Albert C. Ramsey, on account of the abrogation by the 
Postmaster General of their contract to carry the mail on Vera Cruz, A.capulco, and S'l.n Francisco route, dated 
the fifteenth :B'ebru'\ry, eighteen hundre1 and fifty three . ......•...•...•••...•...•..••.••••• .•••.•••.•••.... 
To execute the "joint resolution for the relief of Seth M. Leavenworth, now deceased, approved the sixth day of 
August, eighteen hundred and forty-six" ...•.•.••••••..•.....•••••...•••••..•....•••••.•••••••••••.•.••••. 
By the act making appropriations fw light-housts, light-boats, buoys, &(c., and providing for the er~ian and establishment of the 
same, and.for other purposes. 
MAINE. 
For altering, refitting, and improving the light at Mount Desert Rock ...........•••••..•. -•..•• -... ---- ....... . 
:B-,or building a suitable tower and keeper's dwelling. and for providing and placing the necessary illuminating appa-
ratus at Martinicus Rock ............. ·· -~- - ...•..................•...•...•••........••••....•.......... 
For rebuilding the light-house tower and keeper's dwelling, and for supplying and fitting first order illuminating 
apparatus at Seguin ........... _ ..•....•............ __ ....•••..•. _ .......•••••.••.•....•.•.. _ ......•.... 
For rebuilding the light-house, and fitting it with proper illuminating apparatus, at West Quoddy Head ...••..••••• 
For rebuilding Brown's Head light-house, and fitting it with proper illuminating apparatus ....................... . 
For rebuilding the light-house at Marshall's Point, and fitt.ing it with proper illuminating apparatus ......•••..••••. 
For rebuilding the light-house at Fort Point, and fitting it with proper illuminating appal'atus .•.•.•••••.•••••.••••. 
For a light-house at Deer Island Thoroughfa1·e ...•................•........•.. _ ..................•.••...•••. 
Fora light-house at Bass Head Harbor .................................................................... . 























12, 393,500 ()() 
third, eighteen hundred and fifty-four, for a light-house in Isle-au-Haute Thoroughf~t·e ...••••...••••.......•.•. " [---~~~ ---------



























Object of appropriation. 
Amount brought forward .••••.•••••. 
Fo:n~ J~t~-:~~~-~~ ~~- ~~ -~~~~ ~~~~~v:~ ~~~~~~: -i~ -~~~i-t~~~.~~. t-~~. a_~:~~~~~-i~~i_o_~ ~~-~h-i~-~_~~ ~~~~~~· _ ~i~-h-t~~~ -~~~~~-:~. 
For a beli-buoy to be placed on the south breaker off White Head light-house, at the entrance of Penobscot bay .••• 
},or a bell-bnuy to be placed on the lt-dge about three miles east of Boone island ..••....••••....•••..••••..••••. 
For the erection of a stone beacon on Fiddler's Ledge ..••..•..•••..••••..•........••.. -·-······- .••••..••••. 
For phteing buoys at various points in the waters of Maine, for which none have heretofore been authorized .•••••.. 
For a light-bouse and keeper's dwelling on R01md island, iu Machias bay .••••••••••.••••.•••••••••..••••.•••••. 
IUASSACHUSETTS. 
For the construction and repait· of beacons at Newburyport .•••.•••.•.•..•••••.••..•••.•.•.••••••.•.•••••••• _ 
For the erection of a light-home, on a proper foundation, on or near Billingsgate island, in place of the present 
one •••••.•..••• ~ ..• ~- .•• ~ ~ .. ~ .• ~ .••.. _ •.•...•••...•••.. ~ .... _ •.....•••..•. _ .•.•..••....... ~ •••..••••. 
For the erection of beacons on "Old Cock," and "Cormorant" Rock, in Buzzard's bay, and on Great Rock, en-
trance to Hyannis harbor .••••... ~ ~ ~ __ .••••..••••..•.. _ •.•. _ . ___ •••••..••••.••••...•••.••..•••• _ ••...• __ 
For a fug-bell at Eastern Point light-home .•...•...••..••........•....•••....•.••.•.•••...•..•.••.•••• ---~-· 
For a light-house on the Bishop and Clerk's ~hoal, in place of the light-vesEel now placed near that danger. aml for 
stationing the light-vessel (.on completion of said light house) off the south end of the "Handkerchief" shoal, 
in the Vineyard sound .•••••••.....••..... ·--~-- ••.•.•••...••••••.•••.•..••.••••••.•••••.•••••.•••••••.. 
For rebuilding the stone beacon at Lane's Point, Annisquam harbor •••.••••••••••••• -- •.• --- .•••••••••••••••••. 
RHODE ISLAND. 
For the erection of a keeper's dwelling, and foot bridgo to Lime Rock light-house.--~-·-~---- •••••. ·----· •••••. 
For reconstructing the light-house tower, and for new illuminating apparatu3 at Dutch island ..•••••••••.••••.••••. 
For t·ebuilding the light-house tower, for preservation of site, and for new illuminating apparatus for Nayat Point 
light-bouse .•....•.•.. ~ •••.....•••• -. -- ..•••......•..•••••.•••••.•••••...• ~- .• --- •.••...••• ~ .•••.• ~ •••. 
For completing the sea-wall for the preservation of the light-house site at "r atch Hill .• --- .....••.....•.••.. ~ ••.. 
For rebuilding a light-house tower on ~ proper site, in pltlce of the present light on Block island, and for fitting the 
same with suitable apparatus ....••••.... ----·· .•.......•.........••••..•..•..•...•••••.••••.••••••.••••. 
For a beacon on S11nd Spit, off Cannonicut Point, west side of entrance to Providence river .••••••••••.••••••••• ~. 
~ 
00 
Amount. I Total. 
$121,500 00 $43,186,258 33 
2,500 00 > 
n,OOO 00 ..., 
""0 5,060 00 ~ 
3,0110 00 0 
'"d 3,000 00 ~ 




2,000 00 Jll 
14,000 00 z t:;j 
~ 
3,000 00 
0 800 00 ~ 
t'%j 
1-4 a 














For restoring pier, dyke-wan, and shore-facing at Goat Island light-house .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.. 
For rebuilding keeper's dwelling, and for alterations at Point Judith light-house ............................ · ••••. 
~ 
CONN LCTICUT. 
~·For the protection and preservation of a light-home site and for a new dwelling for kHper, at Lynde Point, mouth 
• of Connecticut river .••••..••••..•••......••....•.•....•••..•.•...•••...•..•...••••• ; .••.•.•••.••••.•.. 
tJFor a light vessel to mark the Long Sand ~hoal, off Cornfield Point, in Long Island sound ....................... . 
0 • p 
t-.:> NEW YORK. 
I For completing the first-class light-house at Great West bay, Long Island ...••....••••.•••• - ••••••..••••.•••••. For the protection and preservation of the light-house site at Sand's Point, Long Island sound ................... . 
H:>-For securing the foundation and preservation of the light-house site at Execution rocks, Long Island sound ...•..•. 
For an iron spindle on the " Hen and Chickens" rock, Long Island sound .••••...••....• - ...• --- .............. . 
},or the protection and preservation c,f the piers in the Hudson river, upon which lights are placed ............... . 
For completing the light-house authorized August three, eighteen hundred and fifty-four, for Horton's Point, in addi-
tion to the former appropriation of four thousand dollars .......................... - •.••••••••.•••••••....•. 
For a light at or near Tarrytown Point, on the Hudson river ................................................ .. 
For the preservation and protection of the light-house site at the mouth of the Genesee river •••••...•••••••••••. 
For rebuilding the beacon-light at Wan Wie's dam, Hudson river ...................... ; ........ - •..••••..• - ... 
For a day-beacon on Charity shoals, Lake On tat io ................................... -......... -- .... -•..• - •. 
NEW .JERSEY. 
For erecting a fi1·st-class light-house and fitting it with first-order apparatus at Barnegat, in place of the pre£ent in-
efficient one .•..••.••...... : •••••...•••••.. __ •..••• _ .•• ___ ..•• _ •..•••...•• _ ••• ____ •.. __ •..•• __ •••.•.••. 
:For continuing and completing the light-house authorized August three, eighteen hundred and fifty-four, to be 
erected at or near Absecum .••••...•••.••...••••...• _. _ ......•• __ ..•••••.•. _ ...• __ •..• _ ••.........• ___ •. 
For rebuilding the foundation of the light-house towet· and keeper's dwelling at Bergen Point-- .................. . 
For rebuilding the foundation, light-house tower, and keeper's dwPlling, at Passaic light-house, in Newark bay ..•.••. 
Por compensation of two superinteudents fcH· the life-stations on tbe coasts of Long Island and New Jersey ...... .. 
For compensation of fifty-four keepers CJf stations, at two hundred dollars each per annum ...................... . 
To complete the fitting of stations, old and new, on the coast of New Jersey ................................... . 
To comp_lete t~e fitting out of stations, old and new, on the coast of New York ................................ . 
for CQQ.tJngenc~es ••••••.••••• _ •••••• _ •..•• _ •• _ ••••••. __ • _ •••••..•••• _. __ •• ____ •••• __ .• __ •• __ •• ____ ••••• _. 
Amount carried forward .••••••••••• 
2,500 00 
3,500 00 


















































Object of appropriation. 
Amount brought forward .••••••••••• 
DELAWARE BAY • 
For making additions to the light-bouse works at Brandywine sboal1'1, and for thPir protection and preservation .•••. 
For continuing the construction of the light-house authorized August third, eighteen hundred and fifty-four, on or 
near Ship John ehoals .................................................................................. . 
For continuing the construction of the light-house authorized August third, eighteen hundred and fifty-four, for 
Cross ledge .................................................................. . ........................ . 
For banking in and protecting the site of the light house on Reedy island .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. 
DELAWARE. 
For the erection of a light-house on Fenwick's island ......................................................... . 
MARYLAND. 
For btoys, stakes, and day-marks to mark the bars and channels of Eastern bay and its tributaries, (Chesapeake 
bay,) at south end of Kent island, at Southwest and Southeast Points, at Ward's Point, and the bars and chan-
nels leading to the St. Michael's and Wye rivers ......................................................... .. 
For a small beacon-light at or near the landing at Fort Washington, on the Potomac 1 iver .• --- .••••••••.•••••••. 
VIRGI:'iL<\, 
For rebuilding the Cape Charles light-house upon a proper site, and fitting it with proper illuminating apparatus .... 
For rebuilding on a proper site the light-house destroyed by ice during the last winter at Pungoteague .••••••••••••. 
SOUTH CAROLINA. 
For a first-order lens app:1ratus, placing the same, and rebuilding dwelling for keeper and assistant, at Charleston 
light-house ......................... -.-- •• --- •. , .•••••••••••..••••.••••••• ----- · ··---- .•• -- .•••• -. - ••• --. 
For a keeper's house on Morris' island, Charleston harbor, in place of the one destroyed by the storm of Septem· 
her, eighteen hundred and fifty-four ...................................................................... . 
Amount. 
$138,799 62 
18, 121 44 
25,000 00 




































For a light-home, to be placed in or near the town of Mount Pleasant, Charleston harbor ..•••. .• ••••.•••••••••... 
For completing the two beacons or range-lights un South Island Puiut and North island, Georgetown, in addition to 
tl1e former appropriations .••••..•..••••••...••••••••.••..•••••••••••.••••••..•••.••.••••••••.••••••.••. 
For a light-house un Fort Point, near Georgetown .••••.••••••.•••••.•••••.•••••.•••..••••.•••.•••••••••••••. 
G),;ORGlA, 
For a beacon-light on or near the south point of S11pelo island, to range with the main light fur the bar and channeL 
For a beacon-light, tu range llith the Amelia Island light and the outer bar ..•..••...•••.......•.•••..••••..••••. 
For two beacon -lights and keeper's dwelling, on or near the north front of Amelia island .•.•....•......••••..•••• . 
}'or a small light, to be erected on the "bay," in the city of ~avannah, to guide vessels from Fig Island light-house .. 
}"'or a bell-buoy, to mark the entrance to Savam~ah river .•..•.....•.••...••••.••.••.••••••••••......••••.••••. 
}'or a bell-buoy, to mark the approach to the bar at Duboy .•••.•••••.••....••••.••••..••••••••.•••••••••.••.. 
}"LORIDA. 
For continuing and completing the erection of the first-class light-house authorized Marc·h threP, eighteen hundred 
and fifty-three, to be placed near Jupiter inlet ...••.•••••......•••..••.•...••...•••.. -------··· ..•••..••••. 
For continuing the efforts to erect a beacon on Rebecca shoal, a.uthorized August thirty-one, eighteen hundred and 
fifty-two, and August three, eighteen hundred and fifty-fvur ....................... -- .• -.- · -- - • • • • • • • • · · • ·-- · 
For a bell-buoy to mark the approach to the bar at the mouth of the St. John's river .••••..••••••••••••••• ·-----
Fot a small light-vessel, to be placed near Dame's Point, in the St. Johu'l! river •.....••••....• -- .• - •..•• --- -- •• 
For beacon-lights at Piney Point, Cuckoo Point, and Nine-mile Point, in the St. John's river, between Jacksonville 
and Pilatka .••••..••••.••• _ ••••• _ ••••• _ •••• __ •.••••••••• _ •.• ____ ...••••..••• _ ..••••• _ •••••••••••.••••. 
For buoys and day-marks in the St. John's river ............ ................................................ . 
For a day-beacon on Sea Horse reef(CedarKeys) .•••••.•••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••.•••. 
For buoys and stakes for Cedar Key channe 1 and Manitee river ................................. - ••••• ; ••••••. 
For rebuilding the light-houRe, on a proper ~ite, at Dry Tortugas, and fitting it with first order apparatus •••••.•••. 
For the erection of proper range-lights for crossing the bar at the entrance to Pensacola harbo1·, and for completing 
the light authorized at that place August three, eighteen hundred and fifty-four ............................... . 
For rebuilding the light-house tower and keeper's dwelling at Egmont Key •••••••••••••..•••••.•••••••••••••••. 
For a day-beacon at Turtle harbor, Florida reef .••••...•••••••...•••••••.•••••••••••.•••..••••••••••••.••••• 
For a light-bouse to mark the entrance to St. Andrew's bay ..••••••.. · •.•••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••• 
For buoys and stakes for the bar and channels leading to and in St. Andrew's bay .••...•.•.•.••••..••••••••••••• 
}'or buoys auu day-marks in Pnsacola bay, aud tributaries .••••••.••..•••••.•..••••• ·--·-~·-·· ..•..••••.••••. 



















































Object of approp1·iation. 
--
Amount brought forward .••••.•••••. 
ALABAlUA. 
For the erection of a sea-coast light, and fitting it with proper illuminating apparatus, on Sand island, oil' the en-
trance to Mobile bay, in place of the present light at that point .... ---· •..•......•....••.• ---· .... ---- .•.•.. 
For repairing the light house and keeper's dwelling, enlarging and fenciug in the grounds attached to the same, at 
Choctaw Point, near ~Iobile, Alabama ...••••••.•.••••...•.•••••.••••• • •o•• · •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
:&IISSISSIPPI. 
For rebuiiding the light-house and keeper's dwelling at Round island .••••....•••..•.••••• · .. -.- .• ---- .•••••.•••. 
For rebuilding the light-bouse tower at tho west end of Cat island, and fitting it with proper ill aminating apparat-us .•. 
LOUISIANA. 
For rebuilding the light-house and keeper's dwelling at Pass Manchac .....•••.. -...•..••.•• -- •• --- ••••. •• .•••.. 
For the erection of a light-bouse on the southwest reef near the entranee to Atchafa1aya hay, to serve as a substi. 
tute for the present Atcbafalaya bay light-ship, and also for the light-bouse at Point de Fer ..•. - .. -......•....•.. 
For a light-house at or near the mouth of the Amite river, on Lake Maurepas. Louisiana. .•••.••••••••••••••••••••. 
'l'EXAS. 
For the erection of a light-house at or near the head of the " Swa11b,' , abreast of " AHlg-ator Head,>• in Matagorda 
bay •••••.•••••.............••.•.••••• ---· .•••...•••••..••••..••••.•••••. ---- .•.•••••••.•..••.•.... __ _._ 
For a beacon-light at the mouth of the bayou at Saluria ..•••..••••...•..••••.•.... --. --- ..• - ••.•••••••••••••. 
For buoys and stakes for the lower part of Aransas bay, and for the inland channel to Corpus ChristL ••••.• ••. •••. 
For the erection of a light at the mouth of the Rio Grande river .•••••.•••••.••...• -.. • ••••.•..••••••.•..•• p. 
For a beacon-light at Corpus ChristL •••••••••••.•...•..•••..••••..•••••. • •••.•••••••••••••• ••• ••••••••••••. 
PENNSYLVANIA. 




2~ 000 00 
8,000 00 









5, 2GO 0.0 
Total. 

























For rebuilding the beacon-light at I-Iuron .•••••••••••••.••...••••••• _ .•••••••••••••.•••••..••••.•••••••••••. 
For rebuilding the light-house at Black river ..•...•.•.••••••••......•....••••..•...•..•..•••.•••...•...•••. 
For the completion of the rebuilding and repairs of the west pier and pier-bead, upon which said light-bouse is 
erected, and connecting the same with the shore ......•••.••..•••••...••••••.•.•..•.......•....•••...•••.. 
l!'or a channel range-light "at Maumee bay ...•..••.•..••••••.••••..••••••••••..•••••••.•.••••••••.••.. ·-~--· 
MICHIGAN. 
For additional buoys in Detroit river, and to mark obstructions to navigation in the St. Lawrence river and 
Niagara river, and in Lakes Ontario and Erie .. ...............••..............••..••••....•......•••..••••. ,, 
For a light-house to be erected on Traverse or Charity island, in Saginaw bay ••••••••.••••• -.-- --.- .•••••••. - •. 
For a light-house at the mouth of the Au Sable river, on Lake Huron ..•..•••.•..•.••.•..•.•.•••..•.•.•• , •••••. 
For a light-house at Fort Austin, on Saginaw bay .••..........•...........•...••.•........•••••.••••....••••. 
For repairing light-house, banking in, and protecting the site of the light-house .at Huron, Ohio .•••••••••.••••..••. 
}'or a light-house on Point Peninsula, between Big and Little Bay du Noquet, in Lake Michigan .•••••.••••.•••••. 
For a beacon-light at Sand Point, on the west side of Little Bay du Noquet .......•.••..••....••••..•....•••••. 
For a lake-coast light at Grand Point au Sable, Lake Michigan .•••••.•.•••.••••..••••..•••...••••.•••••••••••. 
WISCONSIN. 
For rebuilding the light-house at Port de Mort ...............••••..•.•...•••••••••.••• • • . ·--- · • - • • -• •. -·-- • 
For a light-house on the outer end of the outer pier at Kenosha ..•...........•••....• -·-----·············· · ···· 
For a lake-coast light on the west shore of Lake Michigan, at or near the Portage, and opposite to the head of Big 
Sturgeon bay .••••••..••••••..•••.. · •...•••...• _ .•.•• _ •. _ ....•••.•.....•...•••••...•.•.••••••..••••••••. 
MINNESOTA TXRRITORY. 
For a light-house at Beaver bay, Lake Superior ...••••.••.......•••.••••.••••••••.••• ····-··· •••• -··· •••••. 
For a light-house at Grand Marais, Lake Superior .••••......••••...•.••.•••••• ····', .••••..••.•..•.••••.•••. 
CALU'ORNIA. 
For providing a suitable vessel, and for maintaining the same for one year, in visiting the lights and other aidft ; for 
inspections and delivery of supplies ; fur placiog and removing buoys; and for tho transportation of materials, 
supplies, and laborers for constructing and repairing light-houses on the Pacific coas ; ..•....••••.••••.••••..••. 















































Object of appropriation. 
Amount brought forward .••••.•••••. 
For the construction of a road for the keeper's dwelling at the South Farallone to the light-house tower on the Peak .. 
l!""or the construction of a road from La Playa, San Diego bay, to the light-house at Point Lorna .••.•••••••••••••• 
For improving the road from the Coxo, or landing at Point Conception, to the light-house .•....••.••••.....•.•••• 
For the erection of a sea-coast light on the main land between Buena Ventura and Point Duma, at such place as 
may be determined upon to indicate the approach to the Santa Barbara channel, in addition to the appropriation 
contained in the third section of the act of August third, eighteen hundred and fifty-four, making appropriations 
for light-houseR, &c .•••••••••••••••••.•••.•.•••.•••••..••••.••••.•••.....•••••••••••••••••••.••..•••••• 
For completing the light-houses at Santa Barbara, San Pedro, and Santa Cruz harbors ..•••.•••... - .••••.•••••••• 
For a first-class light at Cape Mendocino ••••.••••••.••••.••••••.••••..•••.•••••.•• - ••.•• - •••.••••••• - •••••• 
WASHINGTON TERRITORY. 
For a light-house at Red Bluff, on Whidby's island .•••••••••••••..••...•••••••••••••••. --···-···· ••••••••.••. 
By the act making appropriations for the transportation qf the United States mail by ocean steamers and otherwise, during the ftScal 
year ending the thirtieth of June, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-seven. 
l!'or transportation of the mails from New York to Liverpool, and back .••••••••••••••..•••••..••••.••••••••••. 
For transportation of the mails from New York to New Orleans, Charleston, Savannah, Havana, and Cbagres, and 
back •••.•••••••••••••• - ••• -- ••••••••••.. _ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•• -- •• -- •.• --- •...••• -- •..••••• 
For transportation of the mails from Panama to California and Oregon, and back .•••.••••...••••..•.••••••••••. 
For carrying out the contract entered into by the Post Office Department, under the provisions of the act approved 
thirtieth August, one thom>and eight hundred and fifty-two, establishing a tri-monthly mail by steam-vessels be-
tween New Orleans and Vera Cruz, via Tampico ••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
For transportation of the mails, in two steamships, from New York, by Southampton, to '13remen, and back, at one 
hundred .thousand dollars for each ship; and in two steamships from New York, by Cowes, to Havre, and back, 
at seventy-five thousand dollars for each ship, under the contract with the Ocean Steam Navigation Company of 
New York •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ·----· .••••••• 
For transportation of the mails between Charleston and Havana •••••••••••••••• - •••••••• -- ••••.•••••••••••••• 
For transportation of the mails across the isthmus of Panama •••••••••••••••••••••••• - ••••••••••••••••••••••. 
Amount. 
$1, 104,140 15 
1,500 00 
1,500 00 














1,215 640 15 




























1/Utking appropriations far the Legislative, Executive, and Judicial expenses of the government f or the year ending the 
thirtieth June, eighteen hundred and fifty- seven. 
l .l£G ISLATIVE. 
F'or compensation and mileage of Senators •.•.•••••..•..••••••.••••....••.•.•.•.•..•••..•••••••••••••••••••. 
For compensation of the officers, clerks, messengers, and others, receiving an annual salary in the service of the 
Senate, viz : 
Secretary of the Senate .••••..•••.. -- .••••••••••••••••.••••.•••••.••• -- •. ---- • ---- -- ·- ·- ·- • • --- • ·--- • • ·- • • 
Officer charged with disbursements of the Senate ...•••••••.•••••••••••••...•••••••.•••••..•••.••••••••••.••. 
Chief clerk .••••.••••.•••••••..••.•••••.•.••••••••.••••••.•.. -----· .••••. ····--·························· 
Principal clerli and principal executive clerk in the office of the Secretary 9f the Senate, at two thoGsand one hun-
dred and sixty dollars each ....•••..••••.••••.•••..••...••..•.•.••..••••.•••.••••....••• - ..•••..••••.• - •. 
Eight clerks in the office of the Secretary of the Senate, at one thousand eight hundred and fifty dollars each ..•••••. 
Keeper of the stationery .•••..•••••..•.•..••.••••...•••••••••••...•••.••..••.••••.• --- --- • . ----. ---- •• -.--
Two messengers, one at one thousand and eighty dollars, and one at seven hundred and fifty dollars .•• • .••.••••.••. 
One page .•.•..•••••••••••••.••••.••••.••••••••••••.•••••••• ---· •••• -----· •••••••• ··--··----··-···-----· 
Sergeant-at-arms and doorkeeper .•••••.••••••••• __ ••• _ ••.••••.• _ ••••• _ ••••••••••••••••••••••....•••••••••• 
Assistant doorkeeper .•••••.•••••••••••.•••••..••••.•••••.••••••••••••••••.••••.••••.•••••••••.••••••••••. 
Postmaster to the Senate .•...••••.•.•••••••••••••••..••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••.•••. 
Assistant postmaster and mail-carrier •••••••••••.••••••.•••••••••••••••••.••••••••..••••. --·· •••• ----·· •••. 
Two mail boys, at nine hundred dollars each .••••••••••..••••••.••••..••.• - •• - .••••••••• -- •• --- -.--- • ---. --- • 
Superintendent of the document-room .....••••••••••..•••••.•..•••••••••••••••••••••.••••••.•••••.••••.•••• 
Two assistants in document-room, at one thousand two hundred dollars each .•••••••••••.••••••••••••••..••••••. 
Superintendent of the folding-room ..••.•.••••••••••••.•••••••••••..•••.•••••.•••••..•••••••••••.••••. ··---~ 
Two messengers, acting as assistant doorkeepers, at one thousand five hundred dollars each .•••••••••••••••.•••••. 
Fifteen messengers, at one thousand two hundred dollars each .••••••.••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••..••••• 
Superintendent in charge of Senate furnaces .••••••••••••••••.••• _ •.•••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••. 
Assistant in charge of furnaces .••••••.••••.•.••••••••••••..••••..••••••••••••••••••••.••.•.•••••••.•.••••• 
Laborer in private passage.... • . . . • • • • • . . • • • • . • • . • • • • • . . • • • • • . • . . • • • • • ••••••••.•••••••••••. -.•••..••••.••. 
Two laborers, at four hundred and eighty dollars each .••••...••••••••••••••.•.••••••••••.••••••••.•...••••••. 
Clerk or secretary to the Presid~nt·of the Senate .•••••••••.•••••.••••....•••••••••••••••.••••••.••••...••••. 
Clerk of Committee on Finance ..••••.••••••••.•.•••.•••••• _ .•••••.•••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••• _ •••••• 
Clerk of printing records ••• _ ••.••••...• _ •.•••••••••.•• _ ••.•• ___ ..•• _ •.• _ •••.•••••..••••.••••••...••••••••. 
Draugh taman .••••.•••••.••••.•.••••••....••••••••••• _ ••• ___ •.• ___ ••• _ •••. _ •• _ .•• ___ .. ____ . ___ •.••••••••• 
Chaplain of Senate .•••••.•••••••••••.. _ •••••••••••••••••• _. _ .• _ •.. __ •••••••••••• __ •••• _ ••••••••• _ •••••••• 
Amount carried forward ............ . 
108, 872 00 
3, 600 00 
480 00 
2, 500 00 
4, 3'20 00 
14, 800 00 
1, 752 00 
1, 830 00 
500 00 
















































Object of appropriation. 
Anwunt bt·ought forward _ •••••.•••.. 
For the contingent expenses of the Senate, viz : 
For binaing _ ............ -- ---- ---- ------ . ----- --- •. ---- · . -.-- · .••.. - -.. -- · ·--- · · ·-- · · ·- ·- · · • ·-- · - • · · ·---
For lithographing and engt·aving ......•••••.•.•....•••..•.•••.........••••......•••••.•••.......•.•...••... 
For books ..•••..•.... - .... -. · ..• -- .. --.- ... - ..• --. · . ----. -. · · ... - --- · · • • • • • ·- · · ·- • · • • • · • · • • • • ·- • · · ·--- · 
For stationery .. -- .... - .. --- .. -- .....• -- .. --- ... -.--. - .. - .•.•. - .• --- ... - .••. -.- --.--- • -. ·-- -- · •.• -- . -----
For new~papers .... --- ..•.•.....•..•••..••.•...••...•••••....•..•..••...•••........•••.. - ••...•••..•••••. 
For Congressional Globe and binding the same ....••...•.. _ ........•••...•.....••.....••...•...........•.... _ 
For reporting proceedings, including the usual extra compensation to tho reporters of the Senate, eight hundred 
dollars each ...•... _. _ ..• ___ . _____ ..•.••.. _. __ . __ • ____ ••• __ ••. __ ••..• _ ••. _ •••••.• ~ ••..• _ ••... _ .•.. __ •.. 
For clerks to committees, pagPs, police, horses, and carryalls _ . _ ••..•••••.•....••••......••••......••••..•.•.. 
For miscellaneous items ........... ___ •.. __ .. _ . _. _ .. ____ ...•... ___ ........ ___ ... _. _ ..............••..•••.. 
For cowpensation and mileage of members of the House of Representatives and Delegates from Territories .••.•... 
For compensation of the officers, clerks, messengers, and others, receiving an annual salary in the service of the 
House of Representatives, viz: 
Clerk of the House of Representatives ..•••...............•••... _ ..•.......••.. __ .......•...••..•••••..••••. 
Two clerks, at two thousand one hundred and sixty dollars each ............... ~ .••••.•••.••..•.••••..••...••••. 
Seven clerks, at one thousand eight hundred dollars each ........•.. ·-·--- ..•.......•......• ···--- ....••..•... 
Sergeant-at· arms ..••••.•.••......•• -- .•.••....•.••••.••.•. _. _ •••..••••.• _ ..•........••••......••...•..•.. 
Doorkeeper .•....•••.......•.•. -- - . ---- ..•••••..•••.•..••••.•••..••••..•.......• -.-- ·----- . ---- .•••... --
Postmaster._ •••••..••••...•••..• -;- •. -.- .. - ..........•..•••• - ...•.•••••.•••••..••• -- · · ·- •••••.•• --- .•... 
One messenger .•••••••..........•. -. -•....•••...••...••••.•••••..••••.•••••.•••• - .••••••.•.•.••••.••..•. 
Librarian .........•••...•.•.•..... -. ·---- ..••• . .••••...•...•.•.••..•••...• ---- -- · · - · · · ·--.- .••• -.- ••• ---
Reading clerk ..............••••..•• -.- -- .......••.....••... __ • _ ..•••...•.••..•..•. - ..........•••..•••••. 
Clerk to Committee of Claims .......••...••••.....•••.•.......•• _ ...••...•••••.....•••.• - ..••••.•••..•.•.. 
Clerk to Committee of Ways and Means ...••..••..•••..••..•••....••••.•.•.•••••..••.•.•••••..•••.......... 
Clerk to Sergeant-at-arms ..•......•..... ---. -- ................•••••.......•••..• -- ---- .•• -- .••...••••.. -.-
Five messengers, at one thousand four hundred and forty dollars each _ .......•...••••..• - •.................... 
Clerk in charge of books fur members .••••..••••..... -----· ..••.....••......•.. -··· ..•••....••.•....... ----
Clerk in charge of stationery .•....•....• - •. --. -- .•.•••.......••••.•....•• -- ..• ---. --- ..••••..••.• - ..••••• -
















2, 160 00 




1, 800 00 
1, sou 00 
































Messenger in charge of the hall .•••••••••••••.•••••••..••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. 
Twenty-one messengers, including superintendents of the folding and document rooms .•••...•.•.••••..••••••••••. 
For contingent expenses of the House of Representatives, viz: 
For binding documents ....••..•.•..••..•••••.•.••••.•••...•• - ••••.••••.••.••....•••••• -- •••••••.••••.•••.. 
For furniture, repairs, and boxes for books .••••.••• _ ....................................................... . 
For stationery .•••••.•••...•••........ -. - •• -- ..•.••.... - •••..• - ..•••••.. -.- • • • • • • · · · · · • · · ·- • · ·-- ·- • - • • ·- · 
For horses, carriages, and saddle-horses .•• - ..•...•••••.•••.••• . •••••••••••••••••.•••••...••. - •••..••••...•. 
For fuel, oil, and candles . . .•••• - •.• -.--- ..••...•...••.•••••.•••••. -••• - .. -- ·- · ·- • ·- • · · • • • • • • ---- ·-- · ·- ·- • · 
For newspapers .•••......•• - ...• -- · ... - .....•••....•••.•• -- ••. ----- . -- • • · -- • • • · · · • • • • • • · • • • • • • • • • • • ·- • • • · 
For engraving, electrotyping, and lithographing ..••• __ ..• __ ................................................. . 
For Capitol police ....•..••• - •. -.--. ----- ..•• -- ...•••• - .• --- ·-- ·- · ---- · ·- • · • · · • • • ·- • · • · • • • • • • • · • • • • • · • ·- • · 
For miscellaneous items ..•.•••.. - .•..•..• - ••.••••.••••.••••..• - ••.•.•...••. ----- ---- -- • • ------ ·----- · ·-- · · 
For pages and mail boys .••••..• - •.•.• - ••.•.....•..••..•••.• -- •..•• -.. . ••••• -.-- . ---- • ---- ·- ---- ·- • • • • -- • · 
For folding documents, including pay of folders, folding paper, twine, and paste .•••...•••••. --- . ----. -- .. .. - --. -- · 
For twenty-four copies of the Congres8ional Globe and Appendix for each member and delegate of the first se>sion 
of the Tbirty-fuu rth Congr·ess .•.......•••.••• _ •...•.••••. _ ••••.. -... . . . . • • • • . ••••.••• _ ••.•.•••••..•••••••. 
For binding twenty-£1Ul· copies of the Congressional Globe and Appendix fur each member and dtlegate of the first 
seEsion of the 'l'hirty-fourth Congress ....•.....••. __ •.••.... __ •.•.••••••••.••••..•••...•• - ••• --- •.•••• - •. 
For twenty-four copies of the Congressional Globe and Appendix fur each member and delegate of the second ses-
sion of the Thirty-fourth Congress .•••....••••..••••••••..••••...•••..••••.••.•..••.•.•.•......•... ----·· 
For bintling twenty-four copies of the Congressional Globe and Appendix for each member and delegate of the sec-
ond session ufthe Thirty-fourth Cong1·ess ..•••..•••••...•....•...••••......• -----· •••••• ---· .••••.•••• ---· 
For reporting and publishing the proceedings of the House of Representatives, including the nsual ac1ditional com-
pensation to the reporters of the Hou.;e fur the present session, eight hundred dollars each, in addition to the un-
expended balance of the appropriation contained in the act approved fif[eenth May, one thousand eight hundred 
and fifty-six, fot· the sa. me purpose, prior to the first July, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-six .. -.. . . ...... . 
For clerks on land maps, clerks to committees, and temporary clerks in the office of the Clerk of the House of 
Representatives ........ - •.••••..•• _ •..•.••.•..• .• _... . . • • • • . • • • • . . .•••...••...••••........••••••••••. 
For one hundred copies of the Congressional Globe and Appendix, and for binding the same, for the first and second 
sessions of the Thirty. fourth Cnngress, for the House library ..............•..•••••••••..•••.•••..•••••.••••. 
l?or furniture fur committee-rooms in the south wing of the Extension of the Capitol .•••••... _ •....••.....••..•.. 
For entire compensation to the clerks, sergeant-at arms, and reporter of the Kansas investigating committee, of 
three hundred dollars, each ..••• ~ ..••••.•••••..•••••••••..•••••.••••••••••••••••••••...••••••••••.•••••. 
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS. 
For compensation of librarian, three assistant librarians, and messenger •••••.•..•••••• 
Amount carried forward .•••••••• - •• 
1, 740 00 
28,404 00 

















































Object of appropriation. 
Amount brought forward .••••.•••••. 
For contingent expenses of said library .................................................................. .. 
For expense of procuring pwper apparatus for warming said library, and providing fuel fin· the same ............. . 
For maintaining the botanic garden and green-houses, including pay of horticulturist and assistants, under the di-
rection of the Library Committee of Congress .......................................................... .. 
For purchase of books for said library ................................................................... .. 
For purchase of law books for said library ........ ---- ...................... ____ .......................... .. 
For compensation of the Superintendent of Public Printing and the clerks and messenger in his office ............ .. 
}'or contingent expenses of his office, viz: For blank-books, stationery, postage, advertising fur propo8als for paper, 
furniture, travelling expenses, and miscellaneous items ............................. -----------·------ .... .. 
For rent of wareroom ••••••••.••••.••••.••••.. __ .••••. _ •.•• _ ..•••• __ •••.••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••.••. 
For cartage and labor in storing and transportation of paper ............................................... .. 
For paper required for the printing of the second session oftbe Thirty-fourth Congress ......................... . 
For printing required for the second session ofthe Thirty-fourth Congress ............ ---------- .... ------ •••••• 
For procuring dra\\ ings to illustrate the Patent Office Report for the year eighteen hundred and fif~y-six .•••••••••. 
EXECUTlYE. 
For compensation of the President of the United States ................................ -- •• -- -- ............ .. 
For compensation of the Vice-President of the United States, from fourth of March to the thirtieth June, one thou-
sand eight hundred and fifty-seven ............................................................ --~---·-----
For compensation to secretary to sign patents for lands ............................................... . ~--·· 
DEPARTJUENT OF STATE. 
For compensation of the Secretary of State, and Assistant Secretary of State, clerks, messenger and assistant mes-
senger in his office, and for laborers employed therein, at the rate of four hundred and eighty dollars per annum, 
per act of fourth August, eighteen hundred and fifty-four ................................................. .. 
For the incidental and co11tingent expenses of said department: 





$1,435,919 94 $t6,415,4()8 48 
1,000 00 
5,000 00 ~ 
"d 
5,000 00 "d t:d 
5,000 00 0 
"d 2,000 00 t:d 
11,514 00 ...... 
~ 
1-3 
2,300 00 ...... 0 
250 00 z 
550 00 sa 
156,408 00 z 115,000 00 ~ 
6,000 00 ~ 
0 
bj 










For proof-reading, packing, and distributing laws and documents, including cases and transportation ..••••••••••••. 
For stationery, blank-books, binding, painting and glazing ................................................... .. 
For copperplate printing, books and maps...... . . • • • • • • • • . • • • • . . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . . .•••..••. 
For newspapers .........•....•....••.•.•••••..•.••••..•...••••....••..•••......•••...•••............••••. 
For extra clerk-hire and copying ....••••.•••..•••.••.•.••••.••••.•..•••••.•••••..••••••.•.•.•••••••....••.. 
For miscellaneous items .................................................................................. . 
To enable the Secretary of State to pay f.1r the services of a messenger sent to the government of Texas upon the 
passage by Congress of the Texas indemnity bill, in eighteen hundred and fifty .•••.. --- ... ----- . .•..•••...•.. -. 
To enable the Secretary of State to purchase fifty copies, each, of volumes eighteen and nineteen of Howard's Re-
port of the Decisions of the Supreme Court of the United States .......................... - ................ .. 
To enable the Secretary of State to purchase five hundred copies nf the three volumes of the Diplomatic Con·e-
spondence of the United States, from seventeen hundred and eighty-three to seventeen hundred and eighty-nine .... 
To reimburse the consular agent of the United States at the island of St Thomas for that amount expended by 
him, by orders of this government, in landing and storing the cargo of the barque Amelia, of New York, and 
other expenses incident thereto, laden with arms and munitions of war, which were seized by order of the gov-
ernment and carried into said island, and there landed...... . . . • • • • . ...................................... . 
To enable the Secretary of State to procure copies of Dr. Kohl's maps of the continents and islands of America .. .. 
NORTHEAST EXECUTIVE BUILDING, 
For compensation of four watchmen of the northeast executive building, 11nd two laborers employed therein, at 
the rate of four hundred and eighty dollars per annum, per act of fourth of August, eighteen hundred and fifty-four. 
For contingent expenses of said building, viz: for fuel, light, and repairs .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT. 
For compensation of the Secretary of the Tt·easury, Assistant Secretary of the Treasury, clerks, messenger, and 
assistant messenger in his office, and for laborers employed therein at the rate of four hundred and eighty dollars 
15,200 00 
6,500 00 











per annum, per act fourth August, eighteen hundred and fifty-four .•••••...•••••.•••••••••••••••.•••••••••••• -I 48,260 00 
For compensation of the First Comptroller, and the clerks and messenger in his office, and for laborers employed 
therein, at the rate of four hundred and eighty dollars per annum, per act of fourth August, eighteen hundred 
Fo~n~o~~~~0s~~l;~ ~f- S~~~~~i ·a~~;~t~~ll~~-: -;~d ~i~;k;. ;~d -~~~~~~g;t: i~ .hi~ ~ffi~~.- ;~a· f(~; -l~b~;;;. ;~pi~;;a. th~r-~-- ~ 27' 900 OO 
in, at the rate of four hundred and eighty dollarg per annum, per act of fourth August, eighteen hundred and fifty-four. 26,720 00 
For compensation of the First Auditor, and the clerklil, messenger, and assistant messenger in his office, and for 
laborer employed therein, at the rate of four hundred and eighty dollars per annum, per act of fourth August, 
eighteen hunilred and fifty-four ••••••••.••••••.••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ····]-- 35, 84~'---------



























Object of appropriation. 
Amount brought forward ..•..••••••• 
For compensation of the ~econd Auditor, and the clerks, messenger, and assistant messenger in his office, and for 
IH borer employed therein, at the rate of four hundred and eighty dollars per annum, per act of fuurth August, 
eighteen hundred and fifty-four.--~-- .••..••..••••..••••..••••. ·----· .•••.....•••..•.••..••••.•..•.••••. 
For compensation of the 'l'hird Auditor, and the clerks, messengers, and assistant messenger in his office, and for 
laborers employed therein, at the rate of fouL' hundred and eighty dollars per annum, per act of fourth August, 
eighteen hundred and fifty-four .•••••••••••.••••..••••.••••.•••••..•••..•••...••••..••••..••••.••..•••••. 
For compensation of the Fourth Anditor, and the clerks, messenger, and assistant messenger in his office .••••.•••• 
:For compensation of the Fifth Auditor, and the clerks and messenger in his office, and for laborer employed therein, 
at the rate of fuur hundred and eighty dollars per annum, per act of fourth August, eighteen hundred and 
fifty-four .••••..•••....••••••.... ____ •.•••••• ____ .... __ • _ •. _. _ •.. __ ••.. ____ ..••• _ ..•..••••. _ •••.•••••• 
For compensation of the Auditor of the Post Office Department, and the clerks, messenger, aud assistant messen-
ger in his office, and for laborer employed therein, at the rate of four hundred and eighty dollars per annum, per 
act fourth August, eighteen hundred and fifty-four ..••••...•... ---- .••••..•••••••...•.••.••.•.••••. ---- .•.. 
For compensation of the Treasurer of the United States, and the clerks, messenger, and assistant messenger in his 
office, and for laborers employed therein, at the rate of four hundred and eighty dollars per annum, per net fourth 
August, eighteen hundred and fifty-four ........••••••..•..•••...•..•••••.••.•.••...••••.••••.•..••••••.••. 
For compensation of the Register of the Treasury, and the clerks, messenger, and assistant messenger in his office, 
and for laborers employed therein, at the rate of four hundred aad eighty dollars per annum, per act fourth Au· 
gust, eighteen hundred and fifty-four .•....••••...•••...•••.•.••••.••••..•.. ·----- •.••••••.••••••••••••••. 
For compensation of the Solicitor of the Treasury, and the clerks and messenger in his office .••••...•...•.•••••. 
For compensation of the Commissioner of Customs, and the clerks and messenger in his office, and for laborer em-
ployed therein, at the rate of four hundred and eighty dollars per annum, per act fourth Augu;;t, eighteen hundred 
and fifty-four ...•.•••••.•.•••••••• -----· ............................................. -----· •••••••.•••. 
For compensation of the clerks and messenger of the Light-bouse Board, and for laborer employed therein, at the 
rate of four hundred and eighty dollars per annum, per act fourth August, eighteen hundred and fifty-four ..••••. 
Contingent Expenses of the Treasury Department. 
In the office of the Secretary of the Treasury: 
For copying. blank books, stationery, binding, sealing ships' rellisters, translating foreign languages, advertising, and 





27 400 00 
IG, 120 00 




































only during the session of Congress, or when indispensably necessary to enable the department to answer some 
call made by either house of Congress at one session to be answered at another; and no such extra clerk shall re-
ceive more than three dollars thirty-three and one-third cents per day for tbe time actua11y and necessarily em-
ployed, and for miscellaneous items._-- •..•.•. __ .......••. _... . •••••.•• _ •..••••••••••.•.....•••..•.••.•. 
In the office of the First Comptroller : 
For furniture, blank books, binding, stationery, public documents, and miscellaneous items ..••••..••••...• _ .•.... 
In the office of the Second Comptroller: 
For blank books, binding, stationery, pay for the National Intelligencer and Union, to be filed and preserved for the 
use of the office, office furniture, and miscellaneous items ..•..•.......•••••..•...••• - ..•• --. • ••• - . _ .•.•• - •. 
In the office of the First Auditor: 
For blank books, binding, stationery, office furniture, cases for records and official papers, and misce1laneous items, 
including subscription for the Union and National Intelligencer, to be filed for the use of the office .••••...•.•... 
In the office of the Second Auditor: 
For blank books, binding, stationery, office furniture, and miscellaneous items, including two of the daily city news-
papers, to be filed, bound, and preserved for the use of the office ...••..••••..•.•.•..•... --- •••••.......• -- •. 
In the office of the Third Auditor: 
For blank books, binding, stationery, office furniture, c11.rpeting, two newspapers, (the Union and Intelligcncer,) pre-
serving files and papers, bounty-land service, miscellaneous items and an·earages .••••.....••••••••.•...•...••. 
In the office of the Fourth Auditor: 
For stationery, books, binding, labor, and miscellaneous items ...•..••...•.•••.•..•......••....•••••..••.••••. 
In the office of t.he Fifth Auditor: 
For blank books, binding, stationary, office furniture, carpeting, and miscellaneous expenses, in which are included 
two daily newspapers .........•• __ ..•• _ ...• _. _ .. _. _ •..••..•• _ •.•••.•.•••.•..•• _ •..•••••••••.•. _ •..•• _ •. 
In the office of the Auditor of tl'>e Post Office Department: 
For stationery, blank books, binding and ruling ..•....•.••..••••.....•••••••••......••••.•••••••••....•.•.•.. 
}'or miscellaneous items, for file-boards, repairs, cases and desks for safe-keeiJing of papers, furniture, lights, wash-
ing towels, ice, horse for messenger, telegraphic dAspatchts, and stoves .•••••.•...••..••••..•••.......••••••. 
In the office of the Treasurer : 
For blank books, binding, stationery, and miscellaneous items . ., •••••• ___ •••••••••••••••••••••••• __ .•••••••••. 
In the office of the Register : 
For ruling and full-binding books for recording collectors' quarterly abstracts of commerce and navigation, and 
blank abstracts for theil· use, blank boul~:s, biuding, and stationery, arranging and binding cancelled marine pa-
pers, cases for official papers and records, and mi~cellaneous items ..•••..•.•...•• _ •.•••••..••• ~ ......•...••. 
In the office of the Solicitor: 
For blank books, bindina, stationery, labor, and mi8cellaneous items, and for statutes and reports .•••.....•.••• __ . 
In the office of the Commissioner of Customs: 
For blank books, stationery, and miscellaneous items •••• _ •••••••••••••••••.••••••• ~ ••••••••.• _ •••.• _ ...••••. 
Amount carried forward •••••••••••. 
13,750 00 
1, 800 00 
1,500 00 
1, 800 00 I 
1, 200 00 I 
3,540 oo .





































Object uf appropriation. 
Amount brought forward .••••••••••. 
For Light-house Board. 
For blank books, binding, stationery, mh;cellaneous expenses, and postage .•••..••••..••••.••••..••••••••••••••• 
For the general purposes of the Southeast Executive Building. 
For the compensation of ei12:ht watehmen of the southeast exeeutive building ................................. .. 
For compensation of Dine laborers of the southeast executive building ........................................ . 
For contingent expemes of said building, viz : 
Fuel, lights, repairs, and miscellaneous .................................... - ..... -- ..•. - · · ---- -- ... - .... ---. 
J?or compensation nf four watehmen for building occupied in part by the AttornPy General alH.l in part by the First 
Auditor t•f the'frea6ury ..••••.••••..••••...•••.•••••••••••.•••••.•••••.•••••.•••.•••••.•••••••••••••••. 
For compenkation of two laborers for said building .......................................................... . 
For rent cf said building, fuel, and miscellaneous items •••••.•••••.•••••• .,. .................................. . 
l'EPARTl'IENT OF THE lNTl:RIOR. 
For compemation of the Secretary of the Interior, and the clerks, messengers, and assistPnt messengers in his 
office, and for laborers employed therein, at the rate of four hundred and eighty dollars per annum, per act fourth 
August, eighteen hundred and fifty-fuur .................................................................. . 
For compensation of the Commissioner of the General Land Office, and thA recorder, draughtsman, assistant 
draughtsman, clerks, messengers, assistant messengers, packers, hnd watchmen in his office, and fur laborers 
employed therein, at the rate of four hundred and eighty dollars per annum, per act fuurth August, eighteen 
hundred and fifty. four .••••.•••••..••••....••••••..••••.•••••.•••••..•••.•••.•..• - •••.•..••••••••••••••. 
For additional clerks in the General Land Office, under the act of third March, one thousand eight hundred and 
fifty-five, granting bounty lands, and for laborers employed therein, at the rate of four hundred and eighty dollars 
per annum, per act fourth August, eighteen hundred and fifty· four .......................................... . 
Amount. 








































For compensation of the Commissioner of Indian Affnirs, and the clerks, messenger, assistant messenger, and watch-
men in his office, and for laborer employed therein, at the rate offi•ur hundred and eighty dollars per annum, per 
act fourth August, eighteen hundred and fifty-four •••••.•••••. - •••••••••.•••• - .. --.-- • ---- .•••••••••••••••• 
For compensation nf the Commissioner of Pemions, and the clerks, messenger, and assistant messenger in his 
office, and for laborers employed therein, at the rate of four hundred and eighty dollars per annum, per act fourth 
August, eighteen hundred and fifty-four •••••• ·---- .•••••• ------ •••••••••.•••••.•••••.•••••• -----· •••••••• 
For compensation of additional clerks, mes1:cnger, and as~istant messenger, in the office of the Commissioner of 
Pemions, under the act of third March, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-five, granting bounty lands, and for 
laborers employed then•in, at the rate of four hundred and eighty dollars per annum, per act fourth Augnst, 
eighteen hundred and fifty four .••• -----·-----·-------------· .•••• ------------.-------------- •••••••••••• 
For compensation of the CommisEioner of Public Building~, and the clerk in his office .••• -------· .•••••• ---- •••. 
For stationery, blank books, plans, drawings, and other contingent expenses of the office of the Commissioner of 
Public Buildings···--· •••••••••••••.•••••.•••••. ··---· ••••.•••••••••••• -----··-·--· •••••.•••••• ---· •••. 
Contingent expenses of the Department of the Interior. 
Office of tbA Secretary of the Treasury: 
For books, stationery, furniture, and other· contingencies, and for books and maps for library ••••••• ---· •••••••••• 
Genernl Land Office: 
For cash 1:ystem and military patents, under la\\s prior to twenty-eighth September, eir.-hteen hundred and fifty; 
patent and other· records; tract books and blank books for thit~ and the district land offices; binding plats and 
field-notes; stationery, furniture, and repuirt~ of samt•, and miscellaneous items, including two of the daily news-
papers, to be filed, bound, and preserved for the use of the office .••..••• ---· ••••••••••••.••••. ----·· •••••••. 
For contingent expense8, in sdciitiun, under swamp laud liCt of twenty-eighth September, eighteen hundred and 
fifty, military bounty act11, of twenty-eighth September, eighteen hundred and fifty, and twenty-second March, 
eighteen hundred and fifty-two, and act thirty-first August, eighteen hundred and fifty-two, for the satisfaction 
of Virginia land warrants •••.•••••••••• ·----- •••••..•...••••.••••••.•••••.•••••.•••••••••••••••.•••••••• 
For contingent expenses necessary to carry out the provisions of the act of third March, one thousand eight hun-
dred and fifty-five, granting bounty lands, to wit: for pater.ts, patent and other record~>, stationery, and miscel-
laneous items under said act .••••••• ·----· •••••. ---- •••• ____ •••••.•.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ··---· 
Expenses incident to the removal of the General Land Office from the Treasury to the western wing of the 
Patent Office builciiug: . 
For record and patent cases, cnses fur files of correspondence, cf'rtificates, land warrants, and other papers, re-
pairing and reconstructing old caEes, so far as they can be made available, and for carpets, matting, oil-cloth, and 
miscellaneous items •••••••••••••••••••. -----· .•••••.•••••.••••••••• ----- ·----· •••• ---- •••••••••••••••. 
For fuel, lights, and incidental expenses attending the same)' including pay of furnace-keepers ••••••.•••• ---------· 







































Ohject of appropriation. 
Amount brought forward .••••.•••••. 
Office of Indian Affairs: 
}'or blank books, binding, stationery, fuel, and lights, and mi~cellaneous items, including two of the daily city news-
papt~rs, to be filed, bound, and preserved for the use of the office .....•...••••.•....••.••••••••.••••.••••••.. 
Pension Office: 
For stationery, binding books, furniture, and repairing the same. and miflcellaneous items, including two of the daily 
city newspapers, to be filed, bound, and preserved for the use of the office .••....••••..•••....••...••••.•• , ••. 
For contingent expenses in the Eaid office, ~.1der the bounty·land act of third March, one thousand eight hun-
dred and fifty-five: 
For rent of rooms, stationery, engraving plates for bounty-land warrants, paper, and printing the same, binding 
books, blank-books for registers, office furniture, and mi8cellaneous items ................................... . 
For compensation of foUl" night watchmen and one day watchman for the eastern wing of the Patent Office, occupied 
by the Secretary of the Interior .••••.•••••.•.••...••••.•••••....•••..••••..••••.•••••.•••••••••••••••••. 
For contingent expenses of the ea,stern ~cing of the Patent 0./Jtee building. 
For fuel, lights, and incidental expenses .••••.••• __ .••••.•...••••••.•••••••••••..••••••••••••••••••••••••••. 
For the preservation of the collections of the Exploring Expedition. 
For compensation of keepers and watchmen thereof, and for laborers employed at the rate of four hundred and 
eighty dollars per annum, per act fourth August, eighteen hundred and fifty-four .•••...••• --- •.• - •••.•••••••••. 
For contingent expenses .•••• ---- •• --- ••.••..••••••..•••••.•••••.••••••••••••••.••••••..•••••...•••.•••••. 
SU7"Ve?Jors General and their cle~·ks. 
For compensation of the surveyor general northwest of the Ohio, and the clerks in his office .•••••••••••••• 
For compensation of the surveyor gt neral of Illinoi;; and Missouri, and the clerk<~ in his office .....•••••••••••••••. 
For compensation of the surveyor general of Louisiana, and the clerks in his office ••••••..••••••••••.•••••.•••.. 
For compensation of the surveyor general of Florida, and the clerks in his office ..... ---- ..•••••.••••.••••••••.. 
For compensation of the surveyor general of Wisconsin and Iowa, and ihe clerks in his office ....••••.•••••••••••. 
For compensation of the surveyor general of Ark~msas, and the clerks in his office .•....••••.••.••.•••••••••••••. 
}<'or compensation of the surveyor general of Oregon, and the clerks in his office .••••.••••••..•••••••••••••••..•. 
For compensation of the surveyor general of Califuruia, and the clerks in his office .•••....•.•..•••••••••••..••••. 
















































Ft>r comprnsation of the sur~eyor gener11l of 1\"ew 1\Iexico, alld tile clerks in llis otFke-. ~----~ •••••• ,., •••• ~--· •••. 
}'or compensation of the surveyor genera} of Kamas and Neb-raska, and the elellts in his office .................... . 
}'or cumpematiun of the surveyor general f:lf U tab, and the clerls in l1is office ................................. . 
For compensation of clerks in tbo offices of the sun-eyore general, to be apportioned to them aceording to the 
~ exigencies of the public Rervice, and to be employed in transcribiDg field-no~e1J vf 18uneys, for tl1e purpose of 
t;;· presening them at the seat of government ...••••••••••••••.•••••.•••..••••.•••••. ···-···-·-··---·-···---· 
• Fur salary of the recordex of land titleil in Missouri. •••••••••••••••••• --·--· •••• ···~--~- •••••••••••••••••••. 
t;j 
0 
:' WAR DEPARTMEW1. 
t..:lFor compensation of the Secretary of 'Var, and the clerA!f, messenger, and ass1sta:<lt messenger in his office, and 
~ ~;~~;:~~·~ru;~~~o~~~ ~ft~~t~~- -~t- ~~~. ~-~~~ _u~·~ ~~~~-~~~~~~~_a~-~ ~:~~~~ ~~:l.~t~s -~~~ _a_n~_u_~: ~~-r- ~~~ ~~~·t-~ ~~~~~t:. 
Fur compensanon ef tl1e elerk~ and messenger m the office of the AdJuta-nt General. •••.•••• - •.•.•••••••• ~-- •• -
For eonrpen:i!ation of the ~le1 is and messe»get· in too office uS the Quarterma8ter Ge~eral. .••••.•••.. r•4 ••••••••• 
J<'or corupensatiun uf tbe clerks and messenger in the- oflh~e vf the l:'a.r master General. .••.••.....•••.••••...••.. 
l,ur compensation of the clerks and messen~er in the office of the Commissary General, and for laborer employed 
therein at the :rate of four bundred and eighty du1}ars p~r annum, per a~t fourth August, eightee~ bulldred and 
tifty-four .. --- ••.••..•....••••.•.•...••••..•••..••••..•.....••..••••••• --- •• ---- · ·-- • • ·-- • • ·--- • · · ·- ·- · 
For compensatil n of the clerks and messenger i:!! the office of the &:.r~eon GeneraL. •r-·•· ••••••...••..••••••••. 
For cornpemation of the clerks and messenger in dte office of tae Chief Engineer ...•.••..•••••..•.....•..••••. 
l'or compensation of the clerks and messenger in the office of Topograpbicttl Engineers, and ltH· Jab'Orer employed 
therein, at the rate of four hundred and eighty dollars pe1· a-gnum, per aet fourth August, eighteen hundred and 
fifty-four ......•.•..••...•....•••..•• __ •.. __ ..•••...•. _ ..•....••• _ ...•.•••..•••••••••••.••••.• _ •••.•••. 
Fur compensatio1l1 of t~e elellks and meisenger in the office of the Calo»el of Orih1ance .••••• •r• -·· --·. ---.--- ••. 
Contingent e:r:p·r:nses {)'J the War Drpm·!mcni. 
Office of the Secretary of 1Var ~ 
For blank books, stationery, and miscellaneous items ..•••••••••.•••••••• ---~ •• -· • -4- .... ---· .. •r ••••• --· •••. 
For books, maps~ and plans-.••••••.•..•••...•••••••.••••••.••• ··---~ ••••.••••.•••• ··-· •••••••••.••••.••••. 
For extra. cler! hire ..••••.••••...••••••••• r•···· ........ --·-·· ........ ·-·· ........ --·· ·-···· ··-··· ..... . 
Office of the Adj.utaDt Gene·ml : 
For blank books, bi.nding, stationery, and miscellaneous items .•••••• ~-· ............ ·-- ••••••••••• -· ----. -·. -- •. 
Office of the Quartermaster General : 
F0r blank books~ bindi~g, stationery, asd mi8ce1laneous items ......... .., ••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••• - ••••••. '' 






2J, 140 00 
13,400 00 
16, 200 00 



































Object of appropriation. 
Amount brought forward .••••••••••. 
Office of the Commissary General: 
For blank books, binding, stationery, advertising, and miscellaneous items ..•••••••••..••.......•....•..•••••••.• 
Office of the Chief Engineer: 
For blank books, binding, stationery, and miscellaneous items, including two daily ·washington papers ..••••••••••. 
Office of the Surgeon General: 
For blank books, binding, st.aticnei·y, and miscellaneous items .••...••....•••••.•••.••••.••.••••••.•••••.•..•.. 
Office of the Colonel of Ordnance : 
For blank books, binding, stationery, and miscellaneous items ....••..••••.••••.••.•••••.••••••• - ••.•.••..••••. 
Office of the Colonel of Topographical Eoginee1·s: 
For blank books, binding, stationery, and miscellaneous items ..•••••...•.••..••••..•••.•••••.••• - ••••.•..••••. 
For the general purposes of t!te Northwest E xecutive Building. 
For compensation of four watchmen of the northwest executive building ..•••.•••....•••.•••••...• - •..••••••••. 
For compensation of two laborers of the northwest executive building ..••••.••...•..•••••••••••.••••••••.••••. 
For fuel, light, and miscellaneous items ..•..•.....•••.•..••••.. _ ........................................... . 
For the general purposes of tiLe building corner of F a-,Jd Seventeenth str6ets. 
For compensation of superintendent und four watchmen for said building, and for two laborers employed therein, 
at the 1·ate of four hundred and eighty dollars per annum, per act fourth August, eighteen hundred and fifty-four .. 
For fuel, compensation of nremen, and miscelllmeous items .......... . ...................................... .. 
NAVY DEPARTMl:NT. 
}.,or compensation of the Secretary of the Navy, and the clerks, messenger, and assistant messenger in his office, and 
for laborer employed therein at the rate of four hundred aud t:'ighty dollar!! per annum, per net fourth August, 
eighteen hundred and fifty-four ......................................................................... . 
For compensation of the chief of the Bureau of Ordnance and Hydrography, and the clerks and messenger in his 
office, and for laborer employed therein, at the rate of four hundred and eighty dollars per annum, per act fourth 









































For compensation of the Chief of the Bureau of Navy Yards and Docks, and the civil engineer, clerks, and messen-
ger in his office, and for laborer employed therein, at the rate ot four hundred and eighty dollars per annum, per 
act-fourth August, eighteen hundred and fifty-fllur ••....•••.••••.....•••••..•••......•.••..••.•....•..•••. 
For compensation of the Chief of the Bureau of Comtruction, Equipment, and Repairs, and of the engineer in-chief. 
and the clerks and messenger in his office, and for laborers employed therein, at the rate of four hundred and 
eighty dollars per annum, per act fourth August, eighteen hundt·ed and fifty-fliUI' ....••••...••• .. ..••. . .•••..... 
For compensation of the clerkR and messenger in the Bureau of Provi8ions and Clothing, and for laborer employed 
therein, at the rate of four hundred and eighty dollars per annum, per act f.,urth August, eighteen hundred and 
fifty-four .•..•...•.•.••..•.• --.- ..... •. - ...•••...•••....•••..•• -- .. -- .•.. ---- .. - . -- · . ---- ..•• --- .. ---. 
For compensation of the Chief of_ the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery, aud the cler.ks and messenger in bid office, 
and for laborer employed therem, at the rate of fuur hundred and eighty dollars per annum, per act fourth Au-
gust, eighteen hundred and fifty-four .••••.•••••.••••.••• __ •••••••••••••••••••. _ •••••••••••••••••• _ ••.•••• 
Contingent expenses of the Navy Department. 
Office Secretary of the Na>y: 
For blank books, binding. stationery, newspapers, periodicals, and rr.iscellaneous items .•••••••••••• -··· ••••.••••. 
Bureau of Ordnance and Hydrography: 
For blank books, stati mery, and miscellaneous items .• •••••••••••••.• -.- • - •• -. - ..•• - • • • • ·--- ·- • • • • • • • ·-- ·- • · 
Bureau of Yards and Docks: 
J:<'or stationery, boolis, plans, and drawings .••..•••..••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ----·········· 
Bureau of Construction, Equipment, and Repairs: 
For blank books, binding. stationery,printiog, and miscellaneous items .••••••••••.•••••••• -·············-····· 
Bureau of Provisions and Clothing: 
For pl~nk boo~s, stationery, an<l n~iscell11neous items ..•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• -- •• --- • • • -.-- •• -- · 
Bureau of Mediciqe and Surgery : 
For blank "Qooks, stationery, and miscellaneous items .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• --- •.•• -- ••••••• -. 
For tlte gcner{ll purppses of tlte Soutltwes! Executive Bnilding. 
For compel).sation of four watchmen of the south west executive buUding .•.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• -. 
For contingent expenses of said building, viz: 
For labor, fuel, lights, and miscellaneous items .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••..•.•••••.••••••••••••••••• 
POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT. 
For compensavion o the Postii).aster General, three 1\..ssistant Postmasters General, and the clerks, messenger, as-











































Object of appropriatiotl. 
Amount brought forward .••••••••••. 
sistant messengers and watchmen of said dPpartment, and for laborers employed therein, at the rate of four hnn-
dred and eighty dollars per annum, per act fourth August, eighteen hundred and fifty-four ••••••••••••.••••••••. 
. Contingent expenses of Htid department: 
For blank books. bihding and stationery, fuel for the General Post Office building, including the Auditor's office, 
oil, gas, and candles, day watchman, and fur mi~>cellaneous items .............................................. . 
For repairs of the General Post Office building, fur office furniture, glazing, painting, whitewashing, and for keeping 
the fire-places and furnaces in order ••••.•••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. 
Printing fur Executi-cc Departments. 
For p:=~per and printing for the executive departments, including the annual statement of commerce and navigation, 
and annual estima~es of appropriations .••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. 
MINT OJo' THE UNITED STATES. 
At Philadelpltia. 
For salaries of the dit·ector, treasurer, as~ ayer, melter and refiner, chief coiner, and engraver, assistant assayer, as· 
sist'lnt melter and refinet·, and seven clerks .•••••.•••.•••••..••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••. 
}, ur wages of workmen and adjusters .••••.•••••••.••••.••••.••••• , ..•••...••••..•.•......••••••••••••••••• 
For incidental and contingent expenses, including wastage, in addition to other available funds •••••••••••••••••••. 
},or specimens of ores and coins to he re8erved at the mint .••••. . .•••...••••..•••..•••••••••••••••••••••••••. 
l?or tnmsportation of bullion from New York assay office to the United States mint for coinage .••.••••••••••.•.•. 
b .r th e purchase of new fixtures and machinery •••••••••.•••••••.•••••••••••••••• • u •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
At Nelo Orleans. 
For salaries of superin tendent , treasurer , assayer, coiner, melter anJ refiner, and three clerks ••••••••••••••••••. 
F':lr wages of workmen ..••••..••••..••••..•••••••••••....••••• · .•••••..•••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••. 
For incidental and contingent ex pen• es, includiug wastage, in addition to other availn ble funds .••••••••••••••••••. 













































act of third March, one thous&nd eight hundt·ed and fifty-five, for the year ending thirtieth June, one thousand 
eight hundred and fifty-six .•••••••..•••••.•••••••••••..••.......••..••.•.•••...•.....•••••.••••••••.•••. 
At Chm·lotte, North Carolina. 
For salaries of superintendent, coiner, a!!sayer, anil clerk ..................................................... . 
:For wages of work men .. _ .•.• _ ...•. _ ••••• - . • . • • . . .. _. __ . __ . _. _ ....... ___ .• . .. - ...••..••.••••••.••• -. 
For incidental and condngent expenses, including wastage, in addition to other available funds ...••....•••••.••••. 
At Dahlonega, Georgia. 
For salaries of superintendent, coiner, assayer, and clerk ..••••.••••......••.•••••••.••••.•••.••••••••••• ----. 
For wages of workmen ...•••........••....•••.••...•..•.•... ----·-·---·----·-·· · ··--···············--····· 
For incidental and contingent expenses, including wastage, in addition to other available funds .•• •• .. • • •••••••••.. 
At San Francisco, California. 
For salaries of superintendent, treasurer, as~Eayer, melter and refiner, coiner, and fixe clerks ..•• • ·- • • ·-- • • • · ----- · 
For wages of workmen and 11djusters ......•.••..••••......•••......••..•••. ---- ----·· ··•· •·•· •••• ··--·· •••· 
For incidental and contingent expenses, including wastage, in addition tv other av11ilable funds •• ---· •••• --- ·.-. ·- · 
Assay Office, ll"ew l"orlc. 
For salaries of officers and clerks ........••••.••••..•••••••••••..•••••••••.•••••• ---··--···-·····----······ 
l!'or wages of workmen ..••••..••••...••.••••..•.....•••••••.••••.••• - •..•• - •. -- ••• - • • • ·- • • • • o • • • • • • • • • • • • 
GOVERNMENT IN THE TERRITORJES. 
Tenitory of Oreuon. 
For salaries of governor, three judges, and ~ecretary .. _ ••••••••• 0 •••••••••••• 0 •••• o ••••••••••••••••• o •••••••• 
I<'or contingent expen~es of said Territory ......••••.......•..••..•...............••••. ·········•·······•·••· 
For compensation and mileage of the members of the legislative assembly, officers, clerks, and contingent expenses 
of the assembly ....••••....••... : .••••••••• o ••••••••••••••• o ••••• o o••· •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Territory of Minnesota. 
600 00 
6,000 00 













For salaries of governor, three judges, and secretary .•••• o• ••• , ., •••••••••• •o•• ••••• o •••• •••••o o••••o •••• ····1----9' 330 ~·-------




























Object of appropriation. 
Amount brought forward .••••••••••. 
For contingent expenses of said Territory ................... . ............................................. , 
For compensation and mileage of the members of the legirslative assembly, officers, olerks, ani contingent expemes 
of the assembly •.••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••.•••••.•••••.•••••••. 
Territory of Kew .lJlexico. 
For salaries of governor, superintendent of Indian affairs, three judges, atHl secretary ........................... . 
For contingent expenses of said Tenitory ..... _ ................................... _ ...................... .. 
To enable the governor to employ an interpreter or translator ............................................... . 
:For compensation and mileage of the members of tbe lt·gislative assembly, officers, clerks, and contingent expenses 
of the assembly ....................................................................................... . 
For providing for fire-proofvaults for the security of the archives of the Territory of New .Mexico ............... . 
Territory of Utah. 
For sala1:ies of governor, s~pe~nt~ndt;nt of Indian a:tfttirs, three judges, and secretary ............ -- .••••••••••••. 
For contmgent expenses of sa1J 'Ierntory ............................................................... .. 
For compemation and mileage of the mombers of the legislative aesembly, officers, clerks, and contingent expenses 
of the assembly ....................................................................................... . 
Territory of TV asltingion. 
For salaries ofgo>ernor, supelintendent ofludian affairs, three judges, and secretary ............................ . 
For contingent expenses of said Territory ................................................................. . 
For compensation and mileage of the members of the legislative assembly, officerB, clerks, and contingent expemos 
of the asse1nbly ..................................................................... , •••.•..••..••••••. 
Territory qf K ebraslca. 
For salaries of governol', three judges. and secn~tary ....................................................... . 
For contingent expenses of said Territory.- •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. 
Amount. 








































For compensation and milellge oftbe members Qf the lcgi:slative assembly, officers, clerks, and contingent expenl!eB 
of the asse1nbly .••••.••••••••• _ .• _ •••••••.••• _ ...• __ •••• ___ .••••. _ •••••• ___ ••• ____ • _ ••• _ •••• ____ •• _. __ . 
Ter1·itory qf Kansas. 
For s~laiies of governor, th·eejudge~. and secretary .••••.•••.•.••••••••••••••••••• ---····--· •••••••••••••••• 
For contingent expenses of saiu Territory .••••.••.•.••••••••••••..•••.••••••.••••.••••..•••••••••••.•••••••. 
Jl'DICIARY. 
For salaries oft be chief justice of the Supreme Court and eight associate judges .••• - •• --- • ----. --.- • ---- .•• ---. 
For 8alary of the circuitjudgeofCalifornia ................................................................ . 
For salaties <•f the districtjudges ......................................................................... . 
For salaries Qf the chief jusrice of the Di(ltrict of Columbia, the associate judges, and the judges of the criminal 
court and the orphans' court .................................. -~---· •••••••••••••••..••••••••••••••••••• 
OJl:FJC~ OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL. 
For Palaries ofthe Attorney General, anJ the clerks and meF;senger in his office ............................... .. 
For contingent expen~es of the office ufthe Attorney General. ............................. ·•·••· .... -------· 
I•'or legal a(lsi8tance and other necessary expenditures in the disposal of private land claims in California ....... ... . 
For purchase of law and necessary boulu~, and binding, fur the office of the Attorney General. •• - •...• - .• - •.•••••. 
For the purchase of Mexican and ~panish law books for the office of the Attorney Gener~:~l ..• --- .•• -- ••••• - •••••. 
For fuel and labor for the office of the Attorney GeneraL ................................... -----·---· ...... .. 
For office furniture and book-cases fur office of Attorney GeneraL ........................................... .. 
For contingent expenses of commission for codifying laws of the District of Columbia, including necessary books .. .. 
For compensation of the district attorneys ................................................................. . 
For compent!ation of the marshals ........................................................................ . 
For salary of the repol'ter of the decisions of the Supreme Court ............................................ .. 
For salaries of two commis£ioners to codify laws of the District of Columbia ................................... . 
COURT OF CLAIM~. 




















clerks, and mPssenger thereof. .•.....•....•...••....••••..•....•.•••.••••••.••••.•••.•.•..•••••• ~--- •••. 27,000 00 
:For stationery, fuel, gas, labor, printing, and miscellaueous items for the Court of Claims........................ 3,000 00 



























Object of appropriation. 
Amount brought forward .......••••• 
For fees of witnesses, in behalf of the government, in the Court of Claims, and of agent!; or attorneys to be ap-
pointed by the :;olicitor thereof~ to attend to the taking of depoEitions .••••••..•••••••••••••••••••••.• , ••••••• 
INDEPENDENT TREASURY. 
For salaries of the assistant treasurers of the United States, at New York, Boston, Charleston, and St. Louie ..••••. 
For additional salary of the tt·easurer of the mint at Philadelphia ....••.....•••.•.•....•.•..•••..•••..••..••••. 
I<~ or additional salary of the treasurer of the branch mint at New Or·leans ...•.............•................•.... 
For salaries of six additional clerl{s authorized by the acts of sixth August, eighteen hundred and forty-six, twelfl h 
August., eighteen hundred and fin-ty-eight, thit·d March, eighteen hundred and fifty-one, thirty-first August, eighteen 
hundred and fifty-two, and fourth August, eighteen hundred and fifty-four ..••..••.••.••••••.•• ---- .•.. - ...••.. 
For salary of additional clerk in office uf assistant treasurer at Boston ........................ - . -..••••...•.... 
!<~or salaries of clerks, messengers, and watchmen in the office of the assistant treasurer at New York ..•.••....•.. 
Por salary of a clerk to the treasurer of the branch mint at San Prancisco, California ..•............•.•.•••.•.... 
For conringeut expenses under the act for the safe-keeping, collecting, transfer, and disbursement of the public 
revenue, of ~ix:th August, eighteen hundred and forty-six, in addition to p!'emium received on transfer drafts .••••. 
For compensation to special agents to examine the book I', accounts, and money on hand of the several depo~itories, 
under the act of sixth August, eighteen hundred and forty-six . .•.•••••......•......•••••.•...•••...••..••••. 
For compensation to such persons as may be designated by the Secretary of the Treasury to receive Hnd keep tl1e 
public money, under the fifteenth section of the net of sixth August, eighteen hundred and forty-six, for the addi-
tional services required under that act, at the same rates provided in the act approved second March, eighteen 
hundred and fifty-three, and under the same restrictions and limitations ...........•.... - .....•...........•••. 
For salaries of nine supervising and fifty local inspectors, appointed under act thirtieth August, eighteen hundred 
and fifty-two, for the better protection of the lives of passengers by steamboats, with travelling and other expenses 
incurred by them .•••.•.•••••.••.•••••.......•.•••.•••••.•.•.••••.•.••••••.•••••• ---- •.•••••••••••.••• -
EX I'ENSES OF TilE COLLECTION OF REYENUE FRO:U: LANDS. 
To meet the expenses of collecting the revenue from the sales of public lands in the several land States and 
Territories, in addit.ion to the balauces of former appropriations: 












































For expenses of depositing public moneys by reeei vers of public moneys ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
}'or incidental expenses of the several land offices ..••••.•••••.•..•••••.••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.. 
PENITENTIARY. 
For compensation of the warden, clerk, physician, chaplain, a~sist~mt keepers, guardi!, and matron of the peniten· 
tiary of the District of Colutnbia .•.•...•...•...•...•.•••.•••.••......••••...• - -------- -.- •••••• - •• - •. --. 
For compensation of three inspectors of said penit~ntiary ..•••.......••••..••••...•••. ·----· ---- •••••••••. --·· 
For the support and maintenance of said penitentiary, including four thousand dollars for furnaces ............... . 
For defraying the expen>:es of the supreme, circuit, and district court~ of tbe United States, including the District 
of Columbia; alw f,,r jurors and wicnesses, in aid of the funds ari.,iog from fines, penalties, and forfeitures incurred 
in the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eigh~een hundred and fifty-seven, and previous years; and likewise f,,r 
defra}ing the expemes of suits in whi(·h the United States are concerned, and of prosecutions for offences com-
mitted against the United State!', and for the ~:Afe.keeping ofprisl•ners .•••••....•••....... ---··· .•••.••••• ---· 
For rent of surveyot·-geueral's office in Oregnn, fuel, bocks, stationery, and other incidental expenses .. - ... - •.. ----. 
For office rent fur the &urveyor-general of Wasbiogr.on Territory, fltel, books, stathmery, and other incidental ex-
penses ....••••.••....•.......•.••••• __ •..........••••........•.••..•••....•..•.•..... - . --- . ----- .••••. 
For rent of surveyor-gen~ral's office in Kansas and Nebraska, fuel, books, s·ationery, and other incidental expenses . . 
For office rent for the surveyor-general of Ucah Territory, fuel, bookt:, stationery, furniture, and othet· incidentul 
expenses .••....•..•••........... _ •...•••.....•.....••••...........• - ..• --. -.------ --- ·--- • ·- · · ------- · 
For compensation of a translator in the office of the Rurveyor-general of New Mexico .••........•.......••••• ---· 
For rent of the surveyor·general's office in New Mexico, fuel, books, stationery, and 1other incidental expensefL .•••. 
:For compensation, in part, for tbe messenger in charge of Lhe main furnace in the Capitol, three hundr·ed and fifty 
dollars, and twenty per cent. there(IU, per act twent.y-secon-1 April, one thousmd eight hundred and fifry-four ..••. 
For compensation to the ltt.borer in charge of the water-closett~ in the Capicol, (hr·ee hundred and sixty-five d·•llars, 
and twenty per cent. thereon, per ttct twenty-second April, one thousand eight hundred 11nd fifty-fuur ............ . 
For compensation to the public gardener, twelve hundred dollar.:~, and tweuty per cent. thereon, per act twenty-
secoud April, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-t;>ut· .............••••..•...•• ---- .•.•••.••••.•••..•••.... 
For compensation of sixteen laborers employed in the publir. grounds and President's garden, at forty dollars per 
month each, and twenty per cent. thereon, pet· act twenty-second April, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-fimr .. 
For compensation of the keeper of the western gate, Capitol Sq;Iare, seven hundrt>d and thirty dollars, and twenty 
per cent. thereon, per act twentJ'-second April, one thou~and ei~ht hun(hed anrl fifry· fuur ............•...•.••••. 
For compensation of two day watchmen employed in the Capitol 8q:t:tt·e, at five hundred duliars each, and twenty 
pet· cent thereon, per act twenty-second April, one thou~and Pight hundred and fifty-fum· ...•..•••.....•.••••... 
For compeni'tttiun of two night watchmen t·mployed at the President's House, at five hundred dollars each, and twenty 
per cent thereon, per act twenty-second April, one thousand eight hundred and fifry-four .•••••.•••••••••••••••. 


















1, 200 00 
1, 200 00 





























Ol>ject of arpropriation. 
Amount brought forward .. •....••••. 
For compemation of the doorkePper at, the PresiJent 's hnwH•, five hundred dollars, at.d t\\ euty per cent. thereon, 
per act twent) -secnnd Avril, one thou8and eight hundred aud tift) -f11ur ...••..... ................•.....••.... . 
For contpensatinn of the assistant. do01keeper at the President's hous<>, three hundred and sixty-five dollars, and 
twenty per cent. thereon, per act tweury-sPcoucl April, vne thousaucl eight hundred and fifty-four .........••..... 
}'or com pensatiou of oue uight watchman eutplo) e.! f(,r the bettPr prorecti. ,n of the building 1) ing south of the Cap-
itol, and used as public sntlJlell and carpPuter's ~hops, five hundred dollars, and twcuty per cent. thereon, per act 
twenty-second Aptil, one thousand eight hundr.-d and fifty-four . .....•••..••••.••••••.......•••...••...•••• 
For compensation of f(,u r dnm-l1eepcrs at r he Potcmac bridge, aud twPnty per cent. thereon, per act twenty-second 
April, one thou~and eight hundred rnd tlfiy·fvur, aud for fut:'l, oil, and lamps ...•.. ·---·· ...•.......•.......... 
For compemation of two draw keeperx at the two briclgPs across the eastern branch of the Potomac, at four hun-
dred and fifty dcollars eac~h, »nd twenty per cent. thereon, per l!Ct twtnty-second April, one thousand eight hun-
dred and fifty-fout·, and f,,r fllel, oil, :md lamps ..•.•....••....•....•....••... ··---· ..•••...•.. . ·----· .•.•.. 
Fot· arrearages due Bailey Br01m, keeper of the upper Et~stern B1·anch briuge, f,,r expPnses incurred in the years 
eighteen hundred and fif~y-t h reo and t:'ighteen huudred lind fift)-fimr, in the purchase of fuel , oil, and repairs of lamps 
For compensation lf the Auxi.iaty Guard, aud for fuel, and oil fur lamps . •.•.•.••.••••..•••• ·----· •....•••..... 
For furnace-keeper at the Pre~ident's house ...•........•...... ______ ·----· .•••....•..•.•...... ·----· ...•.. 
l<'or printing and publi>hing one thou:;and tO!Jies of the papers of James .Madison, now in the nrth!ves of the State 
Department, under tlic direction and control of the Joint Commirtee on the Library of Cc •ngress ...••.•....••••. 
To enable the Sec:etary of \Yar to ewploy one cletk of class four, in the office of the colonel of topographical en-
gineers, and to talie one cletli ft<nu cl~:~li's two and add one to tlass four iu his office .••......•.••. --·· .•..•••••. 
To enable the ~ecretary uf the Intel i11r to employ in his office one cle1 k of clas,; four, and temporarily one clerk of 
clatSs two, to take cbl:trgt• of the census returns ..... _ ..•......•..•.•..... ·----·--·· ...•...........•..••••.. 
To enable the Secretary of the Treasury to e111ploy one clerk of class tht'f'e in the office of the Fifch Auditor, and 
to take one clet k from claEs two and adJ one to elass three in the office of the First Comptroller: und to take 
one clerk fn•m class thrPe and add one to class four in the offiee of the Hegistcr ..••••....•......•..•.••...•••. 
To enable the Sectetary of War to employ temporary clerks in the uflit:e of the Quartet master General on bounty-
land service .........•. _ .......•... -- · ...•.......•...•..................... • --· .•..•.........•.•. . •••.. 
To enable the Secretary of State to pay to the clerks in Li;; office of class fom the same compensation as was paid 
to the sa111e cla~s in other execurive depal·tmentF;, from the fit st of July, eighteeu hundred and fifty three, to the 
















































By the act making appropriatir.ms for fortifications and other ?t•orlcs qf defence, and for repairs qf barracks and quarters, for the 
year ending the thi1·tieth of June, eighteen hundred and j{f'ty-seven. 
For Fort Montgomery, outlet of Lake Champlain-·--· .••••.•••••.•••••••••••..••••. ···••· ••••••.• ·----····· 
For Fort Knox, at tho N al'l'o\fs (•f the Penobscot river, Maine .. .••.• --- •.• -- ••..• --- · . --- •.•.••.• --- • ---- --- · 
For Fort \Vinthrop, Governor's Island. B IS'on harbor ..•.•......•.••..•••••.••••. ·---- · ·---- ••• --- · -- ·-- · -- · · 
Por Fort Richmond, at the Narrows, New York harbor ............................... ······---··· .......... .. 
Por Fort Warren, Boston ba1bor ..••...•••...••••....••...•..•......••••. ··•••· --·· ---· ·•·••· ·----· •·•• ·••· 
For Fort Dela\fare. Delaware river .•••..••••.•••...••••..••••...•••..••••..••••. -············· .••• ·••• .... 
Fnr Fort Carroll, Baltimore harbor ....•......•...•••...•.••..•..•••••.•••••.•••••• ••··•··•·•••••••·•·••·•· 
For Fort Calhoun, entrance to Hampton R(Htd~, Virginia ......................... ---- --- · -- ·- ·--- --- · • • • • ----
For Fort Sumpter, Charle~:~ton harbor, South Caruliua .................................... ---··· ...... ·•••·· 
For Port Pulaski, Savannah 1iver, Georgia .... ---- ........................................ ········--·· .... .. 
For Fort Clineh, entrance to Cumberland sound, Florida .......................... - ... · •• -. ·---- · ---- • • · • • •• · 
For Fort McRee, and preservation of its site, Florida ............................................ --·-········ 
Por Fort Barrancas, Pensacola harbor, Florida . .......................................... ----- ........ · • - · .. 
For Fort Gaines, Dduphin bland, Alabama ............................................................. •••· 
}'or Fort Taylor, l{t>y 'v\Test, Flnrida ..•....•••••...••.....•...••••..•••...•.••.•••.••.......••• -··· .••• ••·· 
For Fort Jefferson, Tortugas, Flo ric I H. •••••• _ .............................................. - ••••• -- •• --. --- -
Por fiH'tifications at Alcatraz island, S.w Francisco bay, Califomia ....•...••••..••••...•..........• -. -- .. -- • ·- · 
For fortifications at. Fort Poiut, entnwce of ~an Fntndsco bay, California ..................... -----· .... •••••· 
For repair<:~ of Castle Pinckuey, Charleston harbor ........................................ -·-··· .... ·••·••·· 
l!'or repairs of F'ort Jackson, :-:\avaunah 1ivt>r .............................................................. .. 
}:or repair~ of Fort 1\lorgan,"mnuth of Mobil_e ~a~. 1\la~ama ............................................ ··--·· 
]<or extendon of battery at l<ort Jacks,,n, MHHSI:IIJlJH nver .................................................. . 
FoJr revairs an•l exteu8ion of Fort 8t. Pllilip, 1\iis, i~~ippi river ............................... - .......... - .. .. 
}'or contingent Pxpen~es ~of fortifications uot hen·in mentioned, the preservation of sites, the protection of titles, 
and repairs of suddeu dawages to fvrts ....•.....••.•••..••••....••..••••.•••••.•.••.••••.•••••.•• - ••.• - .. 
By the act making an apprrpriationjo1· the mrt·cy of tl.e southern boundary line of Kansas Territory. 
To execute the act Pntitled "An aet to nlllholize the Pre~iJent uf the United States to cause the southern boundary 
line of Kansas 1'eniw1 y to be ~ ut:reyed anJ marked" .............................. --- ••.•••..•.•...••.•... 
By the ;'oint 1·esolution j'01· cnlmgiug the custom-hou~e, post office, and court-lwuu, at Buffalo, New York. 







]50, 0011 (10 



















































Object of appropriation. 
Amount brought forward .••••.•••••. 
custom-bouse, post·office, court rooms, &c., not exceeding twenty-five feet in length, and erect proper vaults 
therei~, if in .his discretion the public interest requires the same .•••.•••••..•••..•..••••••••.•••••••••••.••. 
For cont1ngenc1es .•••••.•••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••.. 
By the joint resolution for enlarging the custom-house, post office, and court-house, at Cleveland, Ohio. 
To enable the Secretary of the Treasury to cause the building provided by law to be constructed at Cleveland, in 
the State of Ohio, for a custom-house, post office, and court-house, to be increased in length over the plan here-
tofore adopted for that purpose, not to exeeed twenty-five ft>et, and to mndify and enlarge sHid vl11n Ro as to adapt 
the same to such increased leugth, if, in the opinion of the Secretary, the public conveuience shall re11uire such 
modification .••••..•.•••.....•...••••••..•••••.•••••.•••.••••.•••••..•••••••.•••••••••••••.••••.•••••. 
For superintendence and contingencies ••••••.•••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. 
By the faint resolution for enlarging the custom-house, post office, and court-house, at ]Jilzmulde, Wisconsin. 
To enable the Secretary of the Treasury to extend the building now in process of construction at Milwaukie, fc1r a 
custom-house, post-office, court-rooms, &c., not exceeding twenty-five feet in length, and erect proper vaults 
the rei~, if, in. his discretion, the public interest requires the same ..••••••.••••..••••..•• - •.....••.••••••••••. 
For conungenc1es .••••••.•••••.••••••.••••.•••••••••.•••••.••••.••••••••••..•.••••..•••••••.••••••••••••• 








To enable the Secretary of the Treasury to modify the plan of the custom-house in process of comtruction at Ells-
worth, Maine .•••..•••••.••••••••••.•••.•..•.••.•.••••••.•••••••••••••••...••••••••••••.••••.••••••..•. 1 •••••••••••••••••• 
By the }oint resolution giving an increased compensation to all laborers in the employment of the Executive and Legislatit•e depart-
ments cif the government in the cily of Washington. 
For tbe compensation of one principal messenger in each of tbe offices of the Secretaries of State, Treasury, Inte-
































and one principal messengPr in each of the bureaus of the several executive departments, at an annual salary of 
eight hundred and f(H·ty dollars each; and all other messeng-ers or as~istant messengers now authorized by law to 
be employed in s.1id departm~nts, at an annual salary of seven hundred dollars; and all laborers in the employ-
:u:ent of the govemment in the Pxecutive departments, and on the public grounds in the city of 'Vasbington, at an 
annual salary of six hundred dollars each, from and after the first day of July, eighteen hundred and fifty-six_ •••• 
By the act Jvr the nlirf of the dislributees of Colonel William Linn. 
To settle with the distlibutees of Colonel William Linn, 1111 officer in tbe revolutionary army, and to allow them five 
years' full pay as a colonel, which is the commutation of half pay for life_ •••.•••••••••.• --- ••••••••••••••••••. 
By the act fur the relief Jacob Dodson. 
For pay as a private, during the war, in Capt11in Richard Owen's company of the Ca"ifornia battalion, ancl whl) was 
discharged therPfrom on the fourtt:>en rh of April, one thousand eight hundred and forty-seven. at Los Angelos, in 
California, all the pay and allmnmcea to whic:h he would be entitlt-d, under tbe existing laws f,Jr such service, io 
the same manner a~ if he had been legally eulisted in, and honorably discharged from, the servic~ of the United 
States, dPducting tbert:from the ~>urn of two lJUndred anrl 1 igbty-nne dollars, }'Hid to him by Colonel J. C. Fre-
mont for his seniees as a member of the exploring expedition, within the peri.,d nameJ above- ••••••••••••••••. 
By the act fur the relirf nf William lJJ. F. Mograw. 
For incre:u:ed Hpen~es nnd difficulties of can·yin~ t;w mails along the route number eight thousand nine hundred 
11nd eleven, from Independence to Salt Luke, fur the yeat· endillg on the eighteenth day uf August, eighteen hun-
Fu~1:~~~r~:d~~~;~:; r.:;: ·};i~. ~ill·i;~ .~:); .. ~;.(~p~t:ti. s·t~· ;~. ~~~1 ~lo~t;f:)~;d. 1; .th-~ I~di:~;: ;; i~~i;a~d i~. hi~-~~~~~~t fii~d· l ~~: ~~~ ~~ 
\\lth tLe CurnmlSSlUller of Indian Affaus .••••• ···-·· ···-·· ···-·· ··--·· •••••• ··--·· •••••• ···-·· ···--· •••••. ---------
!Jg tli~ act fur tile uli'f of Job S. PendlttoR. 
Forbis full comprnsation "hilst employed llS mini~te1· of the UnitPd Stutes on special mission to the Oriental Re-
public of Urugu11y, iu the) ear eigbteen hunored and fifty-two, the sum of nine hundred dullarf, deducting thert"-· 
from any amount which he may hare heretofi•re receivel as c"mpcJu8alitm in s!lid mis~ion •••••.••.. ··---· .••••. 
:For lik 1ull compeu~ation ior hit~ ~ervices in the same character to the r£'pttblic of Paraguay, in the year eighteen 
hundred and fifty-thre£', uine thous1md dollars, deducting thercf:·om uny amount of lllOlH:'Y he lliay have here-





































Object of appropriation. 
Amount brought forward .••••••••••••••••. 
By the act for the relitf nf Emma .Bidamon. 
In full payment of the sum ailjudged and decreed to her in lieu of dower by the circuit comt of the United States 
for the district of Illinois, at the July term, eigl1teen hundred and fifty two, in the case uf" The United States 
vs. Joseph Smith et at.'' .••• ••.•...•...•••.•••••.•••••.•••••••.••••••••••.•••••.•••••••.••••••••.•••••••. 
By the act making appropriation for the paymtnt of certain claims. 
• To pay to Samuel P. Todd, a purser in the navy. the amount of depreciation upon certai 1 treasury notes sold by 
him for the purpose of paying seamen and others employed iu the United States Delaware flotilla, in the year 
eighteen hundred and fcmrteen ..•••.••.••...•••••.•••••.•.•••.•••••••••.•.•.•...•..•.•.••..•••....•.•.•. 
To pay to John Shaw, f,f Wisconsin, in full for hi:~ serdces, travt'l, and attendance. as an interpreter upon tbe trial of 
certain "Winnebago Indians, in the year eighteen hur.dred and twenty-eight, before the honorable James Duane 
Doty, at Prairie du Chien .••••..••••.•.•••..••••..•••.....••...••••..••••...••..••• _ •.....•••••.• _ •.•••. 
To pay Isadore D Beaugran.l in full for expenses incurred and money expended by bim fnr subsistence, quarters, 
and transportation furnished to Captain Bradley's company of Ohio voiunteers, from the first to the fifth of June 
inclusive, eighteen hundred and forty-six, prior to their being mustered into the service of the United States for 
the Mexican war •••• - •••• -- •• - •..•••••.•••••.•••••••••.••••••••••••• _ •••••••••.••••••• - •••••••••..••••. 
By the act authorizing a settlement nf the accounts of Charles P. Babcock, late Indian age11t at Detroit, in the State of 
.111ic!tigan. 
}'or expenses incurred for premiums in exchanging golJ for silver coin, ~tnd also fvr one quarter's salary for hi:~ 
own services .••••..••••••.•••••••••••••••••••.• ---- ••••••••.••••••• ·----- ••••••••••••.•••••••••••••.••. 
By tlze act for the relief of the legal representatives of Capta·in Joseph II. Whipple, deceased. 
}"'or money expended on account of" barracks at Tur1iey river" •••••••••••••• --· ••••••• --· •••••••••••••••••••• 
Amount. Total. 





1, 810 12 
457 22 




























By the act for the relief o/ Elizabeth V. Lomax, only surviving child of O.ptain William Lindsay, of tlw Revolution. 
For the arrrars of pension due Captain \Yilliam Lindsay, from the first of October, seventeen hundred and seventy-
eight, to the first of September, seventeen hundred and ninety-seven ..•••••••••.••••.•.••••.••.•••••••••• ···· r······ ........... . 
By the act for the reli~f of the lcgal7'C]_Jtcsenlatives of Zadoclc Thompson, of Vetmont. 
For his services in preparing a histoiical in·roduction to the returns of the Seventh Census for the State of Vermont. 
By the act for the relief of Levi Rol;inson. 
For fishing bounty for eighteen hundred and fifty-two, said sc-hooner ha>iog complied with all the requhitiuns of law 
to entitle her to bounty, but was unable to present her papers, they haYing beeu consumed by fire ..••••.•••.•••. 
By the act for the ulif'f of the ozcnera and slzatesmen of the fi,~hing sclwone1·s Wanderer, Mary, Olive Branclt, Tu·o Brothers, 
and Brothers. 
To the owners of the schooner 'Vandere1·, of :Bristol, Maine, as bounty for eighteen hundred and fi•rty-Pight ....... .. 
To t:he owners of the schooner Mary, of Bruuktwille, Maine, as bounty for eightet>n hundred and fiftJ-two ........ .. 
'l'o the owners of the sehooner Olive Branch, ofSedgewiel(, l\Inine, as bounty for eighteen bunrlred lliHI fifty-two .••. 
To the owners of the schoone1· Two Brothers, of Sedgewicl\, Maine, as bounty for eighteen hundred and fifty-two .•.. 
To the schooner Brothers, uf LJ me, Connecticut, as bounty fur eighteen hundred and fifry three .• -.- •.•••. - •••••. 
By the act for the relief qf Bridget lJ.faher. 
For boarding certain Cherokee Indians from the State of North Carolina, disallowed by the Secretary of the In-
terior on the nineteenth of July, eighteen huudred and fifry-two ..••••..•...••••..••••••••.•••••••••••••••••. 
By the act for the nlief q( Charles Stearns. 
For 1osse~ smtained and expemPs incurred in defeniling his title to l'ertnin lRnds chtimPd by the Unirea States: and 
also iu defending two crilHinal prosecutions brought against him by direction of the Secretary of War .•.••..••••. 







·-·--· ···--· ·---·· 






For his military services in Florida in the year eighteen hundred and thirty-eight .••••.••••. ---- •••••••••••• ----~------ .••••. ···-·· / (Indefinite.) 




























Ouject of appropriation. Amount. 
I 
Amount brought fvrward .••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••. 
BJ tl>e a<l fvr '"' nliif of Nor.,o•d M,C/elland, most.r uf stwmboat "N•w World." I 
}~or losses and expenses occa~ioued by the detention of the steamboat "New '\'iTorld, in the .Arkat sas 1 her, "·bile 
engarred iu tt ampurriug militt~ry stores bdouging to tbe Un!ted States !row New 01leans to Fort l:lwith, during I 
the )~ar one thousauu eight lmudred bUd fifty-five .•...•.•..•• _ •..••••.•••.. _ ...• ___ ••••••.••• _ •• __ ••• _. __ . \ •••• ___ •••••• ___ • _; 
By the act fur tbt: relief of 'l'houws H. na1rd. I 
To pay to Thomas U. l~1ird, administrator of the estate of AbFalllm Baird, a commissioned Burgeon in the mwy of I 
the Ren>lntiou, d1e sum often tlum~aud se>ent)-f(;ur dollars and ... ighty ·fi•ur Ct->nts, \\ith interest thereon fr"m the 
twenty-sen:'nth dnyofOctober, tighteen huudted lllJd fi>e, to the first day of June, eighteen hundred and fifty-six, I 
deducting theref, om the sum of tv. enty-four hundred dollars paid under the act of June twenty-third, eighteeD 
hundred<:nd thirty-six .....•••••••.•.•. ---- .••.•..•••••.•.••.••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••• ·--- .----·--·--·· •••••. 
By the act fur tlte relif of Abra!tnm Kint :;;ing. 
For the dHferPnce between hi;; s::.lary tts sp('eilll e:laminer and thAt c f as~i~tant appraiser, :fiw three months and 
twenty-five day~, the period during wbi1 h he perfo11ued tlle duties oi' the latter office, in addition to his own, in 
wnsequence of the death of its iucumuent. ···--· ••••.•••••••.••••• ·----· ••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••. 
.By the act for liae rel~rf ef Ji'unu:is A. Gi/.;lJons and Francis X. l[elfy. 
}"'or the balance dne them, under their contract" ith the United States, for the building of light-hout~es in California 
and Oregon .••••••••••. -· ------········-··-------------····--· .••••••• ---- .••• -·-·- - ···---··-- ·· •••••• ~ ---·---· •••••••••. 
By the act fur the relirf of (fte news o,f Jubq,z B. Rooker, deceased. 
For the tlme lle was actually employed in the omce of the Commis~ione.r of Public :Buildings, subsequently to the 
third dHy of .March, eighteen hundred and forty-three .•••••••••••••••••• -·---· •••••••••••••••••• ---··----· .•••••••••••••••••. 
Total. 






























By the act for the 1·eliej of John 1L Scmnton and James Jf. Ilunt. 
For conveying the United States mail on Puget's sound, in the years one thousand eight hundred and fifty-fuur and 
one thousand ~ight hundred and fifty-five .•••••..••••••••••..•.•••••.••••.••••.•••...•.••......•..•.•....•. 
By the actf01· the 1·eliej of Adam D. Steuart, and of Alexander Randall, executor of Daniel Randall. 
I 
~To pay a commission of one per cent. upon such amounts of money as were respectively collected by the said Adam I I' 
H D. Steuart and Daniel Randall, and by them dtsbursed or paid into the treasm·y of the United States, in virtue of 
fn" the authority specially invested in them, by ordet· of the commanding general of the United States army, and 
tj arising from duties on imports, taxes, or othet· assessments in Mexico, during the late war with that republic ...... ,
1 
............. --.-. 
? B'!) the actf01' the Telief of Brevet Brigadier GmeTal John B. lVanach, of tl,e United States army. . -
~~ For the extra services performed by the said Walbach, as aid-de-camp to General Wilkinson, commissioner of the 
~~~tLe~u~t:~=~ ~~~~~e~~~ -~i-t~-~~~~~~~. :~~i~~-s~ _ i.n _t_h_e_ =~~~~ -o-~e- ~~~~~~~~ _e!~~l~ _ ~~~~~~~-~~~ -~~~·- ~~~ -~~e- ~~~~~~~~-
m 
By the act for the relief af Isaac Cook and others. 
For the use of the schooner" Tempest,'' belonging to them and impressed by Major J. G. Camp, in the month of 
September, anno Domini eighteen hundred and f.mrteen ..•...••.•...•.•..••.•...•••....•..•...•••.......... 
By the act for the nlief of Franck Taylor. 
For the amounts of duties paid by or for him to the collectors of the ports of New York an;l Plliladelphia upon im-
portations of quills, by or for him during the years eighteen hundred and fifry-three, eighteen hundred and fifty-
four, and eighteen hundred and fifty-five ................................... . ............................. . 
By the act for the relief of Anthony Rankin, of Tennessee. 
For t}:1e amount paid by ~aill ~ankin in eighteen hundt·ed and f<IUrteen, w~ile engaged in the military service of the I 
Umted States, for medteal a1d and attendance when confined by severe tllness ..••.••••..••••.••.•....•..••••. I ............•.•... 
By the act f01· the relief of John Poe, of Louisville, Kentucky. 
For his. services in purchasing horses and mules for the army of the United States in eighteen hunJred and forty six .. 

































Object of appropriation. 
Amount brought forward .••••.••••.. 
By the act for the relief of Josiah S. Little. 
For a piece of land to which he lost title by the operation of the fourth article of the "Treaty to settle and define 
thd boundaries between the territories of the United States and the possessions of her Britit:h Majesty," &c., 
Amount. 
of the ninth of August, eighteen hundred and forty·two ••••••••••.•.•...•••.•••..•••••..••.••.••....•.••••. , ................ .. 
By the act for the relief of Nathan M. Lounsbury. 
For arrears of pension, from the eighteenth day of March, eighteen hundred and eighteen, to the fuurth day of 
February, eighteen hundred and twenty-six .••••••••••.•••••••.••••••••••.••••••••••.•••••••..•••••••••••• 
By the act for the relief of John H. Scranton and James M. IIunt, owners of the steamer MaJor Tompkins. 
}"or the services rendered, and fur the risk, loss, and damages incurred in saving the United States mails and trea-
sure, and in rescuing the passengers and crew which were on board the steamer Southerner, at the time of the 
wreck of that vessel on the uninhabited coast of Washington Territory, in the month of December, one thousand 
eight hundred and fifcy-four, and for the clothing and subsistence necessarily furnished to said passengers and 
crew .•••••.•••••.••••••• - • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • . • .••••••••• _ •••••. 
By the act for the relief of John M. Mcintosh. 
For the amount of two accounts against the government, duly certified to be correct, in favor of John Clutes and 
Jacob Hart, for eighty-two dollars each; said accounts being on duplicate certificates, the originals having been 
lost and considered as cancelled.----· . - - -- .• ---- •.••••••.• - •••.•••••••••••••• -- •• --- •••..••..••••••••••. , ••••.•.......••••. 
By the Joint resolution authorizing the Secretary of the Interior to settle the accounts qf Oliver .Jf. Wozencraft. 



































By the Joint 1'esol:tlion for the relief of Dr. William P. A. Ilail, l~te of Tennessee voluntw·s in the 11/exican wm·. 
:For medical services rendered to the volunteers while serving in Mexico, upon the following principles, to wit: to 
allow said Dr. Hail the pay of assistant surgeon while engaged in professional services, with the consent of his 
commanding officer, deducting therefrom the amount paid to said Hail as a private in the first regiment of Ttn-
ncssee volunteers, during the period he perf1,rmed the duties of surgeon ..••••...•••• --- •••••..••••..••••.•••• , ...••........•.••. 
By the resolution for tlze settlement of the accounts of Charles M. Strader and Edward P. Johnson, mail contractors. 
For the di3continunnce of that part of their aforesaid contract under the order of the Postmaster General, dated 
sixth of February, eighteen hundred and forty-onl', as may appear by the records of the Post Office Department .. , ................. . 
By the act to s1pply an omission in tlze em·olmcnt of a certain act. 
For completing the madne bospi al at Cincinnati. Ohio ...••....•..••.•...••..••••..••••....•••..••...•..••.. 
Fo_r impro>ing Battery and Washingron streets, and road-way 0 P around the custom-bouse at San Francisco, Cal-
Ifornia ..••••....•.........•. . •.••••••.•........•••••••.•.••••••.••....••••••••..•••...•••••••...••••. 
By the act making appropriations joT the support of the army for the year ending the thirtieth of June, one thousand eight hun-
dred and fifty-seven. 
Fo1: ~xpenses of_ recruitin~. tra~sportation of recruits, three months' extra pay to non-commissioned officers, mu-
SICians, and pnvates on re-enh:>tment .•••••••.••••.....••...•...••••..••....••.•.•.•. -··· -··· •··· •••· ···· 
For pay of the army ..••••...••........•••...•••.••••••••••••.•••..••.......••..•.....•••..••.•••...••••. 
For commutation of officen;' sub~<i~tence .••••.........•..••...•••.....••..••••..••••...•••.. - •••...•••... -. 
:For commutation of forage for officers' horses .•.......••..••••..••••...•••.••...•••• . ....••••••••.••••..... 
For payment in lieu of clothing for officers' servants .........•••.•••..••.••...••••.........•••....••.••....•. 
For subsistence in kind .••••.•....•......•.•.....•••..••••...•.••...•••...•.••...•••••..•••........•.•••. 
For clothing for the army, camp and garrison equipage .....•••.......•..•••......•••••.•••...•...••••..••••. 
For the regular supplies of the Quartermaster's Department, consisting of fuel for the officers, eulisted men, guard, 
hospitals, storehouses, and offices; forage in 1\ind fur the horse~, mules, and oxen of the Quartermaster's De-
partment, at the several posts and stations, and "irb the armies in the field; for the horses of tbe two regiments of 
dragoons, the two regiments of cavalry, the regiment of mounted riflemen, the companies of light artillery, and 
such companies of infantry as may·be mounted, and for the authorized number of officers' horses, when seniog in 
the field and at the outposts; of straw for soldiers' bedding, and of stationery, including company and other blank 
'books for the army, certificates for discharged soldiers, blank forms for the Pa.y and Quartermaster's Depart-
ments; and for the printing of division and department orders, army regulations, and reports .•••...••••..•• - •. 









62-t, 8:~3 G7 
I,OlO,OCO 00 
7,823,548 57 































STATE ME NT -Continued. 
Object of appropriation. 
Amount brought forward ••••••.••••. 
For the incidental expenses of the Quartermaster's Department, Cl•nsisting of postage on lPtterl:l and packets 
received and sent by officers of the army on public service; expenees of courts-martial and courts of inquiry, 
including the addi'ional compensation to judge-advocates, recorders, members, and witnesses, while on that 
service, under the act of l\Iarch sixteenth, eighteen hundred and two; extra pay to svldiers employed, under the 
direction of the Quartermaster's Department. in the erection of barracks, quarters, storehouses, and hospitals; 
the construction of roads, and other constant labor, for periods of not less than ten days, under the acts of March 
second, eighteen hundred and nineteen, and August fourth, eighteen hundred and fifry-fi,ut·, including those em-
ployed as clerks at division and department head-quarters, expenses of expresses to and from the frontier posts 
and armies in the field; of escorts to paymasters, and other disbursing officers and traim, when military escorts 
cannot be furnished; expenses of the interment of non-commissioned officers and soldiers ; authorized office 
furniture; hire of laborers in the Quartermaster's Department, including hire of interpreters, spies, and guides 
for the army; compensation of clerks to officer.s of the Quartermaster's Department; compensation of forage 
and :wagon-masters, authorized by the act of July fifth, eighteen hundred and thirty-eight; for the apprehension 
·of deserters, and the expenses incident to theil· pursuit; the following expenditures required fu1· the two regiments 
<o'f dragoons, the two regiments of cavalry, the regiment of mounted riflemen, and Emch companies of inf11ntry as 
may be mounted, viz: the purchase of travelling forges, blacksmith's and shoeing tools, horse and mule shoes 
and nails, iron and steel for shoeing, hire of veterinary surgeons, medicines for horses and mule~, picket ropes, 
and shoeing the horses of those corps._ .. ___ .• _ ••. ____ . _. _. ___ ....... _ •• _________ .... _ •. _ ..... _. _ •••• __ .. 
For constructing barracks and other buildings nt posts which it may be necessary to occupy during the year; and 
for repairing, altering, and enlarging buildings at the established posts, iucluding hire or commutation of quarters 
for officers on military duty; hire of quarters for troops, of storehouses for the s .• fcl·keeping of military stores, 
and of grounds for summer cantonments; for encampments and temporary frontier stations ................ __ __ 
For mileage or allowance made to officers of the army; for the transportation of themselves and their baggage when 
travelling on duty without troops or escorts ......... ··------ ................................ --·--·-···---· 
For transportation vf the army, including the baggage of the troops when moving eitber by land or water; of cloth-
ing, camp and garrison equipage from the depot at Philadelphia to the several posts and army depots; horse 
equipments and of sub ~istence from the places of purchase and from the places of delivery ut der contract, to such 
places as the circumstances of the service may require it to be sent; of ordnance, ordnance stores, and small 
armt~, from the foundries and armories, to the ar~enals, fortifications, frontier posts, and army depots; freights, wharf-
agt\, tolls, and ferri<lges; for the purchase and hire of horses, mules, and oxen, and the purchase anu repair of 






























wa11ons, carts, (hays, ships and other sea-guing vessels and boats for the tramportatiun of supplies, and :ti)r garri - 1 
so~ purposes; for drayage and cartage at the several post~; hi1·e of teamsters; transportation of funds for the 1 
pay and other disbursing departments; the expense of sailing public transports on tho various rivers, the Gulf of 
Mexico, and the Atlantic and Pacific; and for procuring water at such posts as from their 1:1ituation require that 
it be brought f,·om a distance; and for clearing roads, and removing obstructions from 1:oads, harbori!, and rivers, 
to the extent which may be required for the actual operations of the troops on the frontter ......•....•••. ------
:Por purchase of horses for the two regiments of dragoons, the two regiments of cavalry, the regiment of mounted rifle- J 
men, the companies of light artillery, and such infa try as it may be found m·cessary to mount at the frontier posts 
For contingencies of the army .•.•. -- •••.•.•.........••..•..•.•• - •....... -. ---- -- • • -- • · · • • ·- · ---- --.- ------
For the medical and hospital departments ........•........•..................••••.. -------- ....•••......... 
For contingent expenses of the Adjutant General's DepartmPnt, at division and department headquarters .••••.•... 
For compensation of the clerk and messenger in the office of the commanding general .•.•... ---- .•.•••••.•••.... 
For contingent expenses of the office of the commaniing general. •...•.•.•••••...•.......•. -- ..•.•.••••••..... 
For armament of furtifications; ...............••••..•......•....••.••••......•........•....••••..•..••..... 
For ordnance, ordnance stores, and supplies, including horse equipments for the mounted regiments . ...••......... 
For tho current expense11 of the ordnance service ...•.•...•.••......•••••.•............• --- · . ---- .......•.... 
For the manufacture of arms at the national armories .••.•..•....•.••..••• - ..•.. -•...... ---. ·---- ......•.... . 
To enable Thomas H. Barlow, of Kentucky, to manufacture one of his newly-invented rifle cannon, fur the purpose 
of testing the feasibility of their use in the military or naval service of the country ......••........•••.......... 
For arsenals, including the purchase of sites for new arsenals of deposit in Texas and New Mexico, and for the erec-
tion of suitable magazines and other arsenal buildin11s in Texas, in California, in Washington or Orogou Territory, 
and in New Mexico ...•.• __ •.. ____ •.••••..•• __ . ~- _ •••.•••.•••••.•••.••••..• __ •..•.•.•• _ ••.••••••.•..•.. 
For rep ail's and improvements and new machinery at Harper's Fel'l'y .•••••.••••..••••....•..... - ••.•.....•.... 
For repairs and new machinery at Springfield armory, Mas!lachusetts ........••••.....•.•.•••...........•.••... 
l!.,or the completion, including water wheels and shafting of the new water-shops, grading grounds, and construction 
of briJge at Springfield armory, Massachusetts ..................•.........•..•.•.•.•.•.. ----.- ••.•.• -.---
For surveys for military defences, geographical explomtions, and reconnai3sances, fur military purposes .••••.•••••. 
For purchase and repairs (If instruments ..•••..•.••..•••••.•••••....•.....•.....••.....•...••••....•••..... 
For continuing the survey of the northern and northwestern lake~, includiug Lake Superior .....••.•..••••....•.. 
For printing charts of lake surveys .•••..••••..••••...•••••••••••.•••••..••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••..••.. 
For the Post Office extension ..•••..•••••.•••.•..••.•.•• - ••.....•. - •...•..• - ••..•. - ••..• - •..••••.......•.. 
For arrearages prior to July first, one thou~:>and eight hund1·ed and fifteen, payable through the office of the Third 
Auditor, under an act approved May first, one thousand eight hundred and twenty, in addition to the balance un-
drawn in the treasury ..•••...•••. · .••••....•........••••.••.••.••••..•.......•.••••••••••••••.•..•..•.•. 
:For pay, furnishing and maintaining with quartermaster's stores and supplies, and subsistence of mounted and foot 
.companies of FluriJa volunteers called into the service of the United States .•••••.........•.•..•••••••••••••. 





















































Object of appropriation. 
Amoullt brought forward .••••••••••. 
By the resolution authm·izi.n!J the purchase and 1·esloration to the Briti~h Government of the ship '' Resolute,'' late of the British 
NamJ. 
The Predident of the United States to cause the said ship "Resolute" with al1 her armament, equipment, and the 
property on board when she arrived in the Uuited States, and which has been preserved in good condition, to be 
purchased of her present owners, and that he sPnd the said ship, with everything pertaining to her as aforesaid, 
after being fully repaired and equipped at one ofthe navy yards of the United States, back to England under con-
trol of the Secretary of the Navy, \\ith a request to her Majesty's government that the United :States may be al-
lowed to restore said ~hip "Resolute" to her M11jest)"s service ............................................ .. 
By the act for the 1·eliif of IIenry L. Robinson. 
For retained bounty, and for his services in the United States army, from .April, eighteen hundred and fourteen, to 
the day of Lis discharge in February, eighteen hundred and fifteen ......................... -- ............... . 
By the act for the TelA.'ef of William B. Cozzens. 
In ful1 compensation fur his storehouse, taken from him fur the use of the United States, in January, eighteen hun-
dred and forty-seven, by Captttin L. H. Webb, by order of Quartermaster Gener~l Jesup ...................... . 
By the act for the reli~f of John Nash. 
}~or one mt.iety of the penalty collected of the master of the schooner L. J. Bowden, by the collector of the port of 
Frede1icksburg, iu the year eighteen hundred and fifty-three, for a breach of the revenue laws, it haling been rnnde 
to appear thttt the ~;aid penalty was incurred without any de!lign to violate the law ... ---- .................... .. 
By the act for the Teliif of John Otis. 
Amount. 
In full compt>nsalion fur services rendered in taking care of the sick and wounded at the battle of Sandy Creek, aLd I 
for quarters and materiul furnished the wounded prisoners at said battle, in the year eighteen hundred and four-
teen .......• _. _ ..... _ ....•.....•...•• - •. --- ...• - ...••.••••. _ ••..... _ •••.. -.-- .....•••• _. _ •...••••.•• _ •.••••.. _ .••..•••.. 
Total. 































By the act for the relief of Calvin llall, assignee of William Jones. I 
For the value of tht·ee hundred and two sheep belonging to said Jones, and which were improperly seized and sold 
by the government officers, in the year eighteen hundred and fifty-one, for an alleged nonpayment of duties ..••••...•••••••••••.•... 
I 
By the act for the relief of Captain Thomas Ap Catesby Jones. I 
For the moneys paid by him to Hall McAlister., esq., as counsel on the trial of Black, and five others, for mutiny, 
b~fore a general naval court-martial on board the sloop-of-war •'Warren," in October, eighteen hundred and forty- j 
ntne ..•••••••••••••••••••••• - .• -- ••..•••••.• - .•••••.• · • • • • · • • • • · • • • • • · • • • • • · · • · • • · • • • • • · · • · • • · • · · - • • • - ~ - • • • • · • • • • • • · • • • • · 
By the act for the relief of the legal representatives of Thomas Gordon, deceased. I 
For a certificate given by Timothy Pickering, quartermaster general, to the said Thomas Gordon, deceased, for nine-
teen and eight~en ninetieths dollars, and interest, and bearing date the twenty-ninth of .July, one thousand seven 1 
hundred and eighty-two ..•••.•••••••••••••••.•...•••••.••••..•••.•••..••••..••••..•••••••...•••....•...•••••••••••.•••••. 
RECAPITULATION. 
Ci vii, diplomatic, and miscellaneous .............. -.- ..... - •..•• • • • · • ·- • · .. - • • • 
Army fortifications and Military Academy ...••....•••..•.•••..••. - ....• -••. ---
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STATEl\IENT-Continued. 
H.-OFFICERS CREATED, AND THE SALARIES THEREOF. 
By the act (Chap. I) to relieve the Commissioner of Pensionsfrom the pe1jormance of certain clerical 
duties. 
The Commissioner authorized, with the approval of the Secretary of the Interior, to ap-
point a person to sign the name of the Commissioner of Pensions to certificates or warrants 
for bounty lands . [No salary specified by the act. J 
By the act (Chap. XII) to constitute the cities qf' Hannibal, .11/issouri, and Peoria, Illinois, ports of 
delivery. 
One sl:lrveyor for the port of H!lnnibal, at a salary of one thousand dollars per annum. 
A surveyor for the port of Peoria, to receive the salary and emoluments prescribed by the 
act of Congress of March 2, 1831. 
By the act (Chap. XXIV) e~·eating Columbus, Kentuclt?J, aport of delivery. 
A surveyor authorized for the port of Columbus, to receive the salary and emoluments pre-
scribed by the act of March 2, 1831. 
By the act to establish two additional land districts in the Territory of Jfinnesota. 
A rigister and receiver authorizerl to be a.ppointed for the northern district, and a register 
and receiver authorized to be appointed for the southern distlict, each of whom shall be entitled 
to receive the same emoluments which other t·egisters and receivers are by law entitled to 
receive. 
By the act (Chap. LXXXI) to amend an act entitled "An act to establish a court for the i1westigation 
of clmms against the United States," approved February 24, 1855. 
An assistant solicitor authorized to be appointed, at a salary of three thousand five hundred 
dollars per annum. 
The solicitor of the United States authorized to appoint a deputy, at a salary of two thou-
sand five hundred dollartt per annum. . 
An assistant clerk authorized to be appointed, at a salary of two thousand dollars per an-
num. 
By the act (Chap. LXXXJI) to pro-vide for carrying into effect the first article qf the tl·eaty between the 
United States and her MaJesty the Queen of the United Kingdom. of G1·eat Britain and Ireland, of 
the 15th day of June, 1846. 
A commissioner for one year, at a salary of three thousand dollars. 
A secretary for one year, at a salary of two thousand dollars. 
A chief astronomer and surveyor fi•r one year, at a salary of three thousand dollars. 
An assistant astronomer aud s•..;rveyor, at eighteen hundred dollars. 
A clerk for one year, at a salary of twelve hundred dollars. 
By the act (Chap. CXXV) providing .for the necessary ine~·ease and. beUer O?"f}anization of the rnedical 
and hospital department of the army. 
Four additional surgeons and eight additional assistant surgeons to be appointed. 
Hospital stewards to be appointed, not exceeding one for each military post, with the rank, 
pay, and emoluments of sergeants of ordnance. 
By the act (Chap. CXXVII) to regulate the diplomatic and consular systems of the United States. 
An assistant secretary of legation, authorized for London, and another for Paris, at the 
rate of one thousand five hundred dollars each, per annum. 
An interpreter authorized for the legation to Chioa, when the secretary of legation shall 
not be acting as such, at a salary of five thousand dollars per annum. 
A dragoman authorized to be appointed for the legation to Turkey, when the secretary. of 
legation shall not act as such1 at an annual compensation of one thousand dollars. 
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A consul-general at. Havana, in Cuba, at an annual salary of six thousand dollars. 
A consul-general at Constantinople, in Turkey, at an annualt!alary of three thousand dol-
lars. 
A consul-general at Frankfort-on-the-Main, at an annual salary of three thousand dollars. 
A consul at Prince EdwtLrd's Island, at an annual salary of one thousand dollars. 
A consul at Moscow and Revel, each, at an annual salary of two thousand dollars. 
A consul at Oporto, in Portugal, at an annual salary of one thousand tive hundred dollars. 
A consul at Cobija, in Bolivia, at an annual salary of five hundred dollars. 
A commercial agent at Amoor river, in Russia in Asia, at an annual salary of one thousand 
dollars. 
By the act (Chap. CXXVIII) making appropriations for the current and contingent expenses of 
the Indian Department, and for fulfilling treaty stipulations wtth the various Indian tribes for 
the year ending June 30, 1857. 
An additional Indian agent east of the Rocky mountains, at an annual salary not exceed-
ing one thousand five hundred dollars. 
By the act (Chap. CXXIX) making appropriations for certain civil expenses of government for 
the year ending June 30, ]8j7. 
Four additional clerks to be appointed by the Postmaster General, of class No. 1, at an 
annual salary of one thousand two hundred dollars. 
Two additional principal examiners and two assistant examiners of patents authorized to 
be appointed, and paid in the manner provided by law. 
A special examiner of drugs authorized, for San Francisco, at an annual salary of two 
thousand dollars per annum. 
Chaplain of the United States penitentiary authorized to receive six hundred dollars per 
annum. 
One clerk, class No. 4, in the office of Topographical Engineers. 
One clerk, of class No.4, in the o1ice of the Secretary of the Interior. 
By the act (Chap. CLXII) making appropriations for the Legislative, Executive, and Judicial 
expenses of the government for the year ending June 30, 1857. 
One additional clerk authorized to be employed in the office of the Topographical Engi-
gineers, of class No.4. 
One additional clerk in the office of the Secretary of the Interior, of class No. 4. 
Two temporary clerks in the same office, of class No.2. 
One clerk of class No. 3, in the office of the Fifth Auditor. 
One clerk of class No. 3, in the office of the First Comptroller. 
One clerk of class No. 4, in the office of the Register. 
By the act ( Ghap. CLXX) to amend an act entitled ''An act requiring foreign regulations of com-
merce to be laid annually before Congress," approved August 16, 1842, andfor other purposes. 
A superintendent of statistics authorized to be appointed, at a salary of two thousand 
dollars per annum. 
An assistant to the superintendent of statistics to be appointed, to receive th~ salary of a 
clerk of class No. 3. 
By the act ( Ghap. CLXXII) to continue the land office at Vincennes, and to ascertain and adJust the 
titles to certain lands in the States of Indiana and Illinois, formerly included in the Vincennes 
land district. 
A commissioner to be appointed, (learned in the law,) at a salary of three thousand dollars 
per annum. 
A register and receiver of the land office at Vincennes to be appointed, the land office at 
Vincennes to be re-established and reorganized, and the register and receiver to act as com-
missioners with the said person learned in the law, to perform the duties prescribed, 
who shall receive such compensation for their services as may be just and proper in the dis-
cretion of the Commissioner of the General Land Office. 
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IlL-OFFICERS, THE SALARIES OF WHGM IIAVE BEEN INCREASED, AND 
THE RATE OF SUCH INCREASE. 
By the act making appropriatians for the support qf the llfilitm·y Academy, for the yea1· endin!J 30th of 
June, 1857. 
To the librarian, the assistant librarian, a sum not. exceeding one hundred and fifty 
dollars, in adElition to be allowed to each. To the non-oommis~ioned officer in charge of 
mechanics, the soldier acting as clerk to the Adjutant General's office, and to the four men 
in the p~losophical and chemical department, and lithographic office, fifty dollars addi tional, 
each, per annum. 
By the act (Chap. LXXXI) to amend an act entitled "An act to establish a cottrtfor the investigation 
of claims against the United States," approved Feuruarg 24, 1855. 
The clerk of the court to receive an annual salary of three thousand dollars, instead of 
two thousand dollars per annum. 
By the act (Chap. CXXII) rnalcinJ appropriations .for the naval service for the yea1· endin!J the 30th 
Jime, 1857. 
Each purser attached to a smaller >essel than a frig-ate allowed a clerk in lieu of a steward, 
at a yearly compensation of four hundred dollars, and one ration per day. 
By the act (Chap. CXXYII) to re!Julate the diplomatic and consular system of tlw l!tiitcd States. 
Ambassadors and envoys extraordinary and ministers plenipotentiary to Great Britain and 
FranctJ, each 17,500, being an increase to the minister, &c., to Prance, of two thousand 
five hundred dollars per annum. 
Ambassadors and envoys extraordinary and ministers plenipotentiary to Russia, Spain, 
Austria, Prussia, Brazil, Mexico, and China, each twelve thousand dollars per annum. 
The same officers at all other countries ten thousand dollars each per annum. 
Ministers resident and commissioners seventy-five per centum, charge d'affllires fifty per 
centum, and secretaries oflegation fifteen per centum, of the said amounts, respectively, viz: 
Ministers resident, &c., at Austria, nine thousand three hundred and seventy-five dollars 
per annum, in lieu of four thousand five hundred dollars per annum. Ministers resident, &c, 
at Portugal, Belgium, Dominion of the Netherlands, Denmark, Sweden and Norway, Switz-
erland, Sardinia, Pontifical States and Two Sicilies, Nicaragua, New Grenada, Venezuela, 
Ecuador, Buenos Ayres, and Bolivia, each seven thousand five hundred dollars per annum, 
in lieu of four thousand five hundred dollars per annum Pach; at Turkey seven thousand five 
hundred dollars per annum, in lieu of six thousand dollars per annum; at the Sand\Yich Isl-
ands seven thousand five hundred dollars per annum, in lieu of five thousand dollars. 
Secretaries of lPgfttion to Great Britain two thousand six hundred and twt-nty-five dol-
lars per annum, in lieu of in lieu of two thousand five hundred dollars; to France two thou-
sand six hundred and twenty-five dollars per annum, in lieu of twe> thousand two hw1dred 
and fifty dollars. 
The consul·general at Calcutta, in British India, to receive an annual salary of five thousand 
dollars, in lieu of three thousand five hundred dollars. 
The consul at Hong Kong an annual salary of three thousand five hundred dollar~, in lieu 
of three thousand dollars. 
The consuls at Mauritius, Isle of France, and Singapore, each two thousand five hundred 
d llars, in lieu of one thousand dollars each. 
The consuls at Cork, Demarara, Southampton, and Turk's Island. each two thousand dol-
lars, in lieu of one thousand dollars each. 
The cousul at Leeds, two thousand dollars, in lieu of one thousmd five hundred dollars. 
The consul at Manchester, two thousand dollars, in lieu of fees. 
The consul at Havre, in France, six thousand dollars, in lieu of five thousand do1lars. 
The consuls at La Rochelle and Lyons, in France, each one thousand five hundred dollars, 
in lieu of one thousand dollars each per annum. 
The consul at Odessa, in Russia, to receive two thousand dollars, in lieu of one thousand 
five hundred dollars per annum. 
The consul at Santiago de Cuba, two thousand five hundred dollars, in lieu of two thousand 
dollars per annum. 
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The consul at Vienna, in Austria, to receive one thousand five hundred dollars, in lieu of 
one thousand dollars per annum. 
The consul at Canton and the consul at Shanghai, each four thousand dollars, in lieu of 
three thousand dollars each per annum. 
The consul at Fouchou, in China, three thousand five hundred dollars, in lieu of two thou-
sand five hundred dollars. 
The consuls at Amoy and Ningpo, each three thousand dollars, in lieu of two thousand five 
hundred dollars. 
The consul at Jerusalem, one thousand five hundred dollars, in lieu of one thousand dollars. 
The consul at Basle, two thousand dollars, in lieu of one thousand five hundred dollars. 
The consul at Messina, one thousand five hundred dollars, in lieu of one thousand dollars. 
The consuls at Tangiers, Tripoli, and Tunis, each three thousand dollars, in lieu of two 
thousand five hundred dollars each. 
The consul at Lahaina, in the Sandwich Islands, three thousand dollars, in lieu of one thou 
sand dollars. 
The consul at Stettin, in Prussia, one thousand dollars, in lieu of fees. 
The consul at Spezzia, in Sardinia, one thousand dollars, in lieu of seven hundred and fifty 
dollars. 
The consul at Maranham island, in Brazil, one thousand dollars, in lieu of seven hundred 
and fifty dollars. . 
The commercial agent at St. Paul de Loanda, in Portugal, one thousand dollars, in lieu of 
fees. 
The commercial agent at Gaboon, in Liberia, one thousand dollals, in lieu of fees. 
By the act ( 0 hap. CX.X!X) making appropriations for certain civil expenses of the government for the 
year ending the 30th of June, 1857. 
The commissioner of the United States, under the reciprocity treaty with Great Britain 
allowed four dollars per day for his subsistence. 
By the joint resolution (No. 18) ,giving an increased cornpensation to all laborers in the employment of 
the executive and legislative departments of the government in the city of Washington. 
The principal messenger in each of the offices of the Secretaries of State, Treasury, Inte-
rior, War, and Navy, Postmaster Genaral and Attorney General, to receive an annual salary 
of nine hundred do11ars. 
One principal messenger in each of the bureaus of the several executive departments to 
receive an annual salary of eight hundred and forty dollars. 
All other messengers and assistant messengers now authorized by law to be employed in 
the several departments, to receive an annual salary of seven hundred dollars each. 
And all laborers in the employment of the government in the executive departments and 
on the public grounds in the city of Washington, to receive an annual salary of six hundred 
dollars each. 
[The act (Chap. CXXIII) "to regulate the compensation of members of Congress," provides: 
That each senator, representative, and delegate in Cengress shall receive six thousand dol-
lars for each Congress, and the mileage now provided by law for two sessions only. 
That the President of the Senate pro tempore, when there shall be no Vice President, or 
when the Vice President shall have become President of the United States, shall receive the 
compensation provided by law for the Vice President. 
And· the Speaker of the House of Representatives shaH ·receive double the compensation 
provided for the representative11. 
In the event of the death of any senator or delegate, prior to the commencement the 
first session of the Congress, he shall neither be entitled to mileage nor compensation ; and in 
the event of death after the commencement of any session, his representative shall be enti-
tled to receive so much of his compensation, computed at the rate of three thousand dollars 
per annum, as he may not have received; and any mileage that may have actually accrued, 
and be due and unpaid. 
And the Secretary of the Senate and Sergeant-at-Arms shall deduct from the monthly pay-
ments to mem hers the amount of his compensation for each day that such member shall be 
absent from the House or Senate respectively, unless such representative, senator, or dele-
gate, shall assign as the reason for such absence the sickness of himself or some member of 
his family.] 
